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ABSTRACT
LIGHT RAIL AND CHANGING DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS
IN SAN DIEGO, DALLAS, AND JERSEY CITY
by

JosephS. Buga

Between 1985 and 2014, 19 metropolitan areas in the United States built new light rail
systems at a cost of over $30 billion. The US Department of Transportation funded a
major share of the costs, with support from state and local public funding sources. This
dissertation begins by providing an introduction to this era of light rail projects by placing
them in the historical context of surface transit improvements in the United States. A
compendium of the 1985 to 2014 light rail systems is then presented. Also included is a
review of the various federal laws that have spurred light rail development over the
period. In the dissertation, the establishment and expansion of light rail in three case
study cities, San Diego, Dallas and Jersey City, is examined with respect to land use and
planning. The San Diego Trolley began operating in 1986, the Dallas Area Rapid Transit
(DART) in 1995 and the Hudson Bergen Light Rail in Jersey City in 2000.
Structured interviews were conducted with developers of projects along these
transit lines to gain insight into their decisions to locate near light rail and their
interaction with land use and transit agency planners. Developers generally viewed light
rail as an additional amenity, not as a reason in and of itself to pursue a project. In several
instances, light rail was not considered at all in the establishment of a project and in one
project the developer viewed it as a negative factor. Coordination between local land use
planning and the transit agencies which established light rail varied among the three case

study cities: San Diego conducted the most comprehensive effort by virtue of its local
neighborhood planning entities and its participation in a regional planning organization.
During the mid 1990s and into the early 2000, new urbanism, smart growth and
transit oriented development emerged as new land use planning theories. In the
dissertation, these planning theories are analyzed and their similarities and differences
identified. To assess how these theories and their principles were incorporated into the
planning of light rail systems, planning documents associated with the San Diego, Dallas
and Jersey City light rail systems were reviewed, and structured interviews with local
land use planners and transit planners in these cities were conducted. The study revealed
that many principles associated with the planning theories were incorporated into the
planning documents; however, there are no explicit references to the theories. Developers
were uniformly aware of the principles associated with the new planning theories.
Site visits were made to each of the cities and information was collected at nine
projects along the light rail routes in 2009 and 2010. A planning theories scorecard was
used to evaluate how the elements of new urbanism, smart growth and transit oriented
development, were incorporated into various selected projects.
Both the Dallas and San Diego transit agencies promoted joint development
opportunities at light rail stations. Only San Diego had success in such efforts. The
federal government has begun to encourage more public private partnerships as a way of
attracting private capital to development of light rail.
Since their inception in the mid 1990s, the three planning theories have gained
wide acceptance among government officials, planners and developers. This acceptance
has led to a blending of the theories as many principles are included in multiple theories.
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CHAPTER!
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Purpose

This dissertation examines the creation of post-1985 light rail systems in the United
States and explores how new light rail systems in San Diego, Dallas and Jersey City have
incorporated the planning principles of new urbanism, smart growth and transit oriented
development in their planning and development. It also compares the planning and
selected development that has occurred in the three cities.

1.2

Background

A century after trolleys first appeared in the United States, a new generation of electric
streetcars has been introduced into nearly 20 areas of the country. Named "light rail", this
new and improved technology was used to build new transportation systems during the
last quarter of the 20th century and additional new systems and system expansions during
the first decade of the 21st century.
Light rail is the latest in a series of surface transportation innovations that have
affected development patterns. Beginning in the late 1880s the electric streetcar, more
commonly known as a trolley, provided a quick and inexpensive link to the areas outside
the central or walking city. Streetcars shaped the pattern of development outside central
cities and reinforced the role of cities as a hub of commercial development. New
development, facilitated by the trolley in suburban "outer rings", focused primarily on
residential areas (Tarr, 1975). The mixed-use development patterns so prevalent in cities

1

were not replicated m these new suburbs, which became enclaves for residential
development.
The next maJor innovation m surface transportation technology was the
automobile. While automobiles began re-shaping development patterns as early as the
1920's and 193 Os (Kay, 1997), it was during the post World War II era that automobiles
made their greatest impact, contributing to the "American Dream" of home ownership by
providing access to affordable housing outside of cities (Jackson, 1985). The results were
increased suburban populations and a flight of middle class residents from cities to lowdensity suburban developments. The new generation of light rail is in part a response to
suburban expansion and the problems associated with automobile congestion and
pollution (Downs, 2000).
The creation of new light rail transportation systems in the latter part of the 201h
century came at a time when a new series of planning theories were taking hold in the
United States. Smart growth (APA, 1997), new urbanism (Duaney, Plater-Zyberk, et al.,
1995) and transit oriented developments (Cevero, 1998) are all planning theories with
specific principles to guide development in urban and suburban areas.
Smart growth principles take a regional perspective on development practices and
include providing a variety of mass transit choices, thereby decreasing automobile use as
a major objective (Smart Growth, USEPA, 2003). Smart growth advocates have been
successful in implementing regulations at state and local levels including in Oregon,
Florida, and New Jersey. However, in some of these cases, for instance in the New Jersey
State Plan, these regulations are not mandatory and are more akin to guidelines.

2

New urbanism, sometimes termed neo-traditional design, aims to create a physical
environment where walking from destination to destination is possible. While smart
growth focuses on a regional level, the level of analysis for new urbanism is primarily the
neighborhood. However there are areas where the principles of the two theories intersect,
for instance regarding transportation. The mass transit advocated by proponents of smart
growth complements the new urbanist view of decreased automobile use. However,
proponents of smart growth would be unconcerned with some of the new urbanist
principles related to traditional architectural design. Other principles of new urbanism
include: neighborhoods have a discernible center; there are a variety of building types;
commercial facilities are at the edge of the neighborhood; parking is relegated to the rear
of buildings; streets are narrow to slow traffic down; playgrounds and schools are within
walking distance; and prominent sites are reserved for civic buildings (Congress of New
Urbanism, 1999).
A third planning theory, transit oriented development (TOD), focuses on the
elements directly associated with transportation improvements. TOD is an even more
place specific than new urbanism. With TOD the focus is on maintaining a dynamic
public transit destination that includes a mix of residential and commercial uses. It may
incorporate principles of new urbanism, such as walking distance to public buildings, and
smart growth by locating development in already populated areas and increasing densities
in those areas. In practice, TOD is regional in scope, as the transportation system serves
more than a single site, and local because the TOD is built in a single location. While
some TODs are built near light rail, others are located near other forms of mass
transportation, including subways, bus routes, and commuter rail facilities.
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Two goals common to all three theories are : the elimination of sprawl

by

encouraging mid and high commercial and residential densities in urban areas, and the
creation of mixed-use projects.

1.3

Research Statement

The purpose of this study is understand how the new planning theories of new urbanism,
smart growth and transit oriented development have been incorporated into the planning
and the development of projects proximate to light rail in San Diego, Dallas and Jersey
City.
The major research questions are:
(1) What developments were included in the plans prepared by light rail sponsors?
(2) Were those developments referenced in the plans built? And if not, why?
(3) How do those specific projects relate to the light rail sponsor plan?
(4) How do both the planned and the actual projects reflect the principles of the new
planning theories?
(5) What roles did transit agencies play in planning developments?

1.4

Significance

The financial investment made in light rail systems and the related development projects
in areas served by light rail transit have been and will continue to be significant over the
next decade. From 1987 to 2013 , over $15 billion, primarily from public sources, has
been spent on the construction of light rail projects. The share of costs funded by the
Federal Transit Administration (FTA), a federal agency which is part of the US
Department of Transportation, has ranged from 50% to 80% (Cervero, 2002).
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To be considered for the federal support, applicants, which may be state or
regional transportation agency, move through a rigorous multi-part, multi-year planning
process. The process culminates in a funding commitment from the federal government
to construct a light rail system. While the federal light rail planning process incorporates
elements that are broader than transportation issues, it is nonetheless overwhelmingly
focused on transportation and engineering criteria. The route, ridership figures, and
equipment are topics must be presented in detail in the application. Less attention is paid
to the determining opportunities for varied forms of physical development in the areas
served and how the transit system can impact a neighborhood or a region.
From 1986 to 1999, the Federal Transit Administration required a minimum level
of analysis concerning how the light rail system would meet the requirements of existing
land use in local jurisdictions. Beginning in 2000 the process was amended to require that
applicants include more specific information on how the application fits the proposed
zoning or planning for the local jurisdictions (Federal Transit Administration, 1999).

1.5

Potential Use of Findings

The study provides future researchers with a starting point for understanding the
conditions under which light rail was introduced into the United States in the latter part of
the 20th century, and will provide a quick reference regarding the systems established
post-1986. The study tracks the role of the federal government in establishing and
expanding light rail service by reviewing and analyzing the impact of various
transportation bills passed by Congress from 1985 through 2012. An understanding of the
federal regulations for funding light rail, generated as a result of those various bills, will
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be helpful to transit agencies in preparing applications for funding for new or expanded
light rail systems. The study provides information to those seeking federal funding for
light rail on the topics of economic development in distressed areas and affordable
housing.
This study describes how the new planning theories were incorporated into local
land use planning and development of light rail at selected sites in the three case study
cities. A review of the local planning efforts at the three selected cities provides
information on different models used to solicit citizen participation. This information can
be used by other local planning entities embarking on the establishment or expansion of a
light rail system.
A new theories scorecard was developed to assess how selected projects met
criteria associated with the new theories. This scorecard, or some similar method, can
serve as a tool for land use and transit planners to determine how future projects meet the
principles of the new planning theories.
The study also reviews the relationship between developers and transit agencies in
building residential and commercial development projects near light rail. The transit
agency infrastructure for development activities in the three case study cities is reviewed
and results provide a guide for other transit agencies for formulating their operations to
pursue joint developments. Interviews with developers are analyzed to assess their
relationships with transit agencies when projects were in the planning phase. In addition,
specific projects are reviewed analyzed to determine the extent of interactions between
transit agencies and developers, which can provide insights for how those relationships
may be structured in other cities and in future projects.
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CHAPTER2

TROLLEY, AUTOMOBILE AND LIGHT RAIL

2.1 Overview
Technological improvements have changed urban transportation in the United States over
nearly two centuries. As cities expanded, the need arose to shuttle people from home to
work and around cities. Two of the transportation technologies used in the mid 1800s,
horse-drawn omnibuses and intra-city steam railways, had stopped operating by the end
of that century. Another technology, the cable car, addressed the problems of hilly
terrains and continues to be used today. Two other forms of transportation, the trolley and
the automobile, were introduced in the 1800s but did not grow in popularity until the
1900s. But by the 1930s the trolley began losing ridership and the automobile was on a
seemingly unending increase in popularity. In the 1970s a new term, light rail, had
entered the lexicon of urban transit.

2.1.1 Pre-1880 Ground Transportation
Omnibusses were horse drawn carts that shuttled passengers along an established route.
They began operating in the 1830s. By 1853, New York had 683 licensed omnibuses
Between the 1830s and 1850s, cities began running rails on which the omnibuses could
run, making the ride smoother. A major improvement occurred in the 1850s when
grooved rails flush with the street were used for horsetrams, the successor to the omnibus.
The rails allowed the horse to pull more passengers at a faster rate of speed than
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horsetrams not on rails. And laying rails flush to the street removed a hazard (Roberts and
Steadman, 1999).
Steam powered railroads were in use in the 1830s, traveling longer distances
between cities. Smaller steam engines were used for shorter distances within cities.
However, the technology was dangerous as these engines sometimes exploded due to
steam pressure. Due to those explosions these small steam engines were prohibited in
New York and Baltimore. In 1873, Andrew Halladie devised a system of using wire cable
in a loop, powered at a central location to operate cables and move vehicles. That system,
the cable car, is still in use in cities today, most notably the San Francisco cable cars and
Pittsburgh inclines (Roberts and Steadman, 1999).
The first electric railway dates back to 1885 when Leo Draft constructed a rail
system that operated in Asbury Park, NJ. Charles Van Depole improved the system.
However both Draft and Van Depole used a "third rail" technology, which was fraught
with problems. In 1880, Thomas Edison used a dynamo-driven electric motor to propel a
locomotive (Hilton, 1960).

2.1.2 The Trolley
It was not until 1888 that a safe and efficient means of electric propulsion was used

successfully in an operating system. In that year, Frank Sprague, an engineer who
attended the US Naval Academy and had worked with Thomas Edison, devised an
electrically powered rail car system for Richmond, Virginia. His system was composed
of:
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a four wheeled cage or troller (hence "trolley car") attached to a pole was
pulled along an overhead electric wire by motors mounted in the trolley
car. The overhead electric wires gave the current to the motor and the
return was through the rails (Jackson, 1985).

The growth of this new system was phenomenal. By 1893, only six years after the
first system was in place, there were over 250 companies established to provide trolley
services using over 7,200 miles of electrified railways. By 1927, the trolley accounted
for over 13 billion passenger trips per year in the United States (APTA Fact Book, 2010).

Figure 2.1 View of Four Comers, Newark, New Jersey, circa 1920.
Source: Old Newark http: //www. http://newarkmemories.com/memories/519.php
(accessed on June 10, 2013).

2.1.3 The Automobile
The manufacturing of automobiles in the United States began in the late 1800s with
individual manufacturers producing fewer than 100 cars per manufacturer per year. This
trend followed a similar path in Europe. Wealthy individuals were the first to own
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automobiles in Europe and the United States in the 1880s. These individuals used the
auto as both a means of transportation and as a leisure pursuit. These early vehicles were
wrought with many problems. Since the industry was new, there were not many service
stations to refuel or repair vehicles. Their open body style resulted in passengers being
exposed to unpleasant conditions and inclement weather. Last, the road system was
primarily dirt roads and cars were subject to the same problems as earlier horse and
wagons with mud and ruts in roads making for uncomfortable travel.
By 1900, there were 8,000 automobiles registered in the United States. That
number grew to 458,000 by 1910, a growth spurred by scores of manufacturers. The
major turning point in America's relationship with the automobile occurred around that
time when Henry Ford began manufacturing an economical automobile. His first
commercial success was the Model A, first produced in 1903. In 1908 he introduced the
Model T, a four-cylinder car that sold for $850. Ford initiated an assembly line technique
for manufacturing the Model T and by 1916, because oflabor savings in its assembly, the
price dropped to $360. The number of automobiles in the US grew to over eight million
by 1920. The optimism that flourished after World War I, increased the demand for
automobiles. General Motors, led by William Durant, was producing over 10,000 cars per
year beginning in 1920 (US Department of Commerce, Bureau ofthe Census).
The purchase of automobiles declined during the Great Depression and World
War II. However, there was a large increase in automobile purchases after World War II.
Since the 1950s the number of passenger vehicles in the United States has increased
every year. As of 2012, there are over 183 million passenger vehicles registered in the
United States (NJDOT, 2007, 2012).
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2.1.4 Light Rail

In 1970, the Urban Mass Transit Administration (UMTA), a part of the US Department
of Transportation, commissioned a report that summarized modem tramway development
in Europe and reviewed existing streetcar operations in the United States. That report
used the term "light rail" for these systems. UMTA also contracted for specifications for
a new Standard Light Rail Vehicle (SLRV) that could be used to replace vehicles in
existing streetcar lines in Boston and San Francisco. In 1974, UMTA organized a
conference on light rail to share the information they had assembled in the reports and to
discuss how light rail could work in the United States (Thompson, 2007).
Shortly after these events, two Canadian cities became the first in North America
to establish light rail systems, Edmonton in 1978 and Calgary in 1981. Also in 1981, San
Diego became the first city in the United States to construct a light rail system. The
American Public Transportation Association (APTA) defines light rail) as:
A transit mode that typically is an electric railway with light volume
traffic capacity compared to heavy rail. It is characterized by passenger
rail cars acting singly (or in short, usually two car, trains) on fixed rails
shared or exclusive Right of Way, low or high platform loading and
vehicle power drawn from an overhead electric line via a trolley or a
panograph (APTAI National Transit Database, 201 0).
This definition also fits the trolley prevalent in the United States from the late
1800s through the 1950s. But newer technology, in particular the passenger cars of
current light rail, distinguishes it from the earlier trolley. Many of these new cars are
articulated and can "bend" around curves (APTA, 201 0). They also can travel at faster
speeds than previous trolleys. After 1950 six US trolley systems from the earlier period
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continued operations m Philadelphia, Boston, Newark, Pittsburgh, Chicago and San
Francisco.

2.2

Proponents of Transportation Technology

Historically, the proponents of transportation technology included both private and public
entities. Regarding the earliest forms of transportation, the private sector took the lead.
However, by the beginning of the 20th century the federal government began to play a
role with respect to interstate roads. The interstate highway system constructed in the
1950s and 1960s increased the role of the federal government in transportation. The
expansion of federal government involvement in transportation continued with the
establishment of light rail systems in the late 20th and early 21st century.

2.2.1 Proponents of the Trolley
The expansion of trolley transportation across the United States benefited a wide array of
interests. At the core was the traveling public. The proliferation of the systems was only
made possible because of the need to travel within a city and from the city to the
adjoining suburbs. Private companies took the lead in building trolley systems. Often the
companies worked directly with land owners interested in developing residential
communities that would be served by the trolley system.
One example was a project in Washington D.C. and Maryland spearheaded by
United States Senator Francis Newland in 1890. Newland established a trolley line,
which was marketed as "a home suburb for the nation's capital", that connected a suburb
of Washington DC, Chevy Chase, with the Washington D.C. transit system. In
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establishing that system, Senator Newland purchased land in both the District of
Columbia and in Maryland. In addition to the trolley line, his company, the Chevy Chase
Land Company, built an extension to Connecticut Avenue, as a wide attractive boulevard,
and then deeded portions of it to both the District of Columbia and to the State of
Maryland. The development also included a man-made lake and an amusement park
(Chevy Chase Historical Society, 2012).
Newland sold lots along the trolley route. The deeds to these lots included certain
restrictions, which imposed on the owner an obligation to build a large home. With a
transit system connected to the DC system and these restrictions, Newland was able to
insure an "upper class' character to the neighborhood and relatively high prices for his
lots (Roberts and Steadman, 1999).
The timing of development around trolley lines coincided with the availability of
many utilities including electricity, water, gas and sewer lines. New homes were being
built to conform to an era of efficiency. The traditions of the Victorian era were slowly
waning. As early as the 1890s, new magazines, such as Good Housekeeping and
American Home, promoted a new era in domesticity, which included labor saving

devices, powered by electricity. Homes were now equipped with new kitchen appliances
such as refrigerators and vacuums to ease the toil of home maintenance (Jackson, 1985).
Utility companies were eager to increase their customer base and revenue. A wellplanned development also afforded economies of scale for installing services, which
would be unavailable for t a single homes or only a few units.
While trolleys are best known for supporting development outside of cities, they
also contributed to redevelopment within central cities. In the late 18th and early 19th
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century construction techniques allowed for high-rise development. The increased
number of people now working in central cities used trolleys as a key means of intra-city
transportation.

2.2.2 Proponents of the Automobile

Auto manufacturers played the leading role in promoting the automobile. The industry
grew rapidly during the first several decades of the 1900s. The speed and flexibility of
travel by automobile, compared to the trolley, made the automobile a preferred
alternative.
Unlike many trolley compames, auto manufacturers did not focus on land
development. However land developers understood how this new form of transportation,
the automobile, would provide them with new opportunities. Sites that were previously
viewed as too distant from center cities were now within reach of a commute via
automobile. This spurred developments that were marketed as "automobile suburbs"
(Jackson, 1985).
Among the best-known housing developments which took into consideration the
automobile was Radburn in Bergen County, New Jersey. Designed by Henry Stein and
Clarence Wright and built in 1928 and 1929 by the City Housing Corporation, Radburn
now includes 469 single-family units, 93 apartments, 10 townhomes, and 10
condominium units. The project also includes a commercial building, an elementary
school, and parks. The community was marketed as the "Town for the Motor Age"
(Radburn Association, 2009). Of the units that now comprise the community only 140
were completed by 1934, when the City Housing Corporation declared bankruptcy.
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While the homes completed after 1934 are included in the Radburn Association, they are
not recognized as part of the "historic landmark" designation from the National Park
Service (NPS, 1976).
Radburn, was developed in a manner that segregates the car from pedestrian
spaces, and thereby offers a safe, pedestrian friendly environment. Homes were arranged
on cul de sacs with the front of homes facing on open areas, not streets. The driveways
are at the rear of the homes. The lots are small, but the common open space and parks are
intended to provide owners with sufficient recreational land. The project has a series of
pedestrian tunnels/underpasses that allow residents to travel through the community
without crossing any major traffic arteries (Teaford, 1986). The area also has a
commercial building that was originally intended for both commercial purposes and
public purposes including the Radburn Association offices and the library. Across from
the commercial building was a place designated on the original plan for parking.
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Figure 2.2 Plan of northwest and southwest residential districts, Radburn, N J.
Source: Radburn Association. http://www.radburn.org/ (accessed on June 10, 2014).
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Another example of a subdivision that incorporated design features to support the
automobile was the Country Club District in Kansas City. The developer, J. C. Nichols,
used parkland extensively to separate the new neighborhood from City borders. The
project began with the acquisition of land in 1907. The original grid design was modified
around 1913 before construction at the site started. The project was not fully completed
until the early 1950s. Unlike Radburn, the Country Club District offered large lots and
expensive homes. In addition, wide boulevards, which easily accommodated automobile
traffic, and diagonal parking were included. Streets followed the natural contours of the
rolling typography and were deliberately not set at right angles (NPS, 2009, Teaford,
1996).
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Figure 2.3 Site Plan of Country Club District, Kansas City, MO.
Source: University of Missouri http://www.umkc.edu/whmckc/-vti-bin/shtml.dll/PUBLICATIONS/
WARDPKWY/wardP3a.htm/map (accessed on June 10, 20 13).
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Other proponents of the automobile included the rubber and steel industries that
played a supporting role in its manufacturing and the federal government. In the first two
decades of the 1900s, residents of rural agricultural communities and city residents
clamored for more and better roads . The 1916 Federal Aid Road Act was funded by
congress in 1916 for five years with $7 5 million. In the 1921 the Federal Aid Highway
Act, increased the amount for road funding to $75 million per year. These first federal
funding programs paid for 50% of road construction. The federal funding was secured in
part due to the efforts of lobbyists for the steel, rubber and automobile industries (Lewis,
1997).

2.2.3 Proponents of Light Rail

Unlike the era of the trolley that was ushered in by developers, or the automobile era
ushered in by auto manufacturers and their related business interests and government
funding of highways, the move toward light rail was spearheaded by transit professionals,
primarily those in the public sector. In 1974, the Urban Mass Transit Administration
(UMT A), a part of the US Department of Transportation, organized a conference on light
rail to inform transportation planners in the United States of the use of tramways or light
rail vehicles in Europe and to discuss how that model could work in the United States
(Thompson, 2007). Shortly thereafter, the Canadian cities of Edmonton in 1978 and
Calgary in 1981 became the first cities in North America to establish light rail systems.
Also in 1981, San Diego became the first city in the United States to construct a light rail
system.
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State and local governments were the major proponents of light rail systems for
two reasons. First, the amount of capital necessary to establish and maintain a light rail
system is not economically feasible for a private entity interested in making a profit. And
second, key benefits that accrue from establishing a light rail system, including reduced
traffic congestion and less pollution, are objectives pursued by the public sector. Since
these benefits accrue to regions, not single municipalities, in most instances state
governments join with local governments to support light rail systems. State funding
often comes from special taxes used to support the creation and operation of light rail.
Local governments become the direct beneficiaries of light rail as these new systems can
alleviate auto congestion and offer the possibility of new development that will result in
more tax ratables.
Other proponents of light rail include environmental groups and advocates of
smart growth. These organizations realized that directing funds toward mass transit and
away from highway development met two of their core objectives: limiting sprawl by
preserving undeveloped areas from highways and decreasing auto use, thereby decreasing
air pollution
Unlike the development of trolley systems a century before, light rail systems are
not privately sponsored. In fact there, the private sector paid little attention as they were
being established. The participation of the private sector followed decisions made by
government: Once rail routes were set, private entities sought to capitalize on the
investment that the public sector had made.
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2.3 Government Role in Promoting Transportation

2.3.1 The Trolley

Governmental involvement in the establishment of trolley systems occurred at the local
level. Private companies interested in developing a trolley system within their jurisdiction
approached local governments and then local governments entered into contractual
agreements.
Local governments owned the roadways on which trolleys would operate. Instead
of selling any portions, they provided easements to install the rail and overhead electrical
catenaries required for the operation of the trolley. These easements were part of an
agreement that included other key features including: the location of the rail lines, the
frequency of operation and the fares that would be charged. Agreements could cover
other operating issues, among them: special fares charged for children; the ability to
generate other income (advertising, hauling mail and other packages); and, the
responsibility of transit operators to maintain the roadways along which their rail lines
were operating. Local governments sought to ensure that trolleys would serve a public
purpose at a reasonable fare for passengers and with reasonable profits for the companies
and their investors, in exchange for the easements they granted to the companies.
While they operated, trolleys not only provide transportation, but they also helped
cities to grow. Pittsburgh provides one example. In the mid-1800s Pittsburgh was a small
but growing community. Its population increased from 49,601 residents in 1860 to
321,616 in 1890. This change in population was facilitated by two major factors: first, the
increase in residential development which occurred in the city; and second, the
annexation of smaller settlements around Pittsburgh. The annexation accounted for
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approximately 30% of the population growth over the period. Pittsburgh was also one of
the cities in the period to establish a cable car system. Their adoption of cable cars in
1888 pre-dated their use 1873 in San Francisco by 15 years. Between 1888 and 1890
three cable car systems operated in Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh Traction, the Citizen's
Railway, and Central Traction (Tarr, 1985).
The cable car was well suited for Pittsburgh. The city's location in a valley, at the
convergences of the Allegheny, Monongahela and Ohio rivers, faced a variety of
challenges posed by its terrain. Many areas adjacent to the rivers had steep inclines. In
addition, because of the rivers, some areas were prone to flooding. Two of the traction
lines are still in operation today. Pittsburgh also had four trolley operators in the late
1800s: the Philadelphia Company, Consolidated Traction, United Traction and Southern
Traction. By 1904, they were combined into a single operator, The Pittsburg Railroad
Company, which at its peak in 1918 operated 99 trolley routes on 606 miles of track in
Pittsburgh (University of Pittsburgh, 20 12).
The dispersion of Pittsburgh's population from the central city to the outer wards
occurred between 1880 and 1920. During that period the east wards of the city saw
"phenomenal growth resulting from rapid transportation" source of quote including page
number? including trolley service as reported by the Homewood Board of Trade, a local
commerce organization. Densities in the east wards of the city, which were served by
streetcars, were nearly nine times as high as in the outlying wards not served by streetcars
(Tarr, 1985).
The development of the transit system in Boston also reveals another key element
of city development during the mid and late 1800s - annexation. The "old city" of
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Boston was located within approximately a two-mile radius of the center of the city.
Because the city included marshlands and areas known as the Back Bay some of it went
undeveloped for decades even though densities in the center city were high. With the
introduction of the trolley, areas adjacent to the city became very attractive
As was the case with Pittsburgh, Boston also grew in area. In his book Suburban
Streetcars, Samuel Bass Warner chronicles the development of three areas: Dorchester,

West Roxbury and Roxbury. In the early 1800s these were separate communities, each
with their own local governments. However, by the end of the century, each decided to
join with Boston to become part of a larger city. Several common factors drove
incorporated municipalities to annexation. In the latter half of the 19th century, efforts to
improve water and sewer service were paramount in the minds of government officials
and residents. Public health experts and sanitarians emphasized the health problems
posed by contaminated water. Creating new residential developments provided an
opportunity to ensure that water and sewer issues were managed for the benefit of all
residents at the inception of a project (Warner, 1962).
Installing the infrastructure for these services in undeveloped areas was easier
than installing them in areas already developed. In undeveloped areas, structures and
existing roadways were impediments to the excavation necessary to install water and
sewer lines. Providing services in undeveloped areas was in the economic interest of the
water and sewer companies because it expanded the market. More customers resulted in
more revenue.
The same reasoning applied to other utilities such as gas and electricity. Although
electricity was relatively new in its residential use, the suburbs provided an ideal market.
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New homes were being built to conform to an era of efficiency. The traditions of the
Victorian era were slowly waning. As early as the 1890s, new magazines, such as Good
Housekeeping and American Home, promoted a new era in domesticity, which included
labor saving devices. And these devices were powered by electricity. Homes were now
equipped with new kitchen appliances such as refrigerators and vacuums to ease the toil
ofhome maintenance (Jackson, 1985).
While some might view trolley systems and their reach to the suburbs as a
primary cause for suburbanization, one historian, Kenneth Jackson, argues that the move
to the suburbs in the early 1900s was really a confluence of technological improvements
(transportation, electricity), health reforms (city water and city sewer services) and a
changing public opinion gave suburban living a higher status among not only the wealthy
but among the middle and lower classes as well (Jackson, 1985).

2.4 Problems Solved by New Transportation Technologies
2.4.1 The Trolley

The trolley was superior to several of its urban ground transit predecessors. Compared to
the early horse-drawn rail omnibuses, trolleys were faster and had greater passenger
capacity. This ability to move more people at a faster pace contributed to the
development of homes and businesses outside the central cities, thereby decreasing
congestion in central cities and opening suburban development. Without this faster mode
of transportation, development would have remained limited to areas closer to central
cities, as people would not be inclined to move to areas where they would reside so far
from their work as to result in onerous commuting times.
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Another problem solved by the trolley was the elimination of horse manure created by the
omnibuses. With no horses involved in its operation, the trolley era also ended public
health concerns regarding the equine flu that reached its peak with the Great Epizootic in
1872. Also problems involving the length of time that horses worked and concerns about
animal cruelty were curtailed by the use of the trolley.
The technology pioneered by Frank Sprague, namely the overheard electrified
catenary system, was far safer than the steam powered engines used in some short
distance intra-city rail during the period. Similarly, the overhead technology was safer
than the "third tail" technology used in the first electric rail systems in the early 1860s.
While the trolley could not match the ability of cable cars to operate on inclined
areas, the trolley was superior to the cable system in that outages in one area of the trolley
system would not prevent the operation of other areas of a system. That was not the case
with cable cars, where a cable that broke or malfunctioned would cause the entire system
to curtail operation.

2.4.2 The Automobile

Use of automobiles began to change by the 1920s. Before then automobiles were
primarily used by city dwellers for leisure pursuits or by rural residents as transportation
from farms to markets. The Ford Motor Company along with General Motors led the way
in expanding automobile manufacturing. From 1900 to 1925 the number of cars in the
United States increased from 8,000 to over 20 million. Increased mobility transformed an
automobile owner's lifestyle, and with that the development patterns within the United
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States. No longer were people confined to living in central cities or in areas adjoining
trolley routes. Automobile owners were now able to venture to other areas.
And, there were many reasons to move from cities. With new immigrants arriving in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth century, cities were more crowded. As many new
residents were poor, living conditions were harsh. Public health problems were a major
concern during the early 1900s. The automobile provided a means of escape from these
conditions. As Henry Ford remarked, "We shall solve the City problem by leaving the
City" (Ford, 1922, p, 132).
Another problem the automobile solved was the inadequacy of public roadways.
Roadways became a concern of the federal government in the early 1900s. Poor
roadways were seen to have a negative impact on the economy and national security,
concerns that became very prevalent the first half of the 29th century. 1900s. After World
War II, local, state and federal government agencies began construction of roadways to
link cities to the outlying suburbs. In the early 1950s, the New York City Cross Bronx
Expressway, the Detroit John Lodge and Edsel Ford Highways and Chicago Congress
Street Expressway all contributed to suburbanization. Congress enacted the Federal-Aid
Highway Act of 1956 authorizing the construction of 41 ,000 miles of interstate freeways.
The federal government would meet 90% of the cost of construction using a trust fund
established from a federal tax on gasoline (Lewis, 1995).
A byproduct of the increase in automobiles and roadways was a significant
increase in housing production outside center cities. During the 1930s depression and the
first half of the 1940s housing development was very limited. For example in 1942, only
142,000 housing units were constructed. In 1946, this number rose to 1,023,000 and
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peaked in 1950 with 1, 952,000, over a 1369% increase (Hall, 1975). Most of these new
homes were built in new suburbs. Over the second half of the 20th century, many older
cities actually lost population.

2.4.3 Light Rail

Light rail was introduced in the United States in the late twentieth century to address
traffic congestion, particularly in central cities and those highways leading into cities, and
to provide an alternatives to existing mass transit. By doing so, light rail was intended to
reduce commuting times for its ridership. Light Rail is also credited with promoting
certain land use decisions, which are generally viewed as beneficial. For example, light
rail decreases the need for highway expansion in areas that it serves. In addition, high
density developments that are often located near light rail reduce the amount of land used
as communities are more compact.
Researchers have reasoned that the density of new developments contributes to
lower overall developer costs (Beauregard, 2005), And lower development costs can
translate into lower rents or sale prices compared to developments with lower densities.
However, other studies indicate that land values near light rail are higher than property
values elsewhere (Cevero, et al, 2002, Clower, 2007). These two factors, higher densities
resulting in lower development costs, and the increased value of land for higher density
projects may offset any decrease in housing costs.
Light rail is also credited with an overall decrease in air pollution in the areas
light rail serves. The reasoning is that fewer cars are travelling reduces pollution.
However, some studies suggest that the impact on the central, most densely populated
areas served by light rail may experience an increase in pollution because light rail transit
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and other amenities may become hubs for entertainment venues, restaurants, office, and
other retail uses and hence draw automobile drivers to them (Beauregard, 2005).

2.5 Problems Caused by New Technologies
2.5.1 The Trolley

The most significant problems caused by the establishment of trolley arose from its
relationship to other forms of transportation and the public right of ways that it inhabited.
Since most trolley transit systems operated as easements on public roadways, the trolley
increased traffic congestion. Within cities, trolleys generally travelled at a slower rate of
speed than automobiles and made frequent stops. The combination of increased
congestion and the speed of trolleys proved to be an impediment to automobile traffic. In
those instances of accidents involving a trolley and an automobile, the positioning of a
trolley on a fixed rail and connected to overhead catenary wires made moving the
incapacitated vehicle difficult, further compounding congestion. The easements granted
to trolleys could have been used for other purposes -- either widened roadways or
widened pedestrian walkways. Instead the easements decreased the mobility of other
forms of transportation.
However, the demise of the trolley in the first half of the 20th century was not
related to these disadvantages. Instead it was the preferred use of the automobile and an
increased use of busses, which were not required to follow the fixed routes of the trolley
rails, that drove down ridership and fare revenue in trolley systems. These are the primary
reasons that trolley systems abandoned their operations. In some instances, the same
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public compames operated busses and trolley systems. These operators viewed bus
operations as more efficient and economical and chose to end trolley service.
Some attribute the demise of the trolley to actions taken by Goodyear Rubber and
General Motors. A federal lawsuit charged a corporate conspiracy between the two
entities, stating that a General Motors subsidiary had purchased and then closed several
hundred trolley lines, with the purpose of increasing the market for busses and tires. The
federal lawsuit found the corporate giants guilty, but their penalty was only a $5,000 fine.
Whether or not it was the conspiracy or the economic conditions, or both, by the close of
the 1930s there were only a handful of trolley lines in operation in the United States
(Jackson, 1985).

2.5.2 The Automobile

The use of public transit decreased in the 1950s and 60s as people moved into the
suburbs. Now cars were streaming into cities from suburban residential communities,
causing congestion of roadways never designed for an expanded amount of traffic. One
of the proposed solutions to building major interstate highways to provide easier access
from suburbs into central cities. The 1956 Interstate Highway Act called for 41,000 miles
of highways including 5,000 miles of freeways in urban areas. These urban freeways
were met with resistance in some communities, as they required the demolition of
existing neighborhoods. Among some of the more notable examples of that resistance to
highway construction was the extension of the Cross Bronx Expressway in New York
City where activists, led by Jane Jacobs in the early 1960s, stopped the new construction
(Caro, 1990). Similarly a highway plan to cut through the Great Falls Historic District in
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Paterson, NJ was stopped by local activists, as was a plan to intersect New Orleans'
French Quarter (Lewis, 1996).
But most of the planned urban highways were constructed. In hindsight the results
were mixed at best. In many communities -- among them New York, Newark,
Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh -- the creation of these new highways resulted in entire
existing neighborhoods being demolished. In some cities these areas were primarily
districts of racial minorities, questioning the equity of decisions.
The exodus of city residents to the suburbs continued through the decades of the
1960s, 1970s and 1980s. The result was a further expansion of residential areas beyond
the cities. The lower cost of land further from cities resulted in lower housing costs that
continued to attract buyers. However this pattern of development, further and further
from the city, created some unpleasant outcomes.
With the construction of housing in suburbia came other developments, notably
retail in the form of malls and office complexes. These functions were planned near
interstate exits affording a degree of convenience. However, in many areas development
surpassed the capacity of roadways, even interstate highways, to effectively manage
traffic, resulting in significant congestion. Additional auto congestion increased pollution
from the emissions of combustion engines in automobiles, buses, and trucks as those
engines operated for longer periods of time and congestion also increased the amount of
time spent by commuters either going to work or shopping and running errands.
The federal government, through the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
regulated air pollution since its inception in 1970. The EPA has also established standards
that automobile manufacturers must meet in that regard emissions. It is the intention of
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the EPA to manage these levels of pollution. However, the increase in automobiles and
their usage make management a difficult task.
In the 1950s and 1960s, transportation planners viewed increasing the capacity of
roadways as the solution to traffic congestion. What they learned over the past half
century is that as capacity increases, the demand catches up and begins once again to
exceed capacity. With a population of nearly 300 million and approximately 250 million
registered vehicles in 2012, transportation planners are looking at modes of surface
transportation other than the automobile such as light rail to address congestion.

2.6 Status of Light Rail in the United States

2.6.1

The Federal Role

In 1991, the federal government took a major step m supporting light rail with the
passage of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA). This act
provided funding for new light rail systems and the expansion of existing systems. From
1991 through 1998, it was the basis for all light rail systems constructed during that
period. In 1998 the legislation was re-authorized under the title Transportation Equity Act
for the 21st Century (TEA-21) (Katz, et.al., 2003). That act provided more flexibility to
state and local governments in allocating funding and allowed for investments in many
modes of surface transportation including bicycle and pedestrian projects. In 2004 a new
reauthorization, the Safe Accountable Flexible and Efficient Transportation Equity Act
(SAFE-TEA), was approved and served as a funding program for surface transportation,
including light rail.
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To obtain federal funding through these programs, state or regional transportation
agencies embark on a multi-part, multi-year process which remains in place today. The
process includes: (1) systems planning; (2) an alternatives analysis; (3) preliminary
engineering; and (4) final design, including a final environmental impact statement
(FEIS).

Federal Transit Administration (FTA) approval is required to enter the

preliminary engineering and final design stages and to enter into a Full Funding Grant
Agreement (FFGA) to fund the costs of a light rail system (Holland, 2008).

Systems Planning

Proj
Mgmt
Oversight

Final Design
Commitm ent of Non-Federal Funding,
Construction Plans. ROW Acq uisition,
Befor e-Aft er Data Collecti on Plan,
FTA Evaluation for FFGA,
Begin Neg otiations

Construction

Figure 2.4 New starts planning and development process.
Source: (FT A 20 12).
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This planning process has remained essentially unchanged since it was first
implemented in the early 1990s. However. the criteria and the weighting of criteria to
evaluate projects have changed over time. In the early 1990s, criteria related to ridership,
financial feasibility and cost efficiency were weighted most heavily. Not until 1996 did
the criteria provide more weight to land use issues including development near light rail.
The evaluation criteria changed again in 2000 with the adoption of FTA's Final Rule on
Major Capital Investment Projects issued on December 7, 2000. This new rule replaced a
1996 policy statement that had been used in evaluating projects. The new rule was
proposed to conform to TEA-21 and continued the "multi-measure" approach ofthe 1996
policy statement. The new rule listed five major areas to be evaluated in new light rail
systems: mobility improvements, environmental benefits, cost effectiveness, transit
supportive existing land use and future patterns and local financial commitments.
The new rule also allowed for "Other Factors" to be included in a plan. These
other factors were to demonstrate the local policies already in place, such as parking
policies, public private partnerships and project management experience. These factors
were intended to provide the Federal Transit Agency with additional information in its
decision making process. Scoring low in any major area virtually assured that a project
would be denied funding.
In this new evaluation process land use became a critical element for securing
project funds. Five categories were used in the evaluation of land use: existing land use,
growth management policies, transit supportive corridor policies, supportive zoning
regulations near transit stations, and tools to implement land use policies. Under this
1996 procedure, the local financial commitments category accounted for 50% of the
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rating while five other categories: mobility improvements, operating efficiency,
environmental benefits, cost effectiveness and land use shared the other 50% equally,
giving land use 10% of the rating (FTA, 2005). These categories remained relatively
unchanged through 2008.
The SAFETEA-LU Technical Corrections Act of 2008 changed the weighting of
criteria.

The new criteria that were first used

FY2011 decisions were: mobility

improvements (20% ), environmental benefits (1 0% ), cost effectiveness (20% ),
operational efficiencies ( 10%), economic development effects (20% ), and public
transportation supportive land use (20%) (Reconnecting America, 2010). Under this new
weighting system, planning and economic development could account for 40% of the
Project Justification Rating, compared to 0% when the first rating systems were used in
the early 1990s.
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Figure 2.5 New Starts light rail evaluation criteria.
Source: (FTA, 2012).
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In January 2010, US Secretary of Transportation Raymond La Hood announced
that the Federal Transit Administration would change its evaluation criteria for projects
including light rail. The new criteria were to evaluate "environmental, community and
economic development benefits." According to a DOT spokesperson the FTA will " ... no
longer ignore the many benefits that accrue for our environment and our communities as
we build or expand rail and bus rapid transit systems" (US DOT, 201 0). The new criteria
were to be considered in light of a new federal partnership among the Department of
Transportation, Department of Housing and Urban Development and the Environmental
Protection Agency focusing on sustainable communities.
Moving Ahead For Progress in the 21 51 Century (MAP-21 ) was signed into law in
July 2012 and is the successor to SAFETEA- LU. MAP-21 streamlines the New Starts
process by eliminating duplicated steps, in particular certain environmental review
requirements. The new law also allows for equipment modernization. Regulations to
implement the New Starts program MAP-21 were finalized in January 2013 and will
likely be used in evaluating FY 2014 New Starts projects. These regulations expand the
New Starts evaluation criteria by providing additional criteria to demonstrate
environmental benefits of a project and by adding affordable housing as a category in the
evaluation of the land use criteria (Federal Register 2013).

2.6.2 Light Rail Systems

Between 1981 and 2012, 19 communities established new light rail systems. These
systems accounted for over 500 million passenger trips in 2014 (APTA, 2015). The cost
of these systems totals over $30 billion dollars. In many areas these systems have
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contributed to other major projects including stadiums, arenas, significant residential
development and commercial development. Data on these systems is included in Table
2.1.

While there are many similarities among the nineteen communities that have
embarked on light rail projects since 1981, a few of their experiences stand out. Buffalo
established its light rail system in 1983, the second system to begin operation in the US.
The line is only 6.4 miles (one way), the second shortest line. Buffalo' s system serves its
downtown and includes an underground section. It was built to stimulate downtown
development. That goal has been elusive as Buffalo's downtown, similar to the
downtowns of many urban centers, has deteriorated since the 1970s. In fact, Buffalo
suffered the greatest decrease in light rail ridership, nearly 15%, in 2014. The system has
at times been threatened with shutting down as it is heavily subsidized. The average
number of weekday rides on the system was 16,500 in 2014. No extensions ofthe system
have been built since it was established.
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Table 2.1 Post 1980 US Light Rail Systems

Date

City

Name

Date
Original and
expansions

Miles

Cost

Stations

(millions)

Average
Weekday
Ridership

1981

San Diego

San Diego

1981

53.7

2.5 bil

65

119,800

1994

Buffalo

Metro Rail

1994

6.4

$336 mil

15

16,500

1986

Portland

Trimet

1986,1998,2001
2004,2009

79.8

$2,230 mil

118

103,900

1987

Sacramento

RT

1987

37.42

$176 mil

45

45,200

1987

San Jose

VTA

42.7

$180 mil

62

35,200

1990

Los Angeles

55 .7

$2,454mil

46

200,800

1992

Baltimore

Metro Rail
Maryland
Transit

1987
1990, 1995,
2003

29

$500 mil

26

27, 100

1993

St. Louis

Metro Link

62

$879 mil

52

49,900

1994

Denver

RDT

35

1,900mil

10

86,300

1996

Dallas

DART

1992, 1997
1993,2001,
2003,20 06
1994,2000,2002
2006
1996,1997,
2009,2012

85

3,100bil

61

101,800

1999

Salt Lake
City

Trax

1999,2003,2009

19.5

75 .8 mil

24

68,500

2000

Jersey City

Hudson-Bergen

2000,02

24

$1.5 bil

21

44 ,1 50

2003

Tacoma

Tacoma Link

2003

1.6

$80.4 mil

5

2,200

2004

Houston

Metrorail

2004

7.5

$324mil

16

45,300

2004

Minneapolis

2004, 2005

12

$715 mil

17

62,500

2007

Charlotte

Hiawatha Line
LYNX Blue
Line

2007

9.6

$462 mil

15

15,800

2008

Phoenix

Metro rail

2008

20

$1.4 bil

28

44,800

2009

Seattle

Central Link

2009

13 .9

2.1 bil

12

35,200

2011

Hampton,
VA

The Tide

2011

7.4

$318 mil

11

5,800

Sources: (APTA Fact Book, 2014, 201 2).
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In contrast, St. Louis established its system in 1993 with 17 miles connecting East
St. Louis to Lambert International Airport. Since that time it has expanded several times
2001, 2003, and 2006 to 62 miles from St. Louis to suburban Illinois. The system serves
the central business district. Its use of surplus railroad lines, not city streets, allows it to
achieve faster speeds than many light rail lines. Average weekday ridership on the system
is 49,900 (APTA, 2014).
The Tide, a seven-mile system in Norfolk Virginia is the latest light rail system in
the United States. The system, which cost $318 million, began operation in August 2011
(The Tide, 2012). Its average weekday ridership is 5,800 (APTA, 2014). The only other
large city planning light rail is Detroit (FTA, 20 12).

2.6.3 Light Rail Opportunities

The last nearly 30 years of light rail have resulted in several opportunities on which a
majority of systems can capitalize. They include: planning, partnerships, extending the
market for transit, and phased implementation (Campion, et. al. 2007). To successfully
compete for federal funding, states anq regions need to demonstrate that they have
planned for land uses that could utilize light rail. These projects could include highdensity residential development, commercial development or destinations such as
stadiums, arenas, or shopping centers. All of these uses would create ridership, a criterion
that is important to compete for funding.
Several light rail systems serve two or more local governments, which reqmres
the coordination of each local government with the transit agency sponsor. Some of that
coordination can be achieved through existing federally-designated Metropolitan
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Planning Organizations (MPOs), which plan for transportation on a regional basis.
However, regional land use planning is also desirable. Such planning at both the
application and development stages can be beneficial. For example, if one community
plans high density residential development proximate to a light rail station, while a
second community plans for high rise commercial development, both can be well served
by employees from one community traveling to jobs at a second community. In this
example, both communities benefit from less traffic.
A second benefit of the process is the ability to develop vanous forms of
partnerships. In some instances, there may be relationships between private entities and
the public transportation agency planning light rail. The developers of major destinations
such as shopping malls, stadiums and arenas can become involved in planning the light
rail to serve their venues. Other private developers of residential or commercial
properties can plan for stations that serve their respective tenants and residents.
Other transit benefits are broader than just the ridership on light rail. A new light
rail station can serve as a hub for other public transit such as buses, van pools, and in
some cases services such as ferries. These additional modes of transportation provide
more choices to both riders of light rail and other travelers in the region, thereby
expanding the market for transit.
Since 1981 phased implementation of light rail systems has been the routine
practice in the development of light rail systems. A large majority of the systems were
planned with several operating segments to be completed over a period of years. This has
enabled them to grow incrementally as funding has become available. Once a project is
completed, a new line is often added to the system. This process has several highly
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desirable characteristics. First, it allows for the funding of projects to be spread over a
period of years. Transit agencies can submit applications to the FTA several years apart.
Local tax revenues earmarked for light rail projects can accumulate over several years to
provide sufficient funds to meet any requirement for local funds in the project.
Phasing is also beneficial to those considering projects. It provides time for land
assemblage and acquisition.

It also provides a developer with actual experience of

existing segments of the line. That information can inform choices about the development
project.

2.6.4 Bus Rapid Transit

Bus rapid transit (BRT), seen as a lower cost alternative to light rail, has gained
popularity in some US cities. BRT is defined by: dedicated bus lanes and passenger
platforms and large door systems similar to light rail and subways that open at grade to
facilitate passenger entry and departure. As of 2012, The National Bus Rapid Transit
Institute reports that there are 16 systems operating in the United States (NBRTI, 2012).
Only two of the 16 cities served by BRT systems, Los Angeles and Phoenix, also have
post-1981 light rail systems. The FTA FY11 New Starts Report, states that eight
communities received over $221 million to establish bus rapid transit systems (FT A,
2010).

2.6.5 Recent Federal Funding of Light Rail

Over the three fiscal years, 2011, 2012 and 2013, the federal government has continued
to fund light rail projects. All of the funding has been for the expansion of existing
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systems. In total, over $2.4 billion has been granted by the federal government. As the
federal funding share over the three-year period is approximately 50% of the total project
cost, the total cost of the light rail extensions is approximately $4.8 billion from 2011
through 2013. Bus rapid transit projects have received approximately $625 million from
the federal government over that same three-year period.
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$1,200
$1,000
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$800
$600

$55 1
• Light Rail

$400
$221

• Rapid Bus Transit

$137

$200
$0
FY 2011
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l_
Figure 2.6. Federal spending on light rail and bus rapid transit FY 2011 -FY 2013
(in millions).
Source: (FTA, 2013).

2.6.6 Conclusions

Most of the metropolitan areas that could benefit from light rail have established systems.
Light Rail growth will likely occur more in the expansion of existing systems than in the
creation of new systems. Over the past three fiscal years, no new light rail projects have
received full funding agreements. That is because capital costs to establish light rail are
significant and require ridership at levels that only larger metropolitan areas can achieve.
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Based on recent funding recommendations, it is likely that the trend will be for
Bus Rapid transit and street car systems to be supported by the federal government in less
densely populated metropolitan areas (FTA, 2012). Changes in the evaluation criteria
regarding land use and economic development (including the construction of affordable
housing) brought on by the passage of MAP-21 will play an increasing role for those
transit agencies seeking federal funding for light rail systems.
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CHAPTER3
PLANNING THEORIES

In the early and mid 1990s three planning theories, smart growth, new urbanism and
transit oriented development, were introduced by professionals in different disciplines
related to land use, environmental protection, architecture and transportation. All three
included principles which were linked to mass transit. Over the course of several decades
these principles became very prominent among federal regulators, local land use
professionals, architects, transit planners and developers.

3.1 Smart Growth

The term Smart Growth dates back to 1996 when the Smart Growth Network (SGN),
sponsored by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), was formed. In 2015, the
SGN is composed of over 40 entities including government, business and nonprofit
organizations. The EPA's sponsorship was logical as many of the principles of smart
growth involved activities to protect the environment. In 1997, three publications used
the term smart growth. In 1997 three entities published works related to Smart Growth.
The Natural Resources Defense Council and the Surface Transportation Policy Project
published The Tool Kit For Smart Growth, the State of Maryland published the Smart
Growth and Neighborhood Handbook, and the American Planning Association published

the Growing Smart Legislative Guidebook: Model Statutes for Planning and the
Management of Change (Knapp, 2004).

SGN describes growth as smart " ... when it gives us great communities, with
more choices and personal freedom, good return on public investment, greater
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opportunity across the community, a thriving natural environment, and a legacy we can
be proud to leave our children and grandchildren" (SGN, 2012, page 1). The EPA defines
Smart Growth as "development that serves the economy, the community, and the
environment. It changes the terms of the development debate away from traditional
growth/no growth question to how and where should new development be
accommodated" (EPA, 2004, page 21). Todd Lipman, of the Victoria Transportation and
Policy Institute, offers this definition: "Smart Growth refers to the development
principles and planning practices that create more efficient land use and transportation
patterns" (Lipman,2006, page 1).
These three definitions illustrate the wide range of meanings for Smart Growth.
The SGN version relies on grand themes such as "personal freedom" and a "legacy to our
children" along with a more straightforward "return on public investment" and "thriving
natural environment". The EPA definition focuses on "benefits to the economy,
community and environment". Lipman describes smart growth in perhaps the simplest
terms of "more efficient land use and transportation". Of these three definitions, only the
Lipman definition references transportation and the environment, the key elements of
smart growth.

The SGN lists 10 actions to create a Smart Growth community:
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1. Mix land uses
2. Take advantage of compact building design
3. Create a range of housing opportunities and choices
4. Create "walkable" neighborhoods
5. Promote distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of place
6. Preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty, and critical environmental areas
7. Strengthen and encourage growth in existing communities
8. Provide a variety of transportation choices
9. Make development decisions predictable, fair, and cost-effective
10. Encourage citizen and stakeholder participation (SGN, 2011)

Anthony Downs, of the Brookings Institution, provided the following as a
summary of the principles of Smart Growth:

1.

Limiting outward extension of new development in order to make
settlements more compact and preserve open spaces. This can be done via
urban growth boundaries or utility districts.

2.

Raising residential densities in both new-growth areas and existing
neighborhoods.

3.

Providing for more mixed land uses and pedestrian-friendly layouts to
minimize the use of cars on short trips.

4.

Loading the public costs of new development onto its consumers via
impact fees rather than having those costs paid by the community m
general.

5.

Emphasizing public transit to reduce the use of private vehicles.

6.

Revitalizing older existing neighborhoods.

7.

Creating more affordable housing.

8.

Reducing obstacles to developer entitlement.
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9.

Adopting more diverse regulations concerning aesthetics, street layouts,
and design (Downs, 2005, page 369).

Although there is a great deal of overlap between Downs's list and the SGN
actions list, the Downs list includes three items SGN does not mention explicitly:
affordable housing, revitalizing older neighborhoods, and public transportation. These
items have also become increasingly prominent in discussion of two other new planning
theories -- transit oriented development and new urbanism. The SGN set includes
"encourage citizen and stakeholder participation", which is not included in the Downs
set. The International City and County Managers Association (ICMA) lists five
conditions that promote Smart Growth:
1.

Incentives for implementation;

2.

Integrated transit and land use planning;

3.

Insurgency and advocacy; and

4.

Innovative Policy; and

5.

Institutional reforms. (ICMA, 2004, page 2)

Critics of smart growth offer a wide variety of negative effects of following smart
growth principles (Downs, 2005, Cox, 2006, Glassner, 2005, Kahn, 2007, Litman, 2010).
Among the most frequently cited are that smart growth policies increase regulation and
reduces freedom; reduce affordability; increase congestion, and increase public service
costs.
The argument that smart growth increases regulations and decreases freedom
centers on prohibiting development in certain areas and encouraging it in others. Critics
maintain that this power to plan violates property rights of landowners by decreasing the
value of properties where development is discouraged or prohibited (Cox, 2006). The
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justification for government to allow or disallow uses of property dates back the US
Supreme Court decision in Village of Euclid v. Amber Realty Co. in 1926. That case
affirmed zoning as a permissible activity (Wolfe, 2008). Land use planning over the
decades has expanded beyond zoning by local jurisdictions.

By the late twentieth

century, thirteen states had passed legislation to create statewide plans to control
development. Among the most widely known of these are the Oregon Urban Growth
Boundary law adopted in 1973, The Maryland Priorities Funding Act adopted in 1997
and the New Jersey State Planning Act in 1986 (Purcell, 1997). These laws, which vary
in their implementation methods, direct development to already developed or contiguous
areas and away from environmentally sensitive and undeveloped areas.
Steering development away from certain areas is a politically contentious issue.
Often elected officials representing those areas affected try to thwart these regulations.
To address that reality, government may enact programs to help compensate owners for
the loss of development rights. Such programs could include direct payment or the
transfer of the development rights of the owner, which can be used in locations where
development is encouraged (Lane, 1988).
Encouraging development in certain areas makes those areas attractive to
developers. Increasing residential densities enhances the developer's interest and
correspondingly the price they are willing to pay for a site. That cost is passed on to the
end user who in tum pays more to lease or to purchase a property. Studies have
consistently shown that areas of smart growth development command higher prices
(Cevero, et al., 2002). Critics of smart growth point out that in addition to an undeserved
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windfall to the owner, the implementation of smart growth policies decrease the supply of
affordable housing (Cox, 2002).
A related issue involves who is empowered to create a smart growth? plan. Since
many of these land use issues impact multiple local jurisdictions, regional planning
entities have been established in many areas. Regional land use planning in the US dates
back to the 1920s, when the Regional Plan Association in New York was involved in
transportation planning for the areas around New York City, extending into New Jersey
and Connecticut. In the late 1950's, with the Federal Highway System under
construction, the US Department of Transportation initiated a program of Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPOs) to oversee local transportation planning. These MPO's
play a critical role deciding which local transportation projects receive federal funding
(Smith, 1985).
A second kind of regional planning is conducted by Regional Councils of
Governments (RCGs). These entities receive their power from state legislation.
According to the National Regional Council Association, over 500 regional councils
operate in the United States, and of these 350 are also MPOs (RCG, 2012). In addition to
transportation RCGs address land use, the environment, and homeland security. The
regional geographic focus ofRCGs makes them a natural fit for Smart Growth planning?.
Examples of RCGs include the Pinelands Commission in New Jersey and the San Diego
Association of Governments (SANDAG), which is also an MPO.
Another criticism of Smart Growth is that it increases pollution in the areas of
development (Burchell, 2007). This criticism is based on the fact that increasing the
residential densities in an area causes a corresponding increase in vehicular traffic (both
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automobiles and mass transit), which in turn create more pollution. However, Burchell
also acknowledges that air pollution decreases in the region since population is
concentrated in Smart Growth centers. His view is that the benefits achieved for the
region outweigh the cost to the residents in a denser community.

3.2 New Urbanism
In 1991, the Local Government Commission, a private nonprofit planning group in
Sacramento California, assembled a group of architects to recommend steps that local
government could take to make communities more resource efficient. The result was the
creation of the Ahwanine Principles. The preamble to which reads:
Existing patterns of urban and suburban development seriously impair our
quality of life. The symptoms are: more congestion and air pollution
resulting from our increased dependence on automobiles, the loss of
precious open space, the need for costly improvements to roads and public
services, the inequitable distribution of economic resources, and the loss
of a sense of community. By drawing upon the best from the past and the
present, we can plan communities that will more successfully serve the
needs of those who live and work within them. Such planning should
adhere to certain fundamental principles (Local Government Commission,
undated, pages 2-3).

The Ahwanine principles are organized in three sections: Community, Regional
and Implementation. The authors of these principles were: Andres Duany, Peter
Calthorpe, Elizabeth - Plater Zyberk, Elizabeth Moule, and Stefano Politykis. In 1993
these five authors, and two editors of the Ahwanine Principles, formed the Congress on
New Urbanism (CNU). The purpose of the organization is to advocate for restructuring
public policy and development practices to include certain principles that would
redevelop urban areas, combat sprawl, and protect the natural environment. The CNU
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established a set of 23 principles under three major categories: (1) Region: metropolis,
city town; (2) Neighborhood: the district, the corridor; and (3) The Block: street,
building. (CNU, 1993). Many of the principles of New Urbanism are very similar to the
Ahwanine Principles. Over the past 20 years, the Congress on New Urbanism (CNU) has
become an important voice in planning. CNU has a membership of 2,000 individuals,
Approximately half are architects, planners and engineers and the remainder are
government officials, developers and students (CNU, 2012).
Several completed projects have been widely discussed as examples of the new
urbanist movement. Seaside, a planned community in Florida, was designed by two of
CNU's founders Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk. The community is located
in northwestern Florida on the gulf coast on approximately 80 acres. Seaside includes 300
homes and 300 other residences, including apartments and hotel rooms with a population
of approximately 2,000 (Smart Communities Network, 2012). The major features of the
project are pedestrian orientation and homes built with front porches to enhance a
community atmosphere, where neighbors can easily engage each other (Duany, et.al.,
2000). From an economic perspective, the project was very successful. The community
was the site for the 1997 motion picture Truman. Building lots that were available for
$15,000 in 1985 now are valued at up to $1 million (Background - Florida, 2012).
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Figure 3.1. Seaside site plan.
Source: http://www.seasidetl.com/wp-content/sdaolpu/20 12/08/Map-of-Seaside.pdf. (Accessed June I 0,
2013).

A number of attributes at Seaside however do not address the principles of New
Urbanism. For example, the project was built on a relatively vacant site. There was no
focus on urban structure or redevelopment. In addition, the mix of housing does not
provide affordable units. Last, some critics argue that Seaside is simply another version
of suburban sprawl (Scully, 1993) as it is built on previously undeveloped land, not
accessible to mass transit.
A second Florida project, Celebration, is also viewed as a new urbanist success.
Developed by the Walt Disney Corporation, with the first three phases completed in
1996, the community is adjacent to Disneyworld. The area is approximately 10.2 square
miles. It contains 7,400 residents and 4,086 housing units. In 2010 the median income
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was $92,199 and the median home value was $476.900. Both median income and home
value are approximately double the median amounts for Florida (US Census, 201 0).
These economic factors are not consistent with the New Urbanist principle of having
persons of diverse incomes living in the same community. Celebration also does not
comport with several other new urbanist principles. Residential density in Celebration is
very low, less than one unit per acre.
Celebration also breaks with new urbanist principles as it does not locate jobs
adjacent to the community nor does it promote use of mass transit, as 80% of Celebration
workers commute to work by automobile, and less than one percent report taking public
transportation (US census, 201 0). The community has a number of buildings designed by
very prominent architects including Michael Graves and Philip Johnson (Celebration,
2012).
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Figure 3.2 Map of Celebration.
Source: http:!/www.celebrationagent.com/CelebrationMap. (Accessed June 10, 20 15).

A third new urbanist development, Kentlands, is located in Gaithersburg,
Maryland. The developer chose Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater Zyberk as the
projects architects in 1989. Construction began on the neo traditional neighborhood in
1991. As of 2010, Kentlands has some 1,800 residential units and over $1 million square
feet of commercial space (Kentalnds.org, 2012).
Kentlands has incorporated some of the new urbanist principles absent in the
Florida projects. Accessory structures and carriage houses over garages have produced a
lower cost alternative to the single family and townhomes, thereby increasing the
economic diversity of the project. The location, Gaithersburg, is a community of 70,000
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residents about 30 miles outside of Washington DC. It is served by public transportation.
A plan for a trolley line in Gaithersburg, which would link Kentands and other areas to
the Shady Grove stop of the Washington Metro, is being considered (Kentalnds.org,
2012).

Figure 3.3 Siteplan of Kentlands.
Source: http://www. kentlands.org!history (Accessed June 10, 2012).

Kentlands addresses two frequent criticisms of new urbanism: that new urbanist
communities are only available to higher income residents and that they do not provide
mass transit alternatives, often because they are greenfield developments with low
densities. Peter Calthorpe, one of the founders of new urbanism, describes the goal of
getting people of mixed income levels to live together as a "very radical proposition"
(Calthorpe, 2001, page 65). He describes the entry of higher income earners into a lower-
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income areas as "gentrification" and states that the word "crime" is used in discussing
lower income families moving into the suburbs. Nevertheless he holds that principle of
diversity, in both race and income, as "most challenging" and a central tenet of new
urbanism.
The three new urbanist examples cited- Seaside, Celebration and Kentlands -demonstrate a maturation in the implementation of new urbanism. For example, the
population for each site has increased from approximately 2,000 at Seaside to over 7,000
at Celebration. A current new urbanist project in Jersey City, Liberty Harbor, is expected
to serve over 10,000 residents once it is completed. The Kentlands project includes a
mass transit component which was absent in the Florida projects cited. The Jersey City
example also has a redevelopment focus, something that was absent in the other three
developments.

3.3 Transit Oriented Development

Transit has consistently played a key role in the development of settlements in the United
States. The earliest settlements on the east and west coast were port cities. Later
settlement grew near navigable waterways inland. As mass transit developed with
railways and trolleys in the mid and late 1800's transit had a direct impact on the building
of developments in cities and outer ring suburbs.
But the term transit oriented development (TOD) does not refer to those earlier
periods. The term grew in popularity in the late 1980s and 1990s among transportation
planners and land use professionals. The term is now commonly defined as a compact
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development within easy walking distance of a transit station that contains a mix of uses
such as housing, jobs, shops, restaurants and entertainment (CTOD, 2008).
One of the earliest uses of the term appears in Robert Cervero ' s 1996 book Transit in the
21st

Century. Cervero describes the concept of TOD using the Three D's - Density,

Diversity, and Design. Population density is a necessary component of a TOD as there
must be sufficient ridership for any public or private investment of transportation funds.
Diversity in Cervera's terminology refers to a mix of uses. A Transit Oriented
Development is not envisioned as hosting a single commercial, residential or retail use.
Instead it is conceived as a mix of uses to enhance the quality of life of all who frequent
the development. And last, design refers to elements such as building heights, parking,
pedestrian access, but not to particular architectural styles.
The Center for Transit Oriented Development promotes four outcomes for Transit
Oriented Development that are consistent with the 3Ds and are widely used in describing
Transit Oriented Development:
• Increases "location efficiency" so people can walk, bike and take transit;
• Boosts transit ridership and minimizes the impacts of traffic ;
• Provides a rich mix of housing, jobs, shopping and recreational choices;
residents;
• Creates a sense of community and ofplace (C-TOD, 2007).

The development of TOD is a fertile ground for the research of transportation
planners, land use planners and real estate professionals. During the early 1990's the
principles of Transit Oriented Development were discussed far more than they were
implemented. Numerous authors extolled the virtues of Transit Oriented Development as
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an alternative to sprawl, but few TOD projects were built (Downs, 2002, Belzer and
Autler, 2002). Several explanations were offered then including: land use policies at the
local level that did not permit mixed use projects and a reticence from the banking
community to finance a new form of development. Over time the attitudes of local
government and the financing community changed and TODs became an acceptable form
of development.
The transit oriented development literature distinguishes different types. One is
between urban and neighborhood TODs. An urban TOD is located on a fixed transit line
and a neighborhood TOD was located where only "feeder" transit service was available
(Calthorpe, 1993). A more detailed typology is offered by Ditmars and Politcha in 2004
who distinguish TODs as urban and suburban Their taxonomy includes:

•

Urban Downtown

•

Urban Neighborhood

•

Suburban Center

•

Suburban Neighborhood

•

Neighborhood Transit Zone

•

Commuter Town Center

Of these, the first four listed meet the Calthorpe fixed line transit criteria and the
last two in the taxonomy are served by low access to downtown (Ditmars and Politcha,
2004). Another distinction made in the TOD literature is between Transit Oriented
Development and Transit Adjacent Development (TAD). The latter term refers to a
development located near a transit station that may incorporate a single use, for example
a commercial office, without any amenities such as restaurants and shopping for those
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who visit or work at the location. TADs may also lack any pedestrian orientation at the
site, thereby not taking full advantage of attracting riders to the transit station (Renne,
2007). Some research has shown that accessibility of transit is not considered the most
important reason for living in a transit-oriented development. In one study, only one third
of respondents to a survey ranked accessibility to transit as one of their three top reasons
for living in a TOD. Ranking before transit were: type of housing, cost of housing,
quality of neighborhood and amenities (Lund, 2006).
The value of property developed as TOD has also commanded attention. Studies
have shown that locations at a TOD command higher lease and sales prices (Kirkpatrick,
et. al. 2007, Weinstein, 2007, Cervero, 2002 and Duncan, 2004). Higher lease and sales
prices result in less of an income mix of residents at TODs. Many studies have found that
TODs attract higher income residents. In some instances TODS actually displace
residents because of the increased rents (Kahn, 2007, Kolko, 2007). Incorporating
affordable housing within TODs, through the use of government subsidies has been
successfully accomplished in many communities (Quigly, 201 0).
While TODs have matured since the early 2000s, this is in part due to a demand
for housing and retail built near mass rail and the recognition of lenders that these mixed
use projects are successful in the marketplace. Nevertheless TODs still face challenges.
Some lament that TODs have not yet been effective in urban infill projects (Hess,
Lombardi, 2004). In fact many of the case studies on TODs focus on greenfield
development. A significant factor explaining the lack of TODs in some urban areas may
be related more to location than to the TOD concept. Authors of a study of several older
urban areas concluded that it was the depressed nature of the local economies generally
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that precluded any types of development and not that TODs were ill-suited to older urban
communities (FTA, 2004).
Since 2009, the discussion in TOD planning has begun to include references to
sustainability and green building. This expansion to include environmental issues,
referred to as Green TOD, is likely influenced by the proponents smart growth (Sullivan
and Cervero, 2011).

3.4 Comparing Smart Growth, New Urbanism and
Transit Oriented Development

All three planning theories began to be mentioned in transportation, planning and
environmental literature in the 1990's. However each theory was generally associated
with different professions. That difference is perhaps the easiest way to differentiate
them. Smart growth was established by a partnership between governmental officials at
the Environmental Protection Agency and environmentalists. Environmental concerns
such as protecting air and water from pollution and protecting land resources are a critical
part of their mission. The issues they address relate closely to transportation and land use.
In that movement transportation planners joined environmentalists
The founders of new urbanism were architects and the movement has remained
centered on architectural issues. Land use planners and government officials have also
become involved in the professional organization that is aligned with the theory, The
Congress of New Urbanism (CNU). The CNU is a national association with local
chapters. It sponsors various training events including annual conference. The 19h Annual
Conference was held in Madison Wisconsin in 2011 and attracted over 1,100 attendees.
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CNU has worked with various government agencies to align agency policies with CNU
principles. Those agencies have included the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), in
an effort to allow mixed-use projects eligible for FHA funding, and US Departments of
Environmental Protection, Housing and Urban Development and Transportation, to focus
on sustainability initiatives (CNU, 2011). HUD has also embraced the concepts of New
Urbanism, incorporating certain of its design elements into HUD programs including the
HOPE VI program and the HUD Choice program (HUD, 2006, 2011).
Transportation and land use planners act as champions of transit oriented
development. The fact that TODs normally focuses on a specific building has attracted
private developers and groups such as the National Association of Realtors. These
professional communities are engaged in TOD research. Some argue that transit oriented
development is a private sector response to smart growth, which can be viewed as having
a more public sector leadership and in some cases offers public sector incentives to
encourage specific types or specific locations for development (Politcha, 2000).
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Table 3.1. Key Characteristics of New Planning Theories

Primary
Organization

Smart Growth

New Urbanism

US Environmental
Protection Agency
(USEPA)
Environmentalists

Congress for the
New Urbanism
(CNU)
Architects

Primary
Professionals
Involved
Land Use Planners,
Secondary
Professionals Transportation Planners
Involved
Environment and
Central
Theme(s)
Transportation
Variation
Little focus on specific
from
projects
other theories

Primary level Regional/Neighborhood
of
interpretation
Sector(s)
Public/Nonprofit
most
Involved

Land Use Planners,
Developers

Transit Oriented
Development
Various

Transportation
Planners, Land Use
Planners
Developers,

Neo Traditional
Transit
Design
Principles related to No focus on design
the environment and
transportation not as
central as in other
theories
Specific
Neighborhood
Building(s)
Public/Private/
Nonprofit

Private/Nonprofit

While there is a significant overlap among the theories, noting where they do not
intersect is another way to differentiate them. For example smart growth and TOD have
no focus on design features but new urbanism does. For example there are no references
in TOD or Smart Growth to a building's orientation to the street, such as the front
porches in new urbanism. Also where new urbanism provides principles at the block and
building level, the principles of smart growth take a more regional or neighborhood
perspective. The US Department of Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), through
its annual Excellence in Smart Growth awards program, recognizes communities not
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buildings. The award is for "building healthier, safer and environmentally and
economically sustainable communities" (EPA, 2011 ). This in part illustrates the regional
or neighborhood focus of Smart Growth, not the smaller scales of block and building that
are central to New Urbanism and Transit Oriented Development.
Since their inception in the early 1990s, each of these theories has continued to
influence planning and development decisions. As of 2015, professionals who may have
focused only on the theories most closely associated with their profession in the late
1990s through early 2000s, environmentalists with smart growth, architects and land use
planners with new urbanism, and transportation planners for transit oriented
development, now routinely cite principles associated with all three theories. Importantly
the principles have spread to other parties engaged in the development process, including
state and local governments, developers, builders and financing institutions that play a
critical role in development.

3.5 Impact of New Planning Theories

Studies on the impact of smart growth address several issues. Most prevalent in the
literature are effects on health, the environment, economic development and affordable
housing. In Measuring Sprawl and Its Impacts researchers from Smart Growth America
created an index to measure sprawl. The index was composed of four criteria (1)
residential density; (2) neighborhood mix of housing, jobs and service; (3) strength of a
city center; and, (4) accessibility of street networks. They ranked 283 metropolitan areas
analyzed data on ozone pollution, depressed rates of walking and car crashes. They found
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that all three of these variables increased in areas that exhibited more sprawl (Ewing, et
al., 2002).
A National Analysis of Physical Activity, Obesity and Chronic Disease, sponsored

by the Surface Transportation Policy Project and Smart Growth America, reported that
obesity rates in compact cities were less than in those cities viewed as sprawling and not
compact. (Me Cann, 2003). This is because residents of compact cities are more likely to
walk or bike to their destinations, than residents of less compact cities who will regularly
use the automobile. Other researchers have performed a statistical analysis of the changes
in population fostered by the completion of the Interstate Highway System. They
conclude that the sprawl caused by the change in spatial distribution in the United States
between 1950 and 2000 accounts for 13% of the increase in obesity rates (Zhao and
Kaestner, 2009).
Health professionals are now becoming more involved in the physical planning of
transportation and development projects..

Howard Frumkin lists

eight health

considerations impacted by sprawl: air pollution; heat; physical activity; motor vehicle
crashes; pedestrian injuries and fatalities; water quality and quantity; mental health and
social capital. His view is that input from health professional can contribute to design
decisions that minimize negative health impacts (Frumkin, 2002).
The USEP A, a major proponent of Smart Growth, has tracked environmental
impacts for several decades under several major categories: Air Quality; Water Quality:
Brownfields and Open Space Preservation (EPA 2013). A 1999 study sponsored by the
EPA reviewed the impacts between greenfield and infill developments. Three cities,
including San Diego, were studied. The conclusions included that air quality is affected
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less negatively by infill development than by greenfield development. Among the factors
contributing to that conclusions are that greenfield developments are linked to more miles
traveled, thereby increasing C02 emissions (Schroeer, 1999).
Infill development is also linked to improvements in water quality. Building in
areas with existing infrastructure reduces the amount of new impervious surfaces
necessary for buildings, sidewalks, roadways and parking. A 2001 EPA report, Our Built

and Natural Environments, details technical elements of how design contributes to
fostering better water quality (USEP A, 2001 ). Similar improvements are noted in the
same study as related to brownfields development. As noted in a US EPA case study of
Atlantic Steel located in Atlanta Georgia, capping the site and removing certain toxins
from the previous industrial site had an overall positive impact on water quality at the site
and adjacent areas (USEPA, 2001).
The preservation of open space has a positive impact on maintaining water
quality. Open space preservation also preserves wildlife habitat and vegetation.
Development poses challenges in all of these areas. Particularly susceptible to increased
development are the less of wetlands, which negatively impact both the preservation of
the environment and the quality of water.
Local governments report that increases m investment m transportation and
pedestrian improvements create a climate for increased commercial development and job
creation in their cities. Smart Growth America reports on Washington D.C where
investments in transportation were the catalyst for revitalization with an increase in
population by 37,000 between 2000 and 2010 and an increase in business activity as
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evident in the creation 28 new businesses and 319 new jobs following transportation
related improvements in the H Street area (SGA, 2012).
Researchers link higher density, as promoted by Smart Growth, with improved
productivity and higher economic output. A study by Gerald Carlino demonstrated that
patents increase by 20 to 30 percent in metropolitan areas that are twice as dense as other
metropolitan areas. This correlation between increases in residential density and increases
in patents , have led some researchers to believe that increased density, which is
promoted in the planning theories, will have a positive impact on the economy (Carlino,
2001). Positive impact on the economy of a central city, such as those related to density
as described by Carlino, result in income growth in the metropolitan area (Moretti, 2004).
Other economic impacts of smart growth include cost savings in the public sector.
In a fiscal analysis the New Jersey State Plan, Robert Burchell estimated savings of $2.3
billion in infrastructure if development consistent with the plan would occur compared to
development not consistent with the State Plan. Implementation smart growth principles
by developers has provided them with economic benefits. Several studies have
determined that costs of denser development is are lower than comparable costs of
traditional development (NRDC, 1998). The lower cost can be attributed to less
infrastructure needed and a decreased per unit cost of land. This decreased cost can
translate into higher profit for developers. For some projects higher profits are
attributable to the demand for projects that incorporate smart growth principles. The
Kentlands project in Maryland, also viewed as a new urbanism project, commands higher
lease and purchase prices than other nearby projects that do not adhere to the concept of
smart growth (Reinick, 2013).
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Jennifer Dill outlines there broad intended outcomes for new urbanist
developments: reduced automobile use, sustainability and increase in social capital. A
central question in considering reduced automobile dependence involves the selfselection of those who live in new urbanist, neo traditional communities. Dill frames the
issue as a direct influence, changing people' s attitude regarding transit choices, versus an
indirect influence, that the developments attract residents who are already predisposed to
non-auto modes oftransit (Dill, 2006).
Research on the issue is mixed. Some studies support the indirect influence,
which is sometimes referred to as self-selection. These indicate that residents predisposed
to other forms of transit are attracted to new urbanist communities, and their travel
actions are linked to variables other than the physical for of the community (Kitamura, et.
al. 2003 , Lund, 2003). However, others researchers have found that self-selection does
not fully explain why residents in new urbanist communities have higher walking rates
and a higher rate substituting walking for vehicle trips (Greenwald, 2003). Levine looks
beyond the argument, stating that self-selection is not as important a consideration as the
existence or lack of transit alternatives, whether mass transit, bicycle paths, or pedestrian
walks. Without these alternatives there can be no meaningful decrease in automobile
usage (Levine et al., 2002). One researcher, Sander, warns of the "Hawthorne effect"
where residents of a new urbanist community may want to prove some of the principles
of new urbanism that were part of the materials used in marketing the properties (Sander,
2002).
Some research has been done on the impact of new urbanism on social capital.
Both concepts took hold in the 1990s with interest in social capital heightened after the
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article and book of the same name Bowling Alone were published in the early 1990s. The
book linked sprawl to a decrease in a civic participation. Since new urbanism is a
response to sprawl, and holds as one of its principles an increase in civic participation,
research has been conducted on the extent to which new urbanist communities foster
social capital. Studies on that topic have included measuring the attitudes of residents in a
new urbanist communities and comparing them to attitudes of residents in a nearby
traditional subdivisions (Padolonik, Brown and Werner).
In many ways, the impact of transit oriented development is similar to that of
smart growth and new urbanism. Recent studies the impact ofTOD includes the same the
economic and environmental benefits previously referred to in connection with new
urbanism and smart growth (Denver Regional Council of Governments, 2012, Noland,
2014). The one area where the literature on the impact of TOD deviates from findings
regarding the effects of the other principles is in the attention paid to travel methods,
which are becoming more sophisticated. Early studies focused on population densities
and vehicle mile trips (Cevero, 1988) More recently, other demographic information has
been studied to understand the correlation between vehicle miles trips and what and have
found that variables such as income levels, number of children and vehicle ownership are
primary factors in predicting vehicle mile trips and that land use and design are secondary
to these demographic values (Litman, 2015).
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CHAPTER4
METHOD

4.1 Research Questions

The objective of the study was to determine the extent to which the planning theories of
Smart Growth, New Urbanism and Transit Oriented Development and their principles
were incorporated into the planning and eventual development of selected projects near
light rail in San Diego, Dallas and Jersey City. The following questions were the focus of
the research.

1. Did the plans developed by the transit agencies that sponsored the light rail
systems specifically reference or include the principles of these planning theories?
2. Were specific development projects included in the plans to establish a light rail
line prepared by light rail sponsors?
3. Did such planned projects reflect the principles of the planning theories?
4. How do selected built projects reflect the principles of the planning theories?
5. What role did transit agencies play in planning the developments near the light
rail?
In addition to these questions, research was conducted on the state of light rail
development in the United States.

4.2 Research Phases

Research was conducted in three phases: pre-field work, field work and post-field work.
These phases and the research activities conducted as part of each phase are illustrated in
Figure 4.1.
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4.3 Pre-Field Work
Pre-field work began on two independent tracts. The first was research conducted using
secondary sources on surface transportation and in particular light rail. The second tract
was research using secondary sources about the new planning theories. Those tasks led to
the selection of cities, projects and interview subjects.

4.3.1 Research on US Surface Transportation
To provide a framework for the study of post 1975 light rail transportation in the United
States, a literature review on previous modes of surface mass transportation in the United
States was conducted. Modes studied included horse-drawn rail, trolley, and the
automobile. Topics examined for each mode were : the technology of the new mode of
transportation; how the mode was superior to its predecessor; how costs associated with
the new mode of transportation were met, and unintended consequences.

4.3.2 Research on Post 1975 US Light Rail
Secondary sources including books, journal articles, and government planning reports
were used to compile information on post 1975 light rail in the United States. The review
relied heavily on Federal Transit Administration (FTA) reports, in particular their New
Starts reporting, to compile data on the 26 light rail systems currently in operation in the
United States as of2010. This information was supplemented by data from the American
Public Transit Association (APT A) and its annual APT A Factbook and information
collected from websites and publications of the individual transit system operators.
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Data collected from the post 1975 US light rail was placed in a matrix that
displayed the following: date the light rail became operational; the number of miles of the
system; number of stations; and cost.

4.3.3. Selection of Light Rail Sites

After completing the review of the existing post 1975 light rail systems, criteria were
developed to three case study cities. One criterion was that the three locations be in
different areas of the country so that the study would have a national perspective. A
second criterion was that the systems be of different maturity ages. That would allow for
different stages of development at the different selected cities. In addition, it would allow
a review of regulations in the FTA New Starts Program, at different periods of time, and
how those regulations contributed to development at the selected sites. Last, cities and
geographic areas of different population size and land areas were sought.
The three cities selected, San Diego, Dallas and Jersey City, met these criteria.
Their locations in the western, southern and eastern regions of the US made the study
national in scope. The three cities also provided certain contrasts. San Diego covers a
very large geographic area 372 square miles. Dallas is at the core of one of the fastestgrowing metropolitan areas of the country. And Jersey City is smaller, older, and more
densely developed.
The start-up of light rail in each city differed -- San Diego in 1986, Dallas in 1996
and Jersey City in 2000. These different start dates for light rail operations allowed for
varied levels of development to have occurred near the light rail routes in each city.
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Table 4.1 Summary of Key Light Rail Characteristics in Case Study Cities

Dallas
Light Rail
System
Operator
Location in US

Jersey City

San Diego

Dallas Area Rapid San Diego Trolley
Transit (DART)
Dallas Area Rapid Metropolitan Transit
System (MTS)
Transit (DART)
South
West

Hudson Bergen Light Rail
New Jersey Transit
North

1.2 million

1.3 million

250,000

Began Planning

1989

1979

1988

Began
Operation

1996

1986

2000

Population

4.3.4 Geographic Information System (GIS)

US Census data from 1990 and 2000 Summary Tape File 3 (STF3) at the census tract
level were used in conjunction with Arc GIS 9 software. In addition to the census data,
shape files with light rail lines and light rail stations were incorporated into the mapping.
A program by Geolytics, Inc. was used to compensate for changes when the geographic
boundaries of census tracts changed from 1990 to 2000. Maps were generated that
showed the percentage changes in census tracts from 1990 to 2000 in variables including:
population, housing units, median gross rents and median home values.
Information generated from the GIS work performed in 2005 was used to inform
the selection of project sites and to provide a familiarity with demographic information of
the respective cities prior to the actual site visits. In addition GIS work results were used
to confirm certain field observations.
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4.3.5 Preliminary Selection of Projects

A review of Final Environmental Impact Statements (FEIS) prepared by each transit
operator in the three case study cities (Dallas 1992, Jersey City 1994 San Diego 1995) for
the Federal Transportation Administration was conducted. That review revealed that no
specific development projects were listed in the FEIS ' s for either Dallas in 1992 or for
Jersey City, in 1994. In the case of Jersey City, the Hudson River waterfront was
designated as the primary development area and a project from that area, Liberty Harbor,
was selected for this study. In the case of San Diego, the Santee Town Center project was
included in the 1995 FEIS. This project was included in the San Diego study.
The selection of other projects, including all the Dallas projects, was based on a
review of other secondary sources and interviews with planning and transit officials in
each city. Those officials were asked which projects best exemplified the principles of the
new planning theories. Their responses were evaluated based on several criteria
including: the number of housing units within a project; the amount of commercial space
within a project; status of construction. In selecting the projects consideration was given
to include: new construction, adaptive re-use, innovative financing, public-private
partnerships, and community involvement. Table 4.3 below illustrates the key criteria
associated with each of the studied sites.
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Table 4.2 List and Selected Characteristics of Project Studied

Project

Type of Construction

Key feature( s)

Plano

New Construction

Mockingbird
South Side

Adaptive Re-use
And New Construction
Adaptive Re-use

public financing, public private
partnerships
international architectural firm

Addison Circle

New Construction

Smart Comer

New Construction

developer donated land for police
headquarters
light rail never built

Village at Market New Construction
Creek

project selected by public agency through
RFP process
nonprofit developer; large affordable
housing component

Rio Vista

New Construction

new urbanist architect

Liberty Harbor

New Construction

very large vision; new urbanist architect

Hamilton
Plaza

Adaptive Re-use

Integrated project into well established
neighborhood

4.3.6 Research on Planning Theories

The planning theories of Smart Growth, New Urbanism and Transit Oriented
Development were studied. Secondary sources including books and journal articles were
used. Information was also obtained from professional organizations associated with the
theories . The following issues were explored: what are the origins of the theory; who are
its proponents; what are its key attributes; what criticisms have been levied at these
theories. In addition, the theories were compared to distinguish their similarities and
differences.
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4.3.7 New Planning Theories Scorecard
The New Planning Theories Scorecard (NPTS) was the tool developed by the author for
this study to measure the extent to which the principles associated with the planning
theories of new urbanism, smart growth and transit oriented development were
incorporated into a project. Scorecards of this type are not unique. SmartGrowth.org has
developed a set of scorecards for municipalities, regions, development projects and other
actors associated with the development process. In New Jersey, New Jersey Future has
expanded on the Smart Growth scorecard and incorporated elements related to New
Jersey's unique planning areas and land regulations. A scorecard developed by the State
of Vermont stresses the elements of anti -sprawl and preservation efforts. What is unique
about the NPTS is that it incorporates the elements of three individual theories.
The first step in developing the NPTS was to assemble the principles associated
with each of the three new theories. The Congress For New Urbanism adopted a charter
for New Urbanism that presents 27 guiding principles. These principles are organized
around three levels (1) metropolitans, city, town, (2) neighborhood, district, corridor, and
(3) block. street and building. Smart growth sets out a set of ten principles. They are not
organized by geographic area as are the new urbanist principles; however there is
substantial overlap between them. The Center for Transit Oriented Development provides
a list of six principles that foster the goal of developing around transit hubs.
Next, the ten smart growth principles, were used as the major categories for the
scorecard. Identical new urbanist and TOD principles were deleted. The remaining 37
new urbanist and TOD principles were sorted and placed under one of the ten smart
growth categories.
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Each of the major categories was assigned a value of 10, providing a maximum
score of 100. Criteria for measuring each principle were developed to determine the
extent to which a principle was being addressed. For example under the principle,
"Create a Range of Housing Opportunities and Choices", five criteria were used:
ownership type; size of units, style of unit; rental price; sales price. In this case each was
assigned a maximum value of two points, for a total of 10 points. Under the principle
"Encourage Community and Stakeholder Collaboration", two criteria were used: groups
track development proposals, and community provides updates to citizens. Each of these
was assigned a maximum of five points.
principles used in the scorecard.
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Table 4.3 illustrates the categories and

Table 4.3 New Theories Scorecard Categories
1

Create Range of Housing Opportunities And Choices

2

A.
Ownership (Own , Rent, Lease to Purchase)
B.
Size of Units (Studio, 1 ,2,3,4 br)
C.
Style (1family detached , townhomes , 2 family, mid rise, hi-rise)
D.
Sales Prices market and affordable
E.
Rental Prices market and affordable
Create Walkable Neighborhoods
Length of Street does not exceed
B.
Special Pathways/Promenades
C.
Sidewalks
D.
Segregated from major traffic arteries
E.
Residences are proximate to commercial needs
Encourage Community And Stakeholder Cooperation
A.
Groups track development proposals
B.
Community provides updates to citizens
Foster Distinctive Attractive Communities/ Strong Sense Of Place
A

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

A.
Identifiable center and edges
B.
Civic institutions embedded in neighborhood
C ivic institutions reinforce community identity
C.
D.
Archetypes linked
Make Development Decisions Predictable, Fair And Cost Effective
A.
Graphic urban design codes
B.
Natural methods of cooling and heating
C.
Special zoning for mixed use
D.
Shared parking
Mixed Land Use
A.
Zoning permits mixed use
B.
Commercial and residential are proximate to retail and civic
Affordable housing mixed with market housing
C.
Preservation
A.
Parks- green acres and natural landscapes are in place
B.
Zoning requires green space in developments
Provide A Variety Of Transportation Choices
A.
Train station exists
B.
Trolley service/stations
C.
Buses
D.
Other transportation- ferries , van services , etc)
E.
Park and ride
Strengthen And Direct Development To Existing Communities
A
Preservation of historic buildings and districts
B.
New development contiguous to existing development or
Noncontiguous development organized as a town or village
C.
lnfill development
D.
Re-use of existing buildings for new uses
Compact Building Design
A.
Density for single family
B.
Density per acre
Total Possible Score
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Possible
Score
2
2

2
2

2
2
2

2
2

2
5
5

2.5
2 .5
2 .5
2 .5
2.5
2 .5
2.5
2.5
3 .3

3 .3
3.4

5
5
2

2
2
2
2

2.5
2 .5
2 .5
2.5
5
5
100

4.3.8 Questionnaires

Two questionnaires were prepared: one for interviewing government planning and
transportation officials and one for interviewing developers. The interviews for planning
and transportation officials covered the following topics:
1. The extent to which principles of new planning theories were incorporated
into planning, specifically into the Final Environmental Impact Statement;
2. Who championed the inclusion of those theories into the plan?
3. What specific theories or principles were championed?
4. Were other new theory principles incorporated into documents other than the
FEIS?
5. What major projects were built that incorporated the new planning theories?
6. Were these projects part of the FEIS?

The interview instrument for developers focused on the following topics:
1. A description of their project including:
a. Size
b. Parking
c. Year commenced
d. Year completed
2. Whether the project was part of the FEIS and if so, how it was incorporated
into the plan
3. The familiarity of the developer with the planning theories of Smart Growth,
New Urbanism and Transit Oriented Development
4. The extent to which principles associated with the theories were incorporated
into the project
5. How did the completed project compete in the marketplace.
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Copies of both interview instruments are included in Appendices A and B.
Interviews were normally conducted in person at the interviewee's work place and audio
recorded.

4.3.9

Selection of Government and Transit Operator Respondents

Letters and a copy of the dissertation abstract were sent to the local planning office and
transit operator in each city requesting an interview. Telephone and e-mail contacts
followed during which an organizational representative knowledgeable about the
planning of the light rail system was identified. Through those initial contacts additional
interview subjects were included based on specific circumstances.
For example, another regional level of planning existed in San Diego. The San
Diego Regional Association of Governments (SANDAG) was added to the interview list.
In San Diego and Dallas transit officials identified local planning officials from adjacent
local governments that were also added to the interview list. In some cases, employees
responsible for planning functions of the light rail system no longer worked at the local
government or transit operator, but with the assistance of current employees they were
contacted and agreed to participate in the study.

4.3.10 Preliminary Selection of Developer Respondents
Secondary sources were used to identify project sites at light rail in the case study cities.
Based on that information a preliminary list of developers was assembled. Letters and a
copy of the dissertation abstract were sent to the developers requesting an interview.
Telephone and e-mail contacts followed during which an organizational representative
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knowledgeable about the development and contact with local planners and the light rail
transit operator were identified.

4.4 Field Work

Field work was conducted from August 2007 through December 2010 with visits to all
three cities. Tasks accomplished at each of the cities included: riding the light rail lines
in each city, interviewing government planning officials and transit operators, finalizing
the selection of project sites and visiting project sites, interviewing developers, and
completing the New Planning Theories Scorecard at selected development sites.

4.4.1 Riding the Rails

On the first day at each site, the first research task was to ride the full length of each light
rail system. Observations were noted in a journal including details related to potential
project sites. Photographs were taken at selected stations. Questions and deviations from
information in secondary sources were noted for follow-up in interviews.

4.4.2 Interviews with Transit and Government Planners

Interviews were held with government planners and transit officials. These interviews
were primarily held at the offices of the interviewees. The average duration of an
interview was 60 minutes. In connection with the interview questionnaire, the
preliminary selection of project sites was discussed. Audio recordings of the interviews
were made. The following is a list the government planner and transit operator
interviews.
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Table 4.4 Government Planning and Transit Interviews

Name
San Diego
Kathy Bates

Title

Organization

Date

Project Manager

11/20/09

Nancy Bragado

Senior Planner

Thomas Larwin

Former Director

Gerald Haggerty

Director of
Development
Former Director

Metropolitan Transit
System
City of San Diego
Planning Dept.
Metropolitan Transit
System
SANDAG
City of San Diego
Planning Dept.

11123/09

Dallas Area Rapid Transit

9/21 /09
9/21109

Michael Stepens
Dallas
Jack Wierzenski

11120/09
11/20/09
11 /20/09

Teresa O'Donnel

Assistant
Director,
Director

William Keffler

City Manager

Division of Planning
Dallas, Texas
Plano, Texas

Frank Turner

City Manager

Richardson, Texas

9/22/09

Carmen Moran

Director of
Planning

Addison , Texas

9/22/09

New Jersey
Robert Cotter

Director

4/1 /09

Thomas Leane

Former Director

4/5/09

Vivian Baker

Asst. Director
Smart Growth
Former Director
Light Rail
Assistant Director

Division of Planning
Jersey City NJ
Jersey City
Redevelopment Agency
New Jersey Transit
New Jersey Transit

4/3/09

Division of Planning
Jersey City

411 /09

Martin Robbins
Mary Ann Carter

9/22/09

9/10112

4.4.3 Site Visits to Projects

Site visits were made to all give number ten projects studied. Generally visits were made
in advance of the developer interview. Visits included the specific project site, adjoining
neighborhood and transit station associated with the project. Promotional material
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available on developments was collected. Photographs were taken of the project,
especially distinguishing elements. Factors associated with the scorecard were recorded
in field notes and scorecard were completed on site.

4.4.4 Interviews with Developers

Interviews were held with developers. These interviews were primarily held at the offices
of the interviewee. The average duration of an interview was 60 minutes. In connection
with the interview questionnaire, the new theories scorecard was discussed. Audio
recordings of the interviews were made and summaries prepared. The following is a list
the developers interviewed and the dates of interviews.

Table 4.5 Developer Interviews

Name
San Diego
Chip Buttner
Jerry Trammell
Dallas
Kristen Teleki
Kenneth Hughes
New Jersey
Paul Silverman
Jeffrey Zak

Title

Organization

Date

President
Partner

Diamond Construction
Lankford and Associates

11/23/09
11 /23/09

Vice President
President

Matthews Southwest
Hughes Development

9/21109
9/28/09

Partner
Vice President

Hamilton Square
Liberty Harbor

8/27/09
3/31/09

4.4.5. Completion of Scorecard

A New Planning Theories Scorecard was filled out during after each site visit to each
project studied in depth. A score of 70 or above indicates that a project clearly
incorporates many elements of the New Planning Theories Scorecard in the project. A
score between 50 and 69 indicates that a project incorporates some elements of the new
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planning theories while a score under 50 shows that few elements of the new planning
theories were incorporated in the project.

4.5 Post Field Work

Major tasks included preparing summaries of all interviews, prepanng a case study
chapter for each city, evaluating data collected on site visits and comparing it to
information collected during the pre-field work phase, preparing a discussion of the
similarities and differences among cities and projects, preparing a list of key findings and
proposing areas for further research.

4.5.1 Summarizing Interviews

All audiotapes were reviewed and summanes of the interviews were prepared. The
summaries followed the outline of the questionnaire. Responses to key questions were
collated to search for commonality both within cities and between cities. These
summaries were then used in the preparation of case studies.

4.5.2 Comparing Field Work Data to Pre Field Work Sources

Data assembled during the field work phase was reviewed and compared to secondary
source information obtained during the pre-field work phase. For example, GIS maps
prepared in advance of the field work were matched to observations made in project cities
on topics such as the economic condition of areas and housing prices. Particular attention
was paid to information collected during the field work phase on specific projects. Data
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on project was compared to field notes assembled during the visit. This review and
comparison of pre-field work to field work data was used in preparing case studies.

4.5.3 Preparation of Case Studies

A case study on each of the three cities was prepared. Each of the primary research
questions was answered within the case studies. The case studies organized into the
following sections:
1. Background
2. Transit System
3. Transit Planning
4. Transit Agency Development
5. Local Government Planning
6. Projects
7. Scorecards; and
8. Conclusion.

4.5.4 Comparing and Contrasting Cities and Projects

The case studies were used as a starting point for the discussion section. Comparisons
were made among the cities and projects studied. The analysis followed the general topic
areas of the case studies. Some of the topic areas were expanded beyond the information
in the case studies. For example, a detailed discussion of public private partnerships was
included in the transit development section. Also a section of developer's decision
making was included in the discussion section.
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4.5.5 Updates on Development Projects
Between 2012 and 2014, data was collected to update the information collected about
project during the site visits. It was clear during the initial site visits and interviews that
the economic recession, which began in 2007-2008, severely affecting some projects. The
period of several years between site visits and collecting updated information provided an
opportunity for projects which may have only been in the planning phases or partially
completed to advance further. As a result of the updates information was gathered on
how projects fared after the recession. Data was collected through telephone interviews
with the initial interviewees and representatives of the development companies. In
addition, secondary sources including government reports and newspaper articles were
used to obtain updated information on projects.

4.5.6 Summarizing Key Findings
A summary was prepared of the key findings associated with the research. These findings
were examined in depth in the discussion section. The areas reviewed in the section
included: (1) how new planning theories were incorporated into Light Rail Planning
Documents; How the new planning theories were incorporated into actual developments;
(3) the role that transit agencies played in promoting development; (4) the impact of light
rail on development decisions; and, (4) the evolution of the Federal Transit
Administration criteria for funding light rail projects in the US.

4.5. 7 Propose Areas for Future Research
Based on the key findings, areas of future research were proposed.
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CHAPTERS

SAN DIEGO
San Diego was named by the Spanish explorer Sebastian Vizcaino in 1602 after his ship
and the Spanish saint St. Diego de Alcalain during his exploration of the west coast from
California to Oregon. The original Spanish settlement was established in 1769 several
miles away from the coast and navigable waters, in the area presently know as Old Town
(San Diego History Center, 201 0). That settlement continued under Spanish rule until
1821 when Mexico received its independence from Spain. At the conclusion of the
Mexican War with the United States in 1848, the settlement of San Diego was part of the
land ceded to the United States and became a county of California. In 1867, development
closer to the coastline, referred to as New Town, began. The New Town area continued to
prosper and today is the heart of downtown San Diego.
With a population just over of 1.3 million in 2010, the City of San Diego is the
eighth largest city in the United States (US Census, 2010). Its economy includes several
major defense bases and related industries. Major employers include Qualcomm, Inc.,
health care provides Scripts, Kaiser Permanente, and the University of California at San
Diego and San Diego State University (San Diego Chamber of Commerce, 2009).
Public transportation in San Diego began in 1886 with horse drawn carts on rail
beds. This mode was immediately followed in 1887 by the first electric trolley on the
west coast. Operated by the Electric Transit Company, the line was short- lived due to
business and technological problems. Another company, the San Diego and Old Town
Railroad, acquired the line and installed a steam-powered streetcar. A land development
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boom in the mid- 1880s was supported by an expanswn of electric streetcars with
seventeen franchises awarded to operators by the City (Holle, 2002).
The land development boom was followed by a bust and several trolley
companies ceased operations. An entrepreneur, John D. Spreckels of San Francisco,
acquired several failed and underperforming companies. He organized a network of
streetcars across the area, which included the conversion of the last remaining horse cart
line to electricity in 1896. His company, The San Diego Electric Railway Company,
managed the network successfully for over 50 years (Dodge, 1975).
Independent
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Figure 5.1 San Diego electric railway map of 1918.
Source: San Diego History. https://www.sandiegohistory.org/joumal/2002-llholle.htm. Accessed
June 14,2014.

An increase in automobiles and jitney bus service resulted in a decrease in trolley
ridership in the 1930's. But in the 1940's trolley ridership increased in part due to
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wartime shortages of gasoline. During the war years, some companies actually built new
extensions of trolley lines in San Diego to defense manufacturing facilities. With the end
of the war, trolley use was again on the wane. The San Diego Electric Railway Company
was acquired in 1948 by the Western Transit Company, which shortly thereafter
announced in would cease trolley operations. Trolley service in San Diego ended in
April 1949 (Dodge, 1975).

5.1 The San Diego Trolley

The San Diego light rail system, named the San Diego Trolley, was the first modem light
rail system built in the United States. Planning for the system dates back to 1966 when
the Comprehensive Planning Organization (CPO), an intergovernmental agency which
included the City and County of San Diego and a number of neighboring local
governments, proposed a series of options for San Diego including: streetcars, a light rail
and an underground subway (Stepans, 2009).
It was not until January 1976 that the Metropolitan Transit Development Board

(MTDB)

was

created pursuant to

state statue.

The MTDB

considered the

recommendations proposed by the CPO study. The MTDB had concerns about negative
attributes linked to several proposed alternatives. The underground subway, similar to the
BART system in San Francisco, was considered too expensive. And the use of streetcars
was viewed as dangerous and slow because of grade crossings. In the end, the MTSB
focused its attention of a "guideway system" using light rail vehicles. The guideway
would provide a designated path for exclusive use by the light rail vehicles. (MTS, 2011)
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Later in 1976, the MTDB was presented with an opportunity. Two major sections
of the San Diego & Arizona Eastern Railway, which was owned by Southern Pacific,
sustained major damage in a tropical storm. Southern Pacific intended to abandon the
line, but the Federal Interstate Commerce Commission denied their application. Instead
Southern Pacific sold the 108 mile right of way to the MTDB (Ditmar & Ohland, 2004).
The Southern Pacific's rail line ran from Downtown San Diego to the Mexican
border at San Ysidro. The same route had been served by steam trains dating back to
1887 and was also served by electric trolleys from a1907 through 1930. The MTDB
began rebuilding the line in 1985 with an $86 million budget. The line was primarily
single-track, and accommodated both light rail and freight operations (MTS, 2012).
The County of San Diego approved the route in June 1978. However, the City of
San Diego was reluctant to move the plan forward for fear of losing tax revenue since the
proposed light rail line would be exempt from property taxes, and the use for light rail
would preclude other tax paying uses. In the end, the City government agreed to the plan
in October 1978. The project was entirely financed with state funding. The source of that
state funding was a gas tax and certain highway user funds dedicated to mass transit. The
state also imposed a deadline for committing funds and the implementation of the project
within five years of the 1975 enabling legislation.
This first segment was originally known as the South Line and ran for 15 miles
along a former freight railroad line. A second segment, which was also part of the
original San Diego and Arizona Rail road property, began operation in 1986 as the East
Line. Various extensions were made to these two lines. In 1997, the South Line was
renamed the Blue Line and the East Line was renamed the Orange Line. In 2005 the
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Green Line, a newly constructed 19.3-mile segment, began operations. As of 2012, the
three lines total 51.1 miles, primarily double tracked. In addition to operating in the City
of San Diego the San Diego Trolley also operates in several adjacent local jurisdictions
including: National City, Chula Vista, Lemon Grove, La Mesa, El Cajon and Santee. The
system has 53 stations (MTS, 2006).
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Figure 5.2 Map of San Diego Trolley system.
Source: http://www.sdmts.com/trolley/trolley.asp. Accessed June 14, 201 4.
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The construction of the South Line and portions of the East Line were completed
without federal funding. State and local resources were used. The total cost of
construction of the initial segment of the South Line averaged $6 million per mile. The
location of the line was driven largely by the abandoned San Diego and Arizona Eastern
Railroad freight rail right of way. Using that right of way contributed to a smaller
acquisition cost. However, the location, proximate to the San Diego Naval Base and
several industrial areas, precluded any new development in those areas adjacent to the
light rail line (Holle, 1995).
According to Tom Larwin, a planner for the MTDB in 1981 , who went on to be
the President of the MTS , the primary goal was a low cost transit project, "The route
from downtown to the border as pretty much set" (Larwin, 2009). The evaluation process
later used for future segments funded by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) New
Starts program, which included an Alternatives Analysis, was not employed on the South
Line. It was not until 1986, with the planning of the Green Line, that federal funds were
sought through the FTA New Starts program (Larwin, 2009).

SDTI
Created

1976

South Line
Begins

1981

East Line
Begins

1986

Various Extensions
to Blue and Orange
Lines

1989-92

Green Line
South Line
Renamed Blue Line Begins
East Line
Operations
Renamed Orange
I

1997

2005

Figure 5.3 Key milestones and dates in the establishment of the San Diego Trolley.
Source: http://www .sdmts.com/trolley/trolley.asp. Accessed June 14, 2014 .
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5.2 San Diego Trolley Planning and Development

By the early 1990s, the federal government had established a process for local transit
agencies to obtain funding for light rail systems, through the Federal Transit
Administration New Starts Program. The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS)
prepared for the Mission Valley East Transit Improvement Line and submitted to the
FTA in 1996 includes a section on land use, under the title Affected Environment and
Environmental Consequences. Section 4.1 Land Use identifies current land uses along the
three major areas covered by the study, the Grantville Area, San Diego State University
Area and La Mesa Area. These sections describe the existing types of land uses by area
and names specific property owners and their businesses. The section also identifies
public lands in the areas (Mission Valley East FEIS, 1996).
Section 4-1.3.1 of the General Plans of the FEIS lists the City of San Diego
General Plan and the specific community plans for Mission Valley, Navajo, and the
College Area Community. This is followed by Section 4-1.3.2: Redevelopment Area and
Master Plans. The description of these plans is brief, limited to the date of the plans'
adoption, the areas covered by the plan and a sentence or two about potential uses. No
specific development projects are included in the FEIS. The FEIS does contain a
reference to transit oriented development, noting the City Of San Diego' s Transit
Oriented Development Guidelines that were adopted by the City in 1992, as the only item
in a section entitled "4-1.3 .3 Other Adopted Policies".
Another section of the FEIS entitled "4-1.6.4 Joint Development Potential"
provides a summary description of each site and the attributes of the site that would foster
development. For example for the Grantville site, which is located on the Green Line, the
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following information is offered that would be supportive of development.; the amount of
land available, the elevated status of the line providing greater visibility, current zoning
for mixed use development and support of local business associations for the
intensification of land use at the site However, no specific development projects or
developers are mentioned in this section of the FEIS.
Developers regularly contact the MTS to acquire MTS land for projects at or near
San Diego trolley locations. In 2004 the MTS re-codified its existing policies and adopted
a set of procedures aimed at standardizing how the MTS would interact with proposed
developers. Tim Allison, Manager of Real Estate for the MTS, was selected to oversee,
the implementation of the policy through the MTS Joint Development program (MTS,
2004). According to Allison, the MTS seeks to work in partnership with developers and
lease MTS sites that it owns. The lease option was critical to MTS since it seeks a
continuing steam of revenue from the projects not a one-time payment for sale. The MTS
owned property along a number of areas served by the San Diego Trolley.
Developers, who are more interested in purchasing land than entering lease
agreements have not always viewed MTS's desire to enter into lease agreements
positively. In one instance, the SmartComer project, MTS traded its interest in a property,
which was approximately one-tenth of the project site, for a perpetual horizontal and
vertical easement for the San Diego Trolley to operate on the project site (MTS, 2007).
A project at Grossmount Station on the Green Line illustrates how the MTS
policies are intended to work. The developer, Fairchild Development, entered into an
agreement with the MTS and the City of La Mesa for the construction of 527 apartments
and 2,400 square feet of retail space. The project was part of a larger redevelopment plan
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adopted by La Mesa in the 1990s that included a major mall adjacent to the Grossmount
station. The agreement includes a 55-year lease on the MTS property, with extensions
that total 99 years. The MTS receives annual payments for their land that in the first 30
years of the lease are approximately $250,000 per year. The payments escalate over time
based on certain indicies. The MTS estimated that the lease would generate
approximately $635 million over the 99 year period (Allison, 2005).

Figure 5.4 Grossmount Station developed by Fairchild Developers.

As of 2012, MTS has completed only one other project in partnership with a
private developer, a 189 unit residential project with 18,000 square feet of commercial
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space named Morena Vista has been completed by MTS. Approximately 13 properties
are in their 2009-201 0 inventory, and are in different stages of consideration with
prospective developers (MTS, 2007).

5.3 City Planning and Development

The city government in San Diego has a history of municipal and regional planning. The
Comprehensive Plan of 1966, referred to locally as the "C-Plan", which recommended
the transit alternatives is one example. According to Michael Stepans, who served in
various roles from 1971 to 1997, including City Planner and City Architect of San Diego,
the community planning process took root in the 1960s, in part as a backlash to the
adoption ofthe C-Plan, which some viewed as a "creeping socialism" (Stepans, 2009). At
that time the City began working with community groups on neighborhood plans which
are then incorporated in the City Comprehensive Plan. A City Ordinance in 1971
formally established the relationship between local government and community planning
groups (City of San Diego, 2011). The local government has vested significant powers in
the community planning groups, using their community plans to prepare city-wide
planning documents such as the master plan.
In 1974, Kevin Lynch and David Applebaum authored "Temporary Paradise",
which Stepans referred to as a landmark study The document included a series of
planning principles that are similar to New Urbanism. Many of the elements of
Temporary Paradise were adopted by the City of San Diego in their 1979 Comprehensive
Plan. This document set the stage for additional progressive planning efforts that took
effect in the 1980s and 1990s.
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Today the City of San Diego has a sophisticated approach to city planning. A
General Plan governs city land use is governed. The General Plan is supplemented by
individual area plans. There are 55 official planning areas in the City of San Diego. Each
area has an elected community board which works with a City planner to prepare area
plans for their neighborhoods (City of San Diego, 2009).

I
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Figure 5.5 San Diego planning areas.
Source: San Diego Div ision of Planning, 20 II .
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The City Planning Division worked closely with the MTS in planning the Mission
Valley East section of the light rail the first segment of the San Diego Trolley for which it
sought funding from the US Federal Transit Administration through the New Starts
program. A city planner was assigned to the project and the MTS paid the salary of that
planner for the work done on the project. According to Nancy Bragado, the city planner
who worked with the MTS, her role was to ensure the MTS that planning would
complement the land uses anticipated under the City's General Plan.
Among the City's objectives for the Mission Valley East area were the
establishment of transit service to mixed use activity centers that existed or would be
established in the future. The northern slopes near the San Diego River would become
and be maintained as recreational areas. All of these elements were included in a 1985
update to the City's Mission Valley Area Plan (Bragado, 2009).
Bragado also worked to incorporate into the MTB planning certain land use
principles adopted by the City of San Diego. Specifically, these included elements of
Transit Oriented Design (TOD). In 1992, the City of San Diego Planning Division
adopted TOD guidelines prepared for San Diego by Peter Calthorpe. The Final
Environmental Impact Statement submitted by the MTS to the Federal Transit
Administration references those guidelines and states that the guidelines were reviewed
and considered in assembling the FEIS (FEIS, 1992). Bragado does not recall any
references to new urbanism or smart growth within the plan but stated that these are
"simply new buzzwords for what good planning has always been about."
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5.4 San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG)

San Diego County also has a tradition of regional planning. The Consolidated Planning
Organization (CPO), which authored the planning study that recommended light rail as a
transit alternative, was formed in 1966. Over time CPO took on other regional planning
responsibilities. In 1971 it became the Regional Transportation Planning Agency, part of
the US Department of Transportation structure charged with recommending the
deployment of federal transportation funds in the region. In 1980, CPO changed its name
to the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG), representing 19 local
governments in San Diego County. In 2003, the California Legislature enacted SB1703
transferring transit planning, programming, project development and construction from
the Metropolitan Transportation Development Board (MTDB) to SANDAG. SANDAG
began those functions in 2004. While SANDAG does have the authority to plan for light
rail projects, it lacks the City's land use authority. Therefore, SANDAG plans can only
become reality if they comply with the City of San Diego General Plan and Area Plans.
John Haggerty of SANDAG recalled how one land use plan, originally
incorporated into the transit planning of SANDAG went awry in the City of Santee
located west of San Diego. Santee Town Center was planned in the 1980s and significant
political influence was used to obtain an extension of the Orange line to the proposed
new town center. The center was planned to include a city hall, and other municipal and
civic uses, with the expectation that new dense residential development at the site would
follow.

The extension was approved and funded. However, during the course of

construction the town of Santee changed its plan for a municipal complex and instead
moved it to a vacant commercial strip several miles from the planned light rail station.
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Even with that change the Santee Towne Center light rail station kept its name but the
station is now at a regional mall. It is ironic that what was once planned as a new urbanist
town center stop now has light rail traversing hundreds of yards of a parking lot and
entering a mall. Haggerty referred to the result as "180 degree turnaround from the initial
intention" of the plan.

5.5 SmartCorner

Urban Living, a San Diego real estate firm, describes SmartComer on their website as
follows : --This building epitomizes Smart Growth, an approach to urban planning that
seeks the benefits of a close connect between where people work and live" (Urban
Living, 201 0). SmartComer is a mixed-use development located on the Orange Line of
the San Diego Trolley. The development consists of two buildings: an eleven story tower
with retail commercial on the first floor and three hundred and one residential units
above; and a five story building with retail uses on the first floor and commercial office
uses on the floors above. The project is located southeast of the central business district in
the East Village/Ballpark neighborhood, an area that where significant development was
spurred by a new major league baseball stadium, Petco Park, home of the San Diego
Padres. Also located near SmartComer are a community college, and a local high school.
Several blocks away is a homeless shelter managed by the County of San Diego
(SmartComer, 201 0).
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Figure 5.6 SmartCorner site map depicting neighboring major institutions.

The project was conceived by the Center City Development Corporation, which
requested proposals from developers for a mixed-use project that it dubbed SmartCorner.
The MTDB owned one-tenth of the site and exchanged it for a vertical and horizontal
easement to allow the San Diego Trolley to traverse the site. Lankford and Associates
was the only bidder in the project. They proposed two towers, one commercial and one
residential at the site. The towers would be separated by the rail bed of the San Diego
Trolley creating the effect of a trolley running through the building. This same concept
that was built at the American Station, where the trolley runs between two commercial
buildings, was viewed as successful.
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Figure 5. 7 SmartComer commercial building and residential tower.

Construction began in 2004. A major change from the original plan was the size
of the commercial structure. Originally planned as a tower equal in height to the
residential tower, the commercial building was scaled back from nineteen to five floors.
This change was made because the building lay at the outskirts of the central business
district and it was difficult to lease the commercial space. A new foundation system was
used to "float" the rail system between the buildings. This method had only been used
once before in the US, in Oregon. The positive result was that the vibration from the train
was not felt in either the adjoining residential or commercial spaces. The commercial
spaces were completed in 2007, with some of the residential units completed in 2008
(Trammer, 2009).
However, as residential leasing at the site began, some significant problems arose.
The developer stated that the location, proximate to a community college and a high
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school, which he originally viewed as a very positive factor, was negatively impacting
the project. His initial view of a light rail station at the site was that ridership would the
increase traffic for the business at the site. Instead after the project was built he found that
that young adults loitered at the project creating a nuisance for residents and retailers at
the site. He also indicated that some residents complained that those loitering posed a
threat to their security. In addition, the developer noted that the homeless population en
route to the shelter several blocks away would regularly pass by and sometimes loiter at
the SmartComer transit station (Trammer, 2009).
The new residents at SmartComer also complained about the noise generated by
the light rail system. While the new "floating foundation" eliminated the vibration that
was a problem at the American Plaza commercial site, the difference in tolerance for
noise between a residential and a commercial site had not been adequately considered. In
particular, residents complained about the trolley bells and hom. The area between the
two buildings served as an echo chamber for these sounds, exacerbating the nuisance.
Residents were especially disturbed by these sounds in the late evening and early
morning hours (Trammer, 2009).
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Figure 5.8 San Diego Trolley traveling through SmartComer project.

While the developer knew they were "pioneering" by locating the site away from
the downtown commercial hub, they expected that areas adjacent to their project would
also see development. But that development was not forthcoming. As of 2008,
SmartComer was a glitzy new building with empty lots nearby. Jerry Trammer
summarized the situation saying "There was a mistaken interest in the light rail system significantly mistaken. In the southeast location we knew we had a pioneering location.
We thought the light rail would be a positive. It has truly turned into a detriment."
(Trammer, 2009).
All of these circumstances had a negative impact on the project. But they came at
a time in 2008 when the housing market in the United States was at a standstill.
SmartComer sold only 52 units in its first year through October 2009. Market units sold
for an average of $400,000. Among those 52 units were four units of the twenty-five
units designated as affordable housing. These four were offered at a purchase price of
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$225,000.

An additional 44 units were sold through an auction m November and

December 2009. Those sales discounted the units by approximately 40%. The owners
were successful in leasing 110 units by October 2009. That left nearly half of the building
vacant.
Commenting on SmartComer, Michael Stepner a former Planning Director and
City Architect of San Diego, stated "Principles related to New Urbanism are all things
that you will find in the general plan and the community plans. They are not always
successful" (Stepner, 2009). He believes that uses that are related to each other in an area
may be more important than mixing uses in the same building, suggesting the noise
problems experienced by residents in the building would not be as significant a factor for
commercial tenants.

5.5.1 SmartCorner Update

Updated information on the Smart Comer project was collected in 2014. Sales
representatives of Lankford, the developer of the project, reported that a combination of
leasing and sales continued through 2012, after which the developer moved exclusively
to the original plan of selling units as condominiums. By 2014, all 114 units had been
sold. Sales prices ranged from the low $200,000s for studios to $450,000 for two
bedroom units (San Diego Downtown, 2014). These 2014 sales prices were still
substantially lower than the projected sales prices when the building was put on the
market in 2007, but higher than the sales prices obtained at auction in 201 0.
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5.5.2 SmartCorner Scorecard

Smart Comer scored 61 on the New Theories scorecard out of a possible 100 points. The
categories where SmartComer scored 10 out of a possible 10 were: Compact Building
Ddesign for its high density and Mixed Land Use for the mix of uses, commercial,
residential and retail on the site; and Encourage Community Stakeholders based on the
extensive community planning effort in place in San Diego. The project scored 8 out of
10 in Housing Choices, in part because of the problems it has experienced with sales,
making leasing and certain lower cost ownership options available. The project scored a
zero in Preservation as there is no green space associated with the project.

5.6 The Village at Market Creek

The Village at Market Creek is a mixed-use project located in southeastern San Diego on
the Orange Line of the San Diego Trolley. The project is at the intersection of several
neighborhoods. The project was sponsored by the Jacobs Family Foundation and built by
a subsidiary, the Diamond Management Company. The project is organized into several
phases. As of 2009, three of these were completed and include: 120,000 square feet of
retail space in a suburban style strip mall; 30,000 square feet of commercial office space
in the Joe and Vi Jacobs Center; a 40,000 square foot expanded the Elementary Institute
of Science, a 40 year old science enrichment program for children; a 40,000 sq. ft.
renovated Bryco Business Park; and a 3,000 linear foot restoration of the Chollas Creek
wetlands. These phases are primarily located in the bottom left quadrant on the site plan
in Figure 5.9. Upon completion the project will also include 1,000 affordable housing
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units, an additional and 400,000 square feet of green open space and parks (Market
Creek, 2007) .
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Figure 5.9 Village at Market Creek siteplan.
Source: Market Creek Brochure, 2009.

Planning for The Village began in 1997 with a partnership among community
residents, local and national funding partners, and the Jacobs Center for Neighborhood
Innovation, a non-profit neighborhood-strengthening organization, which is committed to
resident ownership of the planning, process, and assets of community change. The story
of resident ownership makes the project very unusual, an initial public offering (IPO) of
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stock attracted approximately $500,000 in capital from 400 residents, who now own a
stake in the project (Policy Link, 2007).
Obtaining land use approvals for the project after the completion of planning by
the developer was a cumbersome process. According to Chip Buttner, President of the
Diamond Management Company, the developer of the project, the City of San Diego
took a six years to create the zoning necessary for this mixed use development due to the
unusual nature of the project. The South East Redevelopment Corporation is the local
redevelopment agency. Once the project zoning was in place, the project developer
applied for permits. The City review process took over 15 months. The project was
breaking new ground and as the first of its kind it worked closely with the City and
redevelopment agency in creating standards that are now in place and govern other mixed
use projects (Buttner, 2009).
The first phase of Market Creek was a supermarket, Food For Less, which was
completed in January 2001. Other retail spaces in the project were completed by 2004.
According to Butler the commercial properties were doing well in 2004 with an average
triple net lease of $25 per square foot, in which the lease pays utilities and taxes in
addition to the lease payment. One change has occurred since the inception of the project
in the selection of retail tenants. Initially the project developers sought to locate only
local businesses, not national chain retailers, at the site. An effort to support local
businesses by providing training and some initial subsidies in the lease costs was not
sufficient for some businesses to succeed. After the failure of several businesses in the
early going, a change was made to allow national chains into the project (Voice of San
Diego, 2004).
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Figure 5.10 Market Creek Plaza with typical suburban parking area.

The second phase of the project, the Jacobs Center was completed in 2008, the
center serves as the headquarters for the Joe and Vi Jacobs Foundation a local
philanthropy, but more importantly serves as the hub of the community. Health, arts,
culture and education programs are run at the center. In addition meetings regarding
development at Market Creek project all take place at the center. The third completed
project in the plan, B,ryco Business Park, includes 10,000 sq, feet of office space and
40,000 square feet of industrial/warehouse space.
The location of the light rail at the center of the site was not a key factor in siting
the project. Rather the availability of forty-five acres was the key. Planning the first phase
of the project, the retail shopping, required an orientation to the existing street network.
Unlike many projects where residential development precedes retail, thereby creating a
sufficient market for retailers, developers of Market Creek envisioned its commercial
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component as a benefit to the existing neighborhood. The existing neighborhood is
composed primarily of single-family homes, and is oriented to the automobile. As such,
Market Creek is a traditional shopping mall and requires parking. Based on the a
redevelopment zoning requirement of one parking space for every 1,000 square feet of
retail and commercial space, the project has approximately 480 parking spaces.
However, although the project has a focus on automobiles, it also has made
significant steps to make the site walkable. The site is adjacent to several creeks that cut
through a steep terrain. The initial plan constructed two walkway bridges over creeks.
Their cost of $3 million was a significant investment in connectivity. In addition to
pedestrian access the site the light rail station also serves as a hub for seven bus lines and
a taxi stand.
The major interaction the project developers had with the MTB involved the need
for access from Market Street to the site. The project developers wanted access from
Market Street at grade. According to John Haggerty, Civil Engineer for San Diego
Association of Governments (SANDAG), which bears some construction responsibility
for the Sand Diego Trolley, the MTB as a matter of safety works to minimize the number
of at grade crossings and therefore proposed a different solution. Haggerty stated that the
solution was to dig under the tracks to provide access and constructed a bridge that kept
the trolley at grade level. The bridge was funded by the MTS at the cost of over $1
million. Haggerty remarked that the solution was consistent with a tenet of planning
embodied by their organization "Never get in the way of anything that is going to impact
your customer base" (Haggerty, 2009).
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According to Buttner, who was leading the project for the development company,
residential development at the site stalled in 2009 as a result of the decline in the overall
national economy. The plan was to accumulate sufficient state subsidy funds to make
homeownership available to local residents at a price point of approximately $800-$1 ,100
per month. The first of these developments was to be The Trolley, a 52 unit residential
project adjacent to the transit station. The initial plan was that two-thirds of the units
would be for-sale and one-third rental. A re-assessment of the feasibility of that project
changed that ratio to two-thirds rental and one-third homeownership.

5.6.1 Market Creek Update

In 2010, the State of California Sustainable Strategies Pilot Program named the Village at
Market Creek a Catalyst Project. This designation came with a $1 .35 million grant award
to subsidize the development of the residential phase of the project (San Diego Tribune,
201 0). In 2012, with the approval of the San Diego City Council, Market Creek scaled
back its redevelopment plan. This action allowed Market Creek to draw upon already
approved funds related to the development at Market Creek, which heretofore were not
available until the entire project was completed (San Diego City Council, 2012). That
same year the project received an extension of time from the San Diego Planning Board,
extending the project completion date to 2016 (San Diego Planning Board, 201 0).
According to Diamond Management Corporation, the project developers, even with these
actions as of 2014 the project has still not broken ground due to financing and sales
considerations (Hooper, 2014).
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5.6.2 Market Creek Scorecard

The Village at Market Creek ranked high on the New Theories Scorecard. Of a possible
100 points it scored 71. The categories where it scored 10 out of a possible 10 were:
Walkable Neighborhoods because of the short length of streets, segregation from major
traffic arteries, the proximity of businesses near residential areas and special pathways
and promenades; Encourage Community and Stakeholder Cooperation due to the
participation of the community in the plan and on an ongoing basis through the
development of the project, and Preservation because parks and the zoning requirement
for green space. It also gained a score of 10 in Foster Distinctive Attractive Communities/
Strong Sense of Place for its architectural style, identifiable centers and edges, and
proximity to community institutions.
The project also ranked high in the category Strengthen and Develop to existing
communities 7.5 of 10, because it is built contiguous to existing development, provides
infill development, and resulted in the re-use of existing buildings for Bryco Industrial
Park. The project scores 6 out of 10 in the Transportation Choices as it includes a bus
hub, and taxi stand along with the light rail station. The project scored lowest in the range
of housing opportunities category, since no housing has been created to date the project
scored 0 out of 10 for Creating a Range of Housing Opportunities.

5. 7 The Promenade

Located at the Rio Vista station on the Green Line, The Promenade is the centerpiece of a
95-acre development completed by the Greystone Development Company in 2002. The
development is consistent with the 1985 Mission Valley Neighborhood plan, which
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allowed for higher densities in areas served by light rail. The project includes 240
residential units and approximately 50,000 square feet of small office and neighborhood
retail.
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Figure 5.11 The Promenade, San Diego site plan.
Source: The Promenade Brochure.

According to City Planner Nancy Bragado, a key to the development was hiring
Peter Calthorpe as planner. Calthorpe, who is nationally known in the field of transit
oriented development, was the planner who authored the City of San Diego guidelines for
Transit Oriented Development. With his firsthand knowledge of the San Diego land use
regulations, Calthorpe was able to plan a development that met the objectives of his client
and took advantage of the incentives offered by the City in its new TOD guidelines.
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One of those incentives was the density allowed for the project. In areas adjacent
to the project site, permitted densities were four to five units per acre. The initial phase of
the Promenade included 240 condominium units. A second phase of residential
development included 1,000 rental units. Overall the blended density of the project is
approximately 33 units per acre. The project included some taller buildings and a
residential density of 70 units per acre (AICP, 2007).
While the development by Greystone incorporates a number of the transit oriented
development and new urbanist principles, it also demonstrates some departures from
those principles. The Promenade was the second phase of the project undertaken by
Greystone. The first phase was the construction of a standard shopping center located
adjacent to the Promenade. That development is a typical suburban shopping center,
geared to automotive traffic with hundreds of surface parking spaces. The design does not
reflect the transit oriented development and smart growth principles associated with the
residential portion of the project.
Another departure from the new urbanist and transit oriented development
principles is that the Promenade is designed in a manner that insulates it from its
surroundings. Access to the streets of the development is limited to two major entrances.
Access to the light rail station is likewise restricted. That is, while a very prominent
architectural tower presents an attractive and inviting entrance to the Rio Vista transit
station for riders who enter from the residential development, that same status is not
granted to riders who enter from outside the development. For them there is a single,
unadorned stairway without signage from the local street to the station platform.
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Figure 5.12 Rio Vista trolley station entrance at The Promenade.

5.7.1 Promenade Scorecard

The Promenade scored 61.6 on the New Theories scorecard out of a possible 100 points.
The categories where the Promenade scored highest were Compact Building Design for
its high density, Mixed Land Use for its incorporation of retail and commercial space,
Preservation for the parks and greenspace associated with the project, and Creates
Walkable Neighborhoods. The Promenade scored low in Provide a Variety of Transit
Options, as the trolley was the only mode of mass transit associated with the site and in
Strengthen and Direct Development to Existing Communities due to the way it insulates
the development from other properties.
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5.8 Conclusions

The planning and construction of the San Diego light rail system predated the Federal
Transit Administration New Starts program by a decade. As such the first two major
segments of the of the San Diego Light Rail system, the Blue Line from downtown to the
Mexican border and the Orange Line from Downtown to Santee, did not need to comply
with federal regulations related to light rail construction. Since both lines were located
primarily along existing old freight rail lines, no specific development plans were
considered in aligning the light rail system.
After the construction of these two first segments, development did incorporate
the principles of smart growth, new urbanism and transit oriented development. However,
the transit planning done by the Metropolitan Transit Development Board (MTDB) did
not play a role in these developments. Instead developers and the local governments,
which adopted land use laws to allow for mixed use and higher density projects, decided
the scope and character of development near transit centers.
For those segments of light rail that used federal funding, the FEIS included
sections on land use planning. The MTDB worked closely with local governments in the
federal funding process. The relationship between the MTDB and the City of San Diego
was especially close, as a city planner was designated to work exclusively with the
MTDB and was paid by the MTDB . The result of this collaboration was that the light rail
planning process was incorporated into the neighborhood planning effort of the City of
San Diego and the resulting land use plans developed by MTDB were consistent with the
City of San Diego general plan.
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The collaboration between the city government and the developer varied. In the
case of SmartComer the interaction was minimal. However, the city did provide some
funding to the project to require affordable housing units be part of it. In the Promenade
project the project team included Peter Calthorpe, the author of the City's mixed-use
development plan. So while the city government did not play more than its normal
regulatory role, the project was consistent with the city's vision because of the planner. In
the Village at Market Creek the city government worked very closely with the developer
through their neighborhood planning structure. However the developer of Market Creek
was dismayed about the length of time it took to obtain city permits for the project.
While the MTDB incorporated land use planning into the newer federally funded
sections of the light rail, it was

only modestly successful in spurring development on

tracts of land that the MTDB controlled. The SmartComer project is one example of the
City government participating with a developer on a project; a second more successful
project id the Grossmount Station. However, as of 2009, other land owned by the MTDB
has not been developed. One reason may be the MTDB's policy of leasing property
instead of selling properties to developers.
The three San Diego projects reviewed in depth all incorporated elements of the
new planning theories. Villages at Marketplace ranked highest among the three with a
score of 71 points, with the Promenade scoring 61.6 and Smart Comer scoring 61. A
fourth project, Santee Town Center, which was originally promoted as a new urbanist and
transit oriented development once completed was the antithesis of these principles,
becoming a traditional suburban mall with acres of surface parking.
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CHAPTER6
DALLAS

The settlement of Dallas, Texas dates back to 1839 when John Nealy Bryan made plans
to establish a trading post at the three forks of the Trinity River (Dallas Historical
Society, 2009). The area had only become part of the United States in 1836. However,
Bryan' s plan went awry in 1841 when a treaty re-located all the Indians from the area and
the need for a trading post vanished. Instead Bryan decided to establish a permanent
community and recruited settlers from neighboring areas in Texas.
Since that beginning, Dallas has grown into a major city. With approximately 1.3
million residents, it is ranked 8th in population among US cities (US Census, 2009).
Dallas maintains a robust economic base, with 22 Fortune 500 companies headquartered
either in Dallas or the surrounding metropolitan area (Dallas Chamber of Commerce,
2009).
Surface transportation in the Dallas area included mule-pulled wagons as early as
1872. These wagons were replaced by steam powered trains the 1890's. In 1892 the first
Dallas electric trolley began operation (Me Kinney Trolley, 2009). At their peak in the
1930s, over 15 different trolley lines ran through Dallas and its suburbs. In 1950 the last
of Dallas's trolley system was abandoned, when the Texas Electric Railway ceased
operations on the last four lines. Reasons for closing the system were: a need to convert
some streets to one-way uses, a desire for more parking, the poor condition of the
remaining fleet, and a desire to feature the automobile and not what was perceived to be
an antiquated system of transportation in the city (Dallas Historical Society, 2009).
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In 1956, the last privately owned transportation agency, the Dallas Railway and
Terminal Company, became the Dallas Transit Company, which operated buses routes in
Dallas until it ceased operation in 1963 and was replaced by another public agency, the
Dallas Transit System (DTS) that continued to operate bus routes in Dallas. In 1983 DTS
became the Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) which took over bus routes and initiated a
plan for light rail in the region which was spearheaded by the transit agency and
downtown business leaders.

6.1 Light Rail

DART was established to address regional transportation needs. However, local
governments were allowed the choice of participating or not participating in DART. At
its inception in 1983, fifteen local governments approved a ballot measure to join DART
and to increase their local sales tax by 1% to provide funding for transportation projects
(DART, 2007).
The legislation that allowed local governments to form DART also allowed
DART member local governments to hold a referendum once every six years to
determine if the local government wanted to remain in DART (DART, 2007). In 1989,
two of the original fifteen local governments voted to leave DART; however, two
additional communities joined, and one original member was annexed by an existing
member, leaving membership at fourteen communities: Addison, Carrollton, Cockrell
Hill, Dallas, Farmers Branch, Garland, Glenn Heights, Highland Park, Irving, Plano,
Richardson, Rowlett and University Park.
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One of the reasons for forming DART was to create a light rail network to serve
Dallas and the immediate areas around the city. Planning of the light rail line began in
1983 (DART, 2007). By 1989, a formal plan for what was referred to as the Starter
System was completed. DART forwarded that plan, in the form of a Final Environmental
Impact Statement (FEIS), to the Federal Transit Administration (FTA). In 1990, the FTA
approved the light rail system and entered into a Full Funding Agreement with DART.
The Starter System was 20 miles long and cost $869 million of which $160 million was
funded by the federal government and $709 was funded by DART through the 1% sales
tax revenue.
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Figure 6.1 DART rail system map existing and proposed light rail lines.
Source: http://www.dart.org/maps/printrailmap.asp, (accessed January 26. 201 0).

In 1999, work began extending the Starter System lines which were now designated
the Blue and Red Lines. The Red Line was extended from the Mockingbird Station north
to the suburban communities of Richardson, the first suburban community to be served
by light rail, and then to the City of Plano, terminating at the Parker Road Station in
2002. Also in 2002, the Blue Line was extended north from Mockingbird Station in
northern Dallas to the City of Garland and later that year extended south to Ledbetter
Station in Dallas.
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In 2006, the Federal Transit Administration approved another Full Funding
Agreement with DART for a $2.5 billion expansion of which the federal share was $700
million. The expansion would create two new light rail lines. The Orange Line would
extend from downtown Dallas to Irving with service to the Dallas/ Fort Worth airport. It
would also include a stop at Love Field a smaller airport in Dallas and at the Las Colinas
development in Irving. The Green Line would serve the Dallas neighborhoods of Deep
Ellum and Fair Park, a stop at the American Airlines Center in downtown Dallas and
extend north to the suburbs of Farmers Branch and Carrollton (DART, 2006). The first
operating segment of the Green Line began operation in September 2009.
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Figure 6.2 Key milestones and dates in the establishment of DART light rail.
Sources.· (DART, 1996, DART, 2006)

DART has become an important transportation resource for the area. It operates
daily 24 hours per day with a diminished schedule on weekends and holidays. The
average weekday wait times during morning and afternoon rush hours are approximately
15 minutes. The longest time between trains on weekends is 30 minutes. In 2008, DART
had 63, 200 riders per average weekday, 101h in the nation among light rail systems. This
was an 8% increase from the previous year (American Public Transportation Association
(APIA), 2008). There was a decline in ridership of 5.84% over the first nine months of
2009. This is a national trend attributed to the general economic recession (APIA, 2009).
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6.2 DART Planning and Development
A review of the 1989 Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the DART
Starter System revealed no specific references to the theories of New Urbanism, Smart
Growth or Transit Oriented Development. And the report mentioned no specific projects.
However a variety of new theories principles are referenced in the report including higher
density uses, mixed mode transportation hubs and mixed use developments (DART,
1990).
Since 1989, DART has implemented policies aimed at fostering development at
light rails stations. According to Jack Wierzinski, Director of Planning and Economic
Development for DART, the agency is taking an "aggressive posture" regarding
development opportunities at DART stations. He indicated that while the agency 1s
willing to discuss a wide range of options with developers, it has a strong preference to
enter into long term leases with development partners instead of selling properties
outright. Wierzinski stated that the reason is "to provide a source of long term cash flow
for DART and at the same time retain assets." However, as of the end of 2009, DART
had not entered into any long term leases with any developers for its properties. Instead
development projects at DART stations have been the result of developers privately
acquiring properties and building projects (Wierzinski, 2009).

6.3 City Planning and Development
In Texas, local governments are responsible for land use decisions. As such, the City of
Dallas sets the parameters for development through planning, zoning, or redevelopment
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plans at or near the 26 light rail stations that are within Dallas. In those developments that
have occurred near DART stations, DART has not played a primary role.
The Director of Planning for the City of Dallas, Theresa 0' Donnell, plays a
critical role in facilitating development near DART stations.

She believes that the

alignment of the Starter System missed development opportunities and wonders why the
alignment choices were made. "It seems that they (DART) deliberately missed pockets of
opportunity along the line" (O'Donnell, 2009). She also noted that the more frequent use
of public transportation by the population in south Dallas was a major factor in selecting
a south Dallas segment for the Starter System and stated that the availability of certain
railway right of ways was a major influence in routing the Starter System. Using these
rights of way provided a key transportation benefit, namely segregating light rail from
city traffic. It also provided some efficiency as negotiations and sale of property were
with a single property owner rather than a larger number of properties.
Using existing rights of ways in south Dallas posed a significant challenge to
economic development and future land use. Properties along the existing rights of way
were already developed. They were primarily industrial using existing rail to ship raw
materials to and finished goods from manufacturers. The result is that the light rail line
passes through a number of older industrial areas which are still active but have little to
no need for light rail service.
Another challenge to future development in south Dallas is that many areas are
economically disadvantaged. The population of south Dallas is generally less affluent
than the areas of the city north of the downtown. During the ten year period from 1990 to
2000 census tracts in south Dallas, which includes 10 light rail stops, had little or no
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population growth. In addition, during the same period home values in the area showed
slow growth in half of the south Dallas tracts and a loss in value in the other half (US
Census, 1990, 2000).
Since 1996, when DART operations began in South Dallas, there have been no
major private sector residential or commercial developments located near the light rail
line (O'Donnell, 2009). The largest project was the expansion of the Veterans
Administration Complex. A 200,000 square foot expansion of the hospital building at the
complex completed in 2007 (Veterans Administration, 2007) A DART transit stop is
located at the VA Complex; however, access is not pedestrian friendly. Security at the
VA Complex is very apparent with fences, a guard house and cameras. After exiting the
light rail car, visitors need to walk the length of the transit platform to reach an entry
point to be allowed on the VA Complex property. The station is not integrated into the
VA Complex plan.
According to Theresa O'Donnell, the city government has tried to recruit
developers to build transit friendly residential and commercial properties in south Dallas
near the light rail stations. But these efforts have not met with success. The city
government does not own any significant parcels of land in these areas and developers
would need to acquire property from private owners. Ms. O'Donnell pointed to one such
potential project near DART's Illinois Station. A developer approached the owner of a
small mall. The owner wanted approximately four times the market value of the property
to sell the property. That acquisition cost made the project economically unfeasible. Since
the property owner is generating revenue from his current enterprise, he believes he can
wait to see if eventually he can get a price in excess of the current market value.
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6.3.1 Private Development Strategies

O'Donnell described two approaches that could address the problem of inflated prices in
south Dallas. The first is for developers to partner with land owners. This approach
addresses several issues that impede reaching an agreement on a sales price. First the land
owner's concern about getting as high a price as possible is addressed because as a
partner he will have first hand knowledge of the economics of the transaction and the cost
of land that the project can support. A major impediment for the developer, namely
financing the cost of the land, is no longer a concern since the owner contributing the
land in exchange for his participation as a partner. With this additional equity in
the project, financing terms should be more advantageous.
However, this approach has some drawbacks for both partners. The land owner
trades the cash he would receive in a sale for an ownership interest in the commercial or
residential development. The owner faces the risk that the project may not be successful
and fail to generate the cash flow that will make it self-sustaining and profitable. The
developer is concerned that a new partner will disagree with the developer's approach,
and depending upon the nature of the partnership, the land owner may be able to force the
developer to change key project decisions.
The second approach O'Donnell described to attract development projects to the
southern area of Dallas is the use of Tax Incremental Financing (TIF). In this approach,
the increase in tax that a project generates is not used as general tax revenue, but instead
is used to pay for ongoing indebtedness that the project took on at its inception, often for
infrastructure improvements.
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In 2008, The City of Dallas approved the creation of the TOD Tax Incremental
Financing district (TOD/TIF), which spans 559 acres along DART's Blue Line. (City of
Dallas, 2008) The district includes two northern light rails stations that have had
significant development over the past decade and four southern stations where private
development has not occurred. The plan is that 40% of TIF funds generated at an active
development Dallas stations will be dedicated to projects or improvements at the nonactive development Dallas stations. The TOD/TIF will remain in place for 30 years and is
expected to generate a total of $328 million during its existence. (Business Wire, 2008,
O'Donnell 2009). However, a decline in the total market value of properties in the district
has precluded any funds from being generated since its inception in 2009 (City of Dallas,
2008).
O'Donnell believes that current DART efforts to spur development are not
effective. She cites the case of a development in the Medical Center complex that will be
served by the Green Line. The developer has been waiting several years for an easment
on the property to be resolved and O'Donnell added that after many negotiation sessions
among the city government, DART and the developer, the problems were only resolved
after the city manager insisted on the direct participation of DART's executive director in
the process. Referring to DART, O'Donnell commented, "Their bureaucracy does not
allow for developments to proceed in a timeframe that developer's require." If O' Donnell
is correct this could significantly impact the amount of development that occurs at light
rail stations. Developers will be reluctant or unwilling to take on projects that cannot be
completed in a timely fashion as delays result in lower profits.
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6.4 South Side on Lamar

South Side on Lamar is a mixed used development project located immediately south of
downtown Dallas adjacent to the Cedars Station on the blue line light rail station. The
location of the station was chosen in part to meet the needs of the workforce at the Sears
Company Catalogue Division Complex. Sears owned and operated a set of older
industrial buildings ranging from a small 3,000 square foot cafeteria to a 1.1 million
square foot, 10 story distribution building, the complex covered approximately 17 acres,
and employing approximately 3,000 employees (Matthews Southwest, 2009).
Unfortunately, by the time the light rail plan was approved in 1989, Sears had
ceased operations at the site and all of the Sears buildings were vacant. In 1997, a
Canadian development company, Matthews Southwest, led by its president Gary
Matthews, purchased the complex for $3.5 million. According to Kristian Teleki a vice
president of Matthews Southwest, "Gary knew about the value of mass transit from his
work in Toronto. Transit was a large piece of the puzzle. As a developer we look at nodes
and see opportunity" (Teleki, 2009).
After making its investment, Matthews Southwest began planning a new
residential and entertainment district for the neighborhood. They enlisted the services of
the architectural firm Austin-Smith of London, who fashioned a plan for the
neighborhood, that included residential, commercial and entertainment uses.
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Figure 6.3 South Side downtown area plan, City of Dallas. Lower right includes
completed projects South Side on Lamar, Dallas County Community College District
Headquarters (DCCD-HQ) Dallas Police Headquarters, Beat 1, DART Cedars Station
and Gilleys Paladium. Planned projects Beat 2, Boutique Hotel, Dallas Music Complex,
Convention Center Hotel Site upper left.
Source: Matthews Southwest Development, 2008

Since the project is immediately south of downtown, local residents cautioned
Gary Matthews, "Don't say anything about Southside or South Dallas", according to
Teleki. To many residents of Dallas and the surrounding areas, South Dallas was
synonymous with the worst of urban life, crime, drugs, and gangs. This portrait of south
Dallas is consistent with demographic data. For example, home values in the areas
through which the blue line travels south have decreased in the decade from 1990-2000.
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Figure 6.4. Change in median home values 1990-2000 along DART red and blue light
rail lines.
Source: US Census, Summary File 3, 1990 and 2000.

But since Matthews was an outsider, he viewed the neighborhood around the
Cedars light rail station, immediately adjacent to the downtown Convention Center, as
"not bad, just neglected". Matthews named the development "South Side on Lamar" and
immediately erected a 25 foot high neon sign atop the Sears building announcing the
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South Side to the tens of thousands who cross the areas interstate highways daily (135 E
and I 30).

Figure 6.5 View from the west of South Side on Lamar former Sears complex,
current residential and commercial uses.
Source: http://www.southsideonlamar.com/frames.html.(accessed, January 11, 2009).

In an area that is still primarily commercial and light industrial Matthews
Southwest took another bold step. They donated a prime parcel of land on South Lamar
Street, directly across from the Sears buildings, to the City of Dallas for a new 350,000
square-foot police headquarters at a cost of $60 million. As part of the agreement certain
police functions were excluded from the site, including any jail. In doing this, Matthews
Southwest combated the perception of crime with a very visible police presence.
In addition, locating the police station within the neighborhood brought in 1,000
people daily, who work at police headquarters, to the neighborhood that Matthews
Southwest plans to build into a residential and entertainment district.
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Figure 6.6 Dallas Police headquarters on South Lamar Street, completed 2006.

In 2003 , Matthews Southwest approached the also the Dallas County Community
College (DCCC) and crafted an agreement whereby DCCC purchased an existing
building, previously used by Sears as a mail sorting facility and invested $20 million for
its renovation. Since its completion in 2005 , DCCC has operated educational programs at
the site, which also serves as its administrative headquarters. Students and DCCC ' s 130
employees at the site contributes to the vibrancy of the neighborhood. Matthews
Southwest also leased parking spaces to DCCC and included provisions permitting the
use of parking for area visitors to the entertainment venues when the college programs
are not in operation (Teleki, 2009).
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Figure 6. 7 Dallas County Community College on Lamar.
Source: http://www.dcccd.edu/About+DCCCD/Our+Locations/District+Office/.
(Accessed January 11, 2009).

In pursuit of the project goal of creating a residential, mixed use and entertainment
district, Matthews Southwest has purchased an existing entertainment venue, Gilley's Dallas, an
offshoot of the more established Gilley's in Austin, Texas. Gilley's Dallas had been operating at
the site since 2002. Upon taking ownership of the property, Matthews Southwest leased it back
to the previous owner through a long-term 45 year lease to continue operation at the site. In
2008, Gilley' s Dallas served over 500,000 patrons who attended concerts in a 3,000 seat venue
or were patrons at a bar and lounge that attracts up to 1,000 patrons on weekend evenings with
live music. The Gilley's Dallas venue is located two blocks from the residential complex. 'The
strategy is to drive people to the neighborhood" (Teleki, 2009).
Matthew's plan to establish the area as a residential and entertainment district is
proceeding, albeit slowed by downturns in the economy in late 2008 and 2009. By 2009,
approximately 92% of the 452 residential units in the renovated 500,000 square foot
former Sears building are leased. This building features over 100 different unit plans. All
units are loft-style with fluted concrete columns and exposed red brick walls. They offer
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panoramic views of downtown Dallas or the Trinity River industrial greenbelt. Amenities
on the site include a rooftop pool, billiard room and fitness center. Residents also have a
small grocery, a wine bar, and a dry cleaner at the site. Residential leases average $1,700
per unit, which is similar to the cost of other rental properties in downtown Dallas.
However the square footage of these loft style apartments is generally 20% to 30% larger,
making South Side at Lamar a value (Teleki, 2009; Southside on Lamar, 2009).
Mathews Southwest has also partnered with the Dallas Police and Fire Pension
funds to finance The Beat, a new 75 unit condominium project and parking garage. The
partnership is providing Dallas police and fire personnel with economic incentives to
purchase a unit in the building in the form of discounted sale prices and a program for
discounted mortgage rates. Since opening in late 2008, the project has only sold 40% of
its units. Matthews Southwest is renting the remaining units and expects to be fully
rented by mid-2010. Teleki stated that the slow pace of sales in 2008 and 2009 was
generally attributable to the economy over the last 18 months. The unit densities of The
Beat and other residential developments planned by Matthews Southwest are in the range
of

80-100 units per acre with densities increasing as projects approach the main

thoroughfare of South Lamar Street.

6.4.1 DART, City Government and South Side on Lamar

DART, city government and Matthews Development began working on a pedestrian
improvement grant in 2001. The $5.5 million of funding for the project only became
available in 2009. Teleki noted the different time horizons that the developer and DART
work under. The improvements will provide wider sidewalks, benches and small
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landscaped areas and will link the DART station with Trinity River Park which the City
is upgrading. "People in Texas don't walk" commented Teleki, but give them a reason to
walk and they will. Except for the pedestrian project Teleki stated that Matthews
Southwest, has had little contact with DART now that the project is operating.
Interaction between Matthews Southwest and city government has been more
extensive than the interaction with DART. Matthews Southwest participated in a process
for several years that led to their selection by the Dallas City Council as developer for the
Dallas Convention Center Hotel Project. While the site is adjacent to South Lamar,
Matthews Southwest has not been successful in its efforts to convince city government to
locate the project to the south and west in a manner that provides the main entrance the
maximum exposure to South Lamar and the residential and entertainment district that
Matthews Southwest is creating (see Figure 6.3). Instead the Convention Center Hotel
Project is oriented more the north and west toward downtown Dallas and Dallas City Hall
(Teleki, 2009).
Teleki is optimistic about development of the South Side on Lamar. He states that
Matthews Southwest's long- range plan is to convert the current apartments to
condominiums and to sell lofts in the 450 unit Sears building for $200 to $300 per square.
That would result in sales in excess of $1 billion. But Teleki is also cautious saying, "We
try not to drink the cool aid".

6.4.2 South Side On Lamar Update

Southside on Lamar was impacted by the recession which began in December
2007. Unlike several other projects studied as part of this research, where the recession
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caused developers to change from selling units to leaning them, at Southside the
developer made some concessions regarding leasing prices but simply continued a slow
but steady pace in leasing. According to Christian Telekie, the project manager, the initial
lease- up of the 400 unit project was slow during 2008-2010. By 2011 the project was
fully rented and continues with a low vacancy in 2014 (Matthews, 2014).
Of interest is that during the period from 2010 to 2014 Matthews Development,
the developer of Southside on Lamar has completed several other projects in the
neighborhood including a boutique hotel and another residential property. The area,
which prior to the Southside on Lamar was primarily industrial, now boasts an eclectic
mix of arts and entertainment venues along with residential units and a boutique hotel in
the neighborhood.

6.4.3 South Side on Lamar Scorecard

South Side on Lamar ranked in an intermediate range, neither high nor low, on the
New Theories Scorecard. Of a possible 100 points available it garnered 66 points. The
categories where South Side scored 10 out of a possible 10 were: (1) compact building
design and (2) strengthen and direct development to existing communities category. The
score under compact building design was based on the densities of over 75 units per acre
for the renovation of the Sears properties, the 75 unit per acre density at the newly
constructed Beat condominium project and the planned 90-100 unit densities on the
future projects planned on South Lamar. The score for

Strengthen and Direct

Development to Existing Communities category was high as the project re-uses existing
structures (Sears Buildings), includes infill development (The Beat and other proposed
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South Lamar Projects), and preserves a building on the national historic register (Sears
Cafeteria). The project scored 4 out of 10 under Foster Distinctive Communities/ Sense
of Place since it has clearly marked boundaries, and has two civic institutions (police
headquarters and community college) within the neighborhood. However, these
institutions do not reinforce the community identity as a residential and entertainment
district. In addition, none of the building styles, except for some of the existing former
Sears buildings, are linked to each other in style. The project scored lowest on Walkable
Neighborhoods 4 of 10. The length of several streets in the area is over 1000 feet and
there are no special pathways within or adjacent to the project. There is no segregation
from major traffic arteries. The residences are adjacent to a few commercial properties.
The neighborhood should become more pedestrian friendly over the next few years with
the implementation of the $5.5 million pedestrian access grant which became available in
2009.

6.5 Mockingbird Station

The project known as Mockingbird Station, completed in 1998, is adjacent to one of the
largest stations on the Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) rail line and offers connections
to bus, taxi, and a van shuttle service. It consists of 178,000 square feet of retail,
restaurant, and cinema space; 137,000 square feet of office space; 211 loft apartments;
and parking for 1,580 cars. (Urban Land Institute, 2006).
Located in northern Dallas, DART's Mockingbird Station is near two smaller
municipalities, Highland Park and University Park, the home of Southern Methodist
University. Both municipalities are surrounded by Dallas. Household income and home
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sales and rental prices demonstrate that the areas near Mockingbird Station are among the
more affluent areas ofDallas (Census, 2000).
The Urban Land Institute designated Mockingbird Station as a finalist in its 2006
design competition saying: "The first mixed-use project designed and built around a
multi-modal, rail-based transit station in Dallas, Mockingbird Station has achieved what
many once thought was impossible: it has convinced middleclass, automobile-driving
residents to use transit" (Urban Land Institute, 2006).
The Mockingbird Station project was the creation of Ken Hughes, president of
the Hughes Development Company. Planning for the project began in 1996 when Hughes
acquired the former Southwestern Bell industrial building near Mockingbird Station.
Light rail service to the site had been announced six years earlier and construction on the
light rail line had already begun. The building was approximately 460 feet long and 55
feet wide. Its dimensions made it poorly suited for commercial office space. "I became
fascinated with the idea that in some southern and western cities we could stack some
density on these rail stations" is the way that Ken Hughes described his initial thought
about developing the site (Hughes, 2009). So Hughes engaged the architectural firm
RTKL. to plan for retail and commercial uses on the lower floors and residential units on
the upper floors, including the addition of four stories and a new commercial tower
(Hughes, 2009).
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Figure 6.8 View of Mockingbird project- retail on ground floor, commercial and
residential on upper floors.

6.5.1 DART and Mockingbird Station

The development of the Mockingbird Station project highlights DART's lack of
land use planning. According to Hughes, "They had no plan for the site." Upon
presenting his plan for the project to Jack Wierzinski and other officials at DART, DART
consented to a bridge from the DART station platform to the Mockingbird project, albeit
at Hughes' expense. But DART was never involved in any other planning of the areas of
Hughes development. Hughes commented, "They are purely engineers by thinking and
conceptual approach to building lines. And (they) are not viewing these stations as
needing any station planning. They are point to point train guys." The bus depot and
surface parking on DART property proximate to the station was the extent of DART
planning when the line was first opened.
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Figure 6.9 View from DART platform of Angelica Cinema, part of Mockingbird
project.

As the Mockingbird project progressed, Hughes tried to work with DART on other
projects. "I went to the DART guys and said let me/us plan this station with you. Let's
determine where best to site the (Inwood /Denton Drive) station." But according to
Hughes "they were not interested." Hughes believes that a lack of real estate or economic
development experience at both the staff and board level of DART contribute to an
inability to understand and act upon development opportunities at rail stations. In making
that case he cites missed opportunities at the downtown Richardson site but says that the
local government planners and officials responsible for the development at Plano "got it."
Hughes also points to a regulatory problem that affects DART's ability to develop
sites: "If they have land and want to sell it, there needs to be an auction, but if they lease
property, they can negotiate." In 2008 DART requested proposals from developers to
develop a portion of its current surface parking at Mockingbird Station. Hughes was
interested in the opportunity but the lease agreement proposed by DART contained
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certain "revaluations over time" which Hughes believed lenders would not want to
finance. So Hughes did not submit a proposal for the project. It is ironic that the firm
responsible for the best-known development on the DART light rail line, which garnered
national accolades and international attention, did not even submit a development
proposal for a site directly adjacent to its award-winning project.

6.5.2 Mockingbird Scorecard

Mockingbird Station scored 75 out of 100 on the New Theories Scorecard. The
highest scores were in the categories: "strengthen and direct development to existing
communities" (where it scored ten of ten points) and " compact building design" where
its density of 100 units per acre garnered ten of ten points. The project ranked low on
"preservation and green space", scoring two of ten as there are only a few small pocket
park amenities adjacent to the site and because zoning required no green space. It also
ranked low in the "walkable neighborhoods" category (four of ten) It garnered some
points in this category for special pathways including its "spanish steps" entrance from
the light rail platform. Additionally, according to the Hughes, there was little to no
community involvement in the planning or any ongoing efforts at community
participation in development issues at the site resulting in a two of ten in the "community
involvement/ stakeholder cooperation" category.
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Figure 6.10 Mockingbird "Spanish Steps" main entrance to retail and from Angelica
Cinema and train platform.

6.6 Addison Circle
Located approximately 15 miles north of Dallas, the City of Addison Texas, with 14,000
residents, is dissimilar to many Dallas suburbs. Approximately one half of the city area is
the municipal airport and businesses, which account for 80% of the land use, as compared
to only 20% for residential use. Also unusual is the preponderance of homeowner to
renters, 1,200 to 8,000. Addison is also more affluent than many of the surrounding
communities in Dallas.
DART included Addison in its 1989 plan to create a light rail network at about the
same time the Addison city government began planning for development. The proposed
Cottonwood Line would travel north of Dallas from Farmers Branch and then east to
Addison and Richardson, terminating in Plano the northernmost city in DART.
According to Planning Director Carmen Moran, "We wanted to plan what was logical
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given our strengths." According to Moran the city's strengths included its location in the
"platinum corridor" of employers in the region, being defined by its location between two
interstate highways, LBJ to the south and I- 75 to the north. Another strength is that
selling liquor was not prohibited in Addison as it is in neighboring municipalities. This
enabled Addison to attract and maintain a thriving group of bars and restaurants.
Addison's planning process was streamlined. Two professionals, the city's
Planning Director and City Manager, guided the effort. The city council made decisions
related to the plan. No special commissions or other agencies were part of the process.
Moran explained the city's vision, "Our future is to be a community for adults that want
to live in an urban environment, who don't work downtown, and who want to walk to a
grocery store and have a safe environment" (Moran, 2009).
City government hired a planning and design firm, RTKL, to provide some
conceptual plans. The city government used those plans to interview developers and
eventually selected Robert Shaw, an experienced developer, who in the 1990's renovated
of the State Theatre District in Dallas, a mixed use mid-rise residential project in north
Dallas (Ohland, 1998). Shaw told Addison that he could build the mixed-use community
that Addison was seeking but that he could not absorb the costs of roads and
infrastructure. The city government and Shaw came to an agreement: Addison city
government would be responsible for road and other infrastructure improvements and
would make those investments as necessary based upon the pace of Shaw's construction.
The agreement worked well for the three phases of the project completed by
Shaw, resulting in over 1,300 apartment units and 75,000 square feet of retail space
constructed between 1996 and 1999. The next three phases of the project, completed by
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2009, resulted in 2,020 apartments and 407 condominium units, 75,000 square feet of
retail space and 550,000 square feet of office space.

Figure 6.11 Addison Circle Master Plan, 2000, built out by 2009.
Source: City of Addison Planning Department, 2000.

The ability of the City of Addison to make the infrastructure improvements was
central to making the project feasible. Addison was in a unique position because of tax
revenue it derives from commercial properties. Those tax revenues allowed it to build a
reserve that could be used for infrastructure improvements. From 1996 to 2009, the City
of Addison invested $11

million in infrastructure improvements. Few Texas

municipalities have this ability. Moran is proud of the investment. " .. .that $11 million
returned $304 million to the ad valorem (city' s tax base)". And all the city tax revenue
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the new construction generates will be payable to the City in perpetuity, as there were no
abatements or tax incremental financing (TIF) involved in the project.
Moran pointed to one unexpected outcome of the development over the past
decade. The homeownership component has resulted in complicating future efforts to
expand development. According to Moran, the homeowners are sensitive to quality of life
issues such as the hours of restaurant and bar operations and are beginning to protest
certain planned expansions of the retail areas. "It was simpler to plan projects when the
population base was only renters."
The completion of this project came despite a significant change in the initial
plan. The Cottonwood light rail line was deleted from DART's initial plan and has yet to
be built. However, DART did provide a bus station at the Addison Circle project.
According to Moran, a vocal group of residents from one community, Preston Woods,
demonstrated against the Cottonwood line at every DART public meeting, citing the
amount of noise it would cause in their neighborhood. In response DART eventually
dropped the Cottonwood Line from their plan in 1997. "We (Addsion) and other
communities were asleep at the wheel. It was inconceivable to us that it would be taken
out of the plan" (Moran, 2009) It was and not until 2009 that the Cottonwood Line and
Addison were reinserted into DART's long range plan. Nevertheless, with its iconic
sculpture at Addison Circle, city government and developers have created a new urbanist
project popular with residents absent a light rail link.
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Figure 6.12 Addison Circle sculpture Blueprints at Addison.

6.6.1 Addison Scorecard

Addison Circle incorporates a number of smart growth, new urbanist and transit oriented
principles. The project rated a score of74 out of 100 on the New Theories Scorecard. The
areas where Addison scored highest were Preservation of Green Space and Parks", 10 of
10, as both a large park and several smaller parks were part of the plan required by city
government; Compact Building Design", 10 of 10, as the densities for the project range
from 35 to 100 units per acre, including both multifamily and single family townhomes;
and "Creating Walkable Neighborhoods 10 of 10, because there are special pathways
through the development, blocks do not exceed 400 feet, the development is buffered
from major arteries and businesses are conveniently located near the project.
The project ranked low in Variety of Transportation Choices", 4 of 10, as there
are no train, light rail or ferry services. In the category Strengthen and Direct
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Development to Existing of Communities it scored only 4 of 10, since as a greenfields
project no infill or reuse of buildings were part of the project.

6. 7 Eastside Village- I, Plano

Plano, Texas is located 18 miles north of downtown Dallas. The city was incorporated in
1873 and was primarily an agricultural community. By 1895 two train lines passed
through Plano, allowing farmers to ship their agricultural products and livestock to
markets throughout Texas (Plano Historic Society, 2009). The community began growing
in the first half of the 1900s and established a downtown shopping district which
functioned well through the 1950s and 1960s. By 1960 the population was 3,500. Around
that time the competition from shopping malls affected Plano' s downtown, with many of
its well-established stores moving or going out of business.
At the same time that the downtown was deteriorating other segments of Plano
were growing. A new state highway (South Central Expressway) and interstates 1- 365
and 1- 35 all provided enhanced access to Plano. And the land that was used for
agriculture along those roads became prime locations for new office parks. Major
increases in employment occurred in Plano from 1980 to 2009. Among the firms that
established national headquarters there include: Electronic Data Systems (EDS), JC
Penney, Frito Lay and Dr. Pepper. In 2000 Plano's population reached 243,500 with
120,000 locally-based jobs (Plano Chamber of Commerce, 2009).
Plano was one of the original 16 member communities of Dallas Area Rapid
Transit (DART). Service to Plano was not part of the initial segment of DART and was
not scheduled for completion until 2010. However, the availability of Federal Transit
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Administration (FTA) funds accelerated the timetable and light rail reached Plano in
2006 (DART, 2006).
The light rail line through Plano was located on a vacated freight rail right of way
on the outskirts of Plano. The Parker Street Station in Plano was the terminus of the Red
Line. DART and Plano officials viewed Parker Street as a park and ride location for
residents located farther north to drive and to take DART to communities south of Plano
and Dallas. Since there was ample open space in the area, there was no debate on the
location of the Parker Street station. The station was built to accommodate 1,600 cars. As
of 2009, parking at the Parker Road station is at full capacity and The City of Plano is
contemplating the addition of 400 parking places as fee parking (City of Plano, 2005).
DART also established a bus station at the Parker Road site to accommodate a number of
bus passengers who could transfer to DART.
According to Plano's Assistant City Manager Frank Turner, the location of a
second station in Plano was a matter of some debate. City government believed that a
stop in downtown Plano could spark the creation of a transit-oriented development,
bringing more residents and business to the city. Initially, the local downtown merchants
were opposed to the idea. They thought that a downtown station would result in riders
taking up local parking normally used by their patrons, creating traffic congestion that
would make their businesses a less desirable destination for shoppers and that the
individuals using the transit line would only travel from the light rail platform to their
cars and not patronize the local businesses (Turner, 2009).
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Figure 6.13 Plano downtown shopping district (15 1h Street and J Street), DART rail
tracks in foreground.

The Plano city government and DART organized meetings with local merchants
to review and discuss possible locations for a downtown station. To address the concerns
of merchants that transit riders would use parking, the city government proposed
measures to mitigate any potentially negative impacts. The city government placed
restrictions on the duration of parking near local businesses to assure commuters would
not take that parking. In addition, the city created more off-street parking in several
locations adjacent to the downtown stores. As a result of these measures, the merchants
association supported the plan for a downtown Plano station (Turner, 2009).
The measures taken by the city government were enabled by zoning changes, that
were made in 1993 and the Downtown Plano Development Plan formed in 1995 that
included principles of transit-oriented development. The plan became more detailed in
1999 when the City of Plano issued Downtown Plano: A Vision and Strategy f or Creating
a Transit Village. This document contains a set of transit oriented development, new
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urbanist and smart growth principles. Among those elements highlighted in the plan are:
"pedestrian oriented development," "a variety of housing types and sizes including rental
and for sale units", "narrow lots and multiple buildings" and "dense and compact
(development)". The vision set a specific goal of 1,000 dwelling units and 50,000 square
feet of commercial development within one quarter mile of the DART downtown light
rail station (Plano, 1999).
Since the vision and strategy were unveiled in the late 1990's, city government
has been very active in its implementation, working with developers on several projects.
As of 2009, over 600 residential units and 40,000 square feet of commercial space have
been developed (City of Plano, 2009). To accomplish this, city government used a set of
financial tools to encourage and support development. In 1999, the city joined with the
Plano Independent School District, Collin County and Collin Community College to
create a Tax Incremental Financing (TIF) District to support development.

In this

method of financing, bonds are issued for a period of time, typically between 10 and 20
years, with the proceeds pledged to development projects. The bonds are paid by the
increases in taxes the new development generates. Since 2005, the appraised values of
properties in the TIF have increased by over 30%. The revenue that will be generated
through the project over the 15 years of the TIF district is expected to exceed $20 million
(Turner, 2009; Plano, 2009).
A second technique used by Plano was to waive development fees, located in the
downtown light rail area, for projects located in a newly created Neighborhood
Empowerment Zone. The assumption was that waving these fees would attract projects
to the zone. For projects whose financial feasibility was uncertain, the fee waiver could
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make a project feasible. As of July 2009, over 861 projects took advantage of the waiver.
The projects included commercial uses such as restaurants and specialty shops, and
residential projects. Fees waived amounted to $550,000. These projects were valued by
city government at nearly $48 million (Plano, 2009).
Last, the city government took advantage of Chapter 380 of the Local
Government Code which allows city governments to make grants and loans for the
purpose of economic development. As of July 2009 over $5 million was made available
through these "380 Agreements" (Plano, 2009).
The first mixed use transit oriented development in Plano was East Village-I. It
consists of 33 efficiency apartments, 118 one bedroom and 83 two bedroom units and
15,000 square feet of commercial space. The project also included 351 parking garage
spaces and 47 surface parking spaces. The 3.6 acres site of East Village-! runs along
J Street and is immediately adjacent to the light rail line and to 151h Street, the primary
downtown shopping area. Previous uses included vacant land, parking and several small
businesses, including car repair garages. According to Assistant City Manager Frank
Turner, the developer of Eastside Village-I, Americus Partners, was drawn to downtown
Plano because it possessed "the proper form and content for an urban infill project."
Americus Partner's President, developer, Robert Shaw, noted that "Transit is definitely
the hook that created the opportunity for this interest in this (Plano) kind of development"
(Ohland, 2005).
In late 1999, city government entered into a ground lease and a master
development agreement with Americus Partners. The ground lease was set at 10% of the
negotiated value of 60 cents per square foot. The city also agreed to pay for off-site
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infrastructure improvements in the amount of $2 million. City government and DART
began demolition of the small businesses and garages on J Street in the winter of 1999 to
clear the site for Eastside Village-!. Americus took possession of the property in
September 2000. Construction of the mixed use building began in October 2000 and the
project was completed in December 2001 (Plano, 2005).
Eastside Village-! is a three story red brick building, nearly a city block long. The
buildings architectural style is traditional, with the mass and materials being consistent
with the downtown along 15th Street. While being new, the project certainly fits into the
existing neighborhood. The first floor contains a mix of residential and commercial uses
while the second and third floors are exclusively residential. The building has an interior
courtyard with pool and an attached parking garage.
At completion in 2001, the tax valuation of the property was $12,871,000. The
residential portion of the property was fully leased by June 2002 (Plano, 2005). Portions
of the commercial space used by professionals rented more slowly. As of September
2009, one restaurant space remains vacant.
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Figure 6.14. Eastside Village-! downtown Plano, DART light rail line in foreground.

6.7.1 Eastside Village-! Scorecard

Eastside Village 1 ranked high on the New Theories Scorecard. Of a possible 100 points
available it garnered 82. The categories where Eastside Village scored 10 out of a
possible 10 were: Walkable Neighborhoods because of the short length of block,
segregation from major traffic arteries, the proximity of businesses near residential areas
and special pathways and promenades; Encourage Community and Stakeholder
Cooperation" due to the participation of the community in the plan and on an ongoing
basis through the development of the project, and "Distinctive and Attractive and
Compact Building Design" because of the high density of 100 units per acre.
The project also ranked high in the category "Strengthen

Development to

Existing Communities", 8 of 10, because it is contiguous to existing development,
provides infill development, and resulted in the re-use of existing buildings along 15th
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Street. The project scored 7.5 of 10 in the Foster Distinctive Communities/ Sense of Place
category, as it has clearly marked boundaries, has several civic institutions are proximate
to the site including the City Hall complex, and the architecture is linked to that of the
community. The project scored lowest in the range of Housing Opportunities category, 6
of 10, because it had no affordable housing and the mix of housing was limited to
apartments.

6.8 Conclusions

None of the projects studied in the Dallas area were identified in the Final Environmental
Impact Statement (FEIS) submitted in 1989 by the Dallas Area Rapid Transit to the
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) for project funding. And one of the projects
municipalities, Addison, was omitted from the FEIS altogether, since the Cottonwood
Line was taken out of the plan because of neighborhood protestors. The omission of these
projects from the FEIS demonstrates that land use planning around stations was not a key
criteria in the 1990 evaluation by the FTA of the DART Starter System.
The omission of these projects demonstrates that DART was not actively involved
in planning any development around light rail stations in 1990.

DART staff, local

government officials and developers report that DART is now involved in land use
planning around stations. However, some negative views by municipal officials and
developers are held about DART" s ability to plan for development. Among them are that
DART is too bureaucratic which makes it unable to make decisions in a timely fashion.
Another criticism is that DART is not experienced in development and is setting
regulations, such as leasing land instead of selling it, that discourage developers from
taking on projects.
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City governments in Dallas, Addison and Plano, the three municipalities in which
projects were located, have all adopted zoning and planning regulations that allow for
mixed use developments. Additionally, Dallas city government has adopted a graphic
urban design code to add flexibility for developers. None of the city governments are
focused on affordable housing as part of the station planning around light rail and no
affordable housing has been built in the projects presented. Project developers make all
decisions on lease and sales prices. The densities in each ofthe projects are over 35 units
per acre creating an urban environment.
Developers of the four projects studied, Gary Matthews (Southside on Lamar,
Ken Hughes (Mockingbird) and Robert Shaw (Addison Circle and Plano) proposed
projects that met the requirements of the municipalities and took advantage of the light
rail systems located at their sites. All three of the developers had prior experiences with
other mixed-use projects. Their respective visions were the driving forces in moving the
projects forward. Developers for both projects in Dallas, Mockingbird and Southside on
Lamar, used planning and architectural firms located outside of Dallas, but with
experience in mixed-use projects. RTKL which worked on Mockingbird is located in Los
Angeles and Austin-Smith, which worked on Southside on Lamar is located in London.
The levels of collaboration between developers and city governments varied from
low in the case of the two Dallas projects, Mockingbird and Southside on Lamar, to high
with the Addison and Plano projects. This is likely because Addison and Plano provided
funding for infrastructure improvements for the project, which was not the case in Dallas
projects. Dallas city government has initiated a process to provide financial assistance to
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projects via a Transportation Oriented Development Tax Incremental Financing district
(TOD/TIF).
All four projects have incorporated elements of new planning theories. The new
theories scores ranked Plano highest at 80.6, followed by Addison Circle at 74.6,
Southside at Lamar at 63.85 and Mockingbird at 61.1. Mockingbird, which has received
national recognition as a transit-oriented development, scored poorly in the categories,
parks and green space, housing choices, and community and stakeholder cooperation
which had a major impact in its score.
All four projects are operational. A combination of four developers completed all
six phases of their plan for Addison Circle. Americus Partners completed the Eastside-I
project and an Eastside 2 project located several blocks away. Ken Hughes completed the
lion' s share of the Mockingbird project in 2001. One significant change to the plan came
after 2002 when Ken Hughes sold the property and an area that was planned as
commercial development was developed as additional retail space by the new developer.
Residential and commercial tenants at all three projects are in place.
Matthews Development has completed all construction on Southside on Lamar,
the 450 unit building and the building is 80% leased. The owner intends to convert the
apartment units to condominium units at some point in the future. The economic climate
in 2009 and 2010 has slowed other planned residential construction to date only one of
three additional buildings, The Beat (75 units) has been constructed with 27 units sold as
condominiums and the remaining units being leased.
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CHAPTER 7
JERSEY CITY

The Dutch were the first Europeans to settle in what is present day Jersey City in the
163 Os. They formalized their government, led by Peter Stuyvesant, establishing the
Township of Bergen in 1635. The Paulus Hook area later separated from the Township of
Bergen and became incorporated in 1843 as Jersey City. The Township of Bergen
changed its name to the City of Bergen until it and Hudson City, another separately
chartered area, combined with Jersey City to found the City of Jersey City in 1871. In
1873, another separately chartered area, Greenville, was added to Jersey City, creating
the current boundaries (Owen, 1970).
Current residents are reminded of these early settlers, as the names of their
families and estates remain as neighborhoods and streets in modem Jersey City. For
example, Pavonia, a neighborhood and a Port Authority Trans Hudson (PATH) station, is
named after the estate of Michael Pau established in 1633 . The original settlement area,
Communipaw, a Lenape Indian word meaning "other side of the river", is the name of a
major east west avenue. An old Dutch family, the Van Vorsts, are remembered with Van
Vorst Park.
With a population of 247,597 residents, Jersey City is the second largest city in
New Jersey (US Census, 2010). After World War II, the population of Jersey City, which
peaked at 301,173 in 1940, declined as suburbanization took hold. At the same time the
city lost manufacturing jobs. Both of these conditions contributed to an overall decline in
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Jersey City similar to that experienced in older industrial cities in the United States. In
1960, planner Kevin Lynch offered the following description of Jersey City:
"To the unusual formlessness of space an heterogeneity of structure that mark the
blighted area of any American City is added the complete confusion of an uncoordinated
street system. The drabness, dirt, and smell of the town are at first overpowering." (p.25).

The "confusion of an uncoordinated street system", that Lynch describes can be
attributed to the manner in which the city developed. The original settlements near the
Hudson River, like most port cities that developed in colonial times including Boston,
New York, and Baltimore, lacked a traditional street grid pattern. Traveling west in
Jersey City, natural boundaries such as the Palisades Cliffs, the Hackensack River and
Newark Bay all contributed to a less organized street system. Greenville, which until the
early 201h century was farmland, became a traditional automobile suburb with a more
articulated grid system (Lynch, 1960).
The location of Jersey City on the west bank of the Hudson River, directly across
from New York City, has been a driving factor in the development of the city as a
transportation hub for the movement of both goods and people to New York City and
beyond. In 1811 , Robert Fulton, the inventor of the steamboat, launched a steam ferry
service across the Hudson. Traffic in the Hudson River and New York Harbor was also
enhanced by the Morris Canal. The canal ran from Phillipsburg along the Delaware River
in northwestern New Jersey to its eastern terminus in Jersey City. The canal was
completed to Newark in 1831 and then extended to Jersey City in 1836.
In the mid 1800s, eastern cities were becoming inundated with rail transportation.
At least seven rail lines from points north and west traveled through New Jersey and
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reached the Hudson River in Jersey City. Their passengers were ferried to New York City
or up the Hudson River (Irwin, 2008).
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Figure 7.1 New York City railroads circa 1900.
Source: James R. Irwin, May 2008 .. https://upload.wikimedia.org/
wikipedia/commons/f/t2/New_York_City_Railroads_ca_1900.png.
(accessed May I, 2014).

The Jersey City Council authorized trolley service in September 1889. The first
trolley was operated by the Jersey City and Bergen Railroad company, which had
operated horse cars and converted those routes to an electrified trolley. In 1893,
Consolidated Traction acquired the trolley lines of the Jersey City and Bergen Railroad.
By 1900 Consolidated Traction had leased its operations to the North Jersey Street
Railway Company. By 1911, the Public Service Corporation forerunner of the current
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utility PSE&G, which began operation in 1903, had acquired the lines operated by North
Jersey Street Railway Company (Hamm, 1980).
Numerous routes ran through Jersey City. Many terminated at Exchange Place
where ferry service would take riders to New York City. Many of the lines, including
those that served Bayonne and Hoboken, followed the same routes as the current Hudson
Bergen Light Rail (HBLR).
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Figure 7.2. Jersey City trolley service circa 1911.
Source: (The Public Service Trolley Lines ofNew Jersey, Hamm 1960.)

By the early 1900s the number of rail lines created a unique district in Jersey City.
Marshland was filled in at the river shoreline and massive rail terminal complexes were
located on the land adjacent to the river. These rail yards bustled through the 19th and
early 201h century. But as car travel east to New York increased with three Hudson River
crossings: the Holland Tunnel in 1927, the George Washington Bridge in 1931, and the
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Lincoln Tunnel in 193 7, along with many other areas roads, rail travel took on less
importance in the total transportation system.
Changes in the ownership of rail lines, the consolidation of the industry and the
eventual failure of the Pennsylvania Railroad in the early 1970s provided a unique
opportunity for Jersey City. The land previously occupied by rail yards, with breathtaking
views of the New York City skyline, became a clean pallet for urban planners to give
Jersey City a new neighborhood. A master plan was developed in the early 1980s and
other regional, state and federal resources were sought to complement the development of
this area of the City. Among the developments planned by the State were: Liberty State
Park, the Liberty Science Center and The Hudson Bergen Light Rail system.

7.1 Hudson Bergen Light Rail

In 1984, NJ Governor Thomas Kean directed the New Jersey Department of
Transportation to study the transportation needs related to waterfront development over
an 18-mile Hudson River Redevelopment area from Bayonne to Edgewater, including
eight municipalities and 450,000 people. The plan recommended a set of improvements,
including the construction of a light rail system.

In 1989, the State of New Jersey

acquired 5.5 miles of a private freight line from the Consolidated Rail Corporation,
known as Conrrail (Marks, 2001 ).
In 1991, Congress passed the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act
(ISTEA "pronounced Ice Tea"). The Act provided more funds for new light rail starts.
Six weeks after the approval of ISTEA, NJ Transit unveiled a $550 million proposal to
construct a 15 mile light rail system from the NJ Turnpike to the Lincoln Tunnel that
would serve between 35,000 and 45,000 riders per day. In 1993 the Board of NJ Transit
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allocated $12.4 million for the preliminary engineering and design of the system and
approved a Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA).
In October 1996, US Secretary of Transportation Frederico Pena signed a full
funding agreement worth $604 million over multiple years for the Hudson Bergen Light
Rail Project. The funding from the federal government was still subject to annual
appropriations by Congress. In June 1998, President Clinton signed the re-authorization
of a surface transportation bill titled Transportation Equity Act for the Twenty First
Century (TEA-21) which replaced ISTEA.
With a contractor and funding in place, construction began on the first segment of
the Hudson Bergen Light Rail System in 1998. The system began operations 24 months
later on March 1, 2000.
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Figure 7.3 Key milestones and dates in establishing the HBLR.
Sources: (Marks, 2002, NJ Transit, 2009).

The Hudson Bergen Light Rail was organized into several Minimum Operating
Segments (MOSs) for federal funding purposes. The first was an 11-mile segment from
34th Street in Bayonne though an industrial section in Jersey City, then along Jersey
City's Hudson waterfront, terminating near the border of Jersey City and Hoboken at the
Hoboken train station. The MOS 1 also included three stations as part of a spur into
western Jersey City. Operation of the HBLR began in April 2000 from Bayonne to
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Exchange Place in Jersey City and was completed to the Hoboken station in 2002. The
cost of MOS-1 was $992 million. (Marks, 2002)
The cost of MOS-2 from the Hoboken train station to Tonnelle Avenue in North
Bergen completed in 2006 was $1.2 billion. The federal government through the Federal
Transit Administration funded approximately $1.1 billion of the total cost of the two
segments.
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Figure 7.4 Hudson Bergen Light Rail map.
Source: NJ Transit, 2009.
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7.2 NJ Transit Planning and Development
The planning for the HBLR was the responsibility of the Office of Waterfront
Transportation within New Jersey Transit. Martin Robins served as the director of the
office from 1984 to 1996. His work included coordination among various stakeholders
and the submission of applications to the federal government to receive over $1 billion in
funding .
In looking back on his work, Robins stated that one of the things that made the
project "special" was that it was "conceived as an economic development project". In the
mid-1990s, that view was not fully supported by the process that the Federal Transit
Administration (FT A) used to allocate funds to projects. The primary objective of the
FTA was to assure that projects met certain threshold requirements regarding transit, not
economic development. As such, from the onset, the HBLR planning had to meet two
goals- the local and state requirement that it support the planned economic development
in the area and the federal requirements related to transportation.
The existing congestion of area roadways in the 1980s allowed transportation
planners to meet the necessary ridership, new riders, and trip time objectives for the
HBLR as required by the federal government for funding. In addition, the HBLR would
also add to the existing mass transit in Jersey City and Hoboken, bringing more patrons to
the Port Authority Trans Hudson (PATH) line and ferry service across the Hudson River
(NJ Transit, 1992).
Robins observed that appointed and elected officials at all levels provided
significant support to make the HBLR a reality. Robert Cotter, the Planning Director of
Jersey City, and Robert Janisewski, at that time the County Executive, and then US
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Representative and now US Senator Robert Menendez were "champions" serving as key
allies in the process. Janisewski was instrumental in consolidating support from elected
officials in Hudson County, which has a well-earned reputation for political
fragmentation and in-fighting. In the local political context of a perpetually changing set
of allegiances Janisewski once remarked, "This (HBLR) is the only time we had all of the
Mayors of the county agree to anything without subpoenas being issued." (Robbins,
2009). US Representative Robert Menendez held a seat on the House Transportation
Committee and as a Democrat had access to the Clinton White House on matters
involving the HBLR. It was Menendez who insisted upon an elevator system through a
150 foot cliff in his home town of Union City. That stop resulted in doubling the
weekend traffic on the line from the community in Union City to the Newport Mall in
Jersey City (Robins, 2009).
A review of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the HBLR,
completed in 1995, revealed no specific references to the theories of new urbanism, smart
growth or transit oriented development. Neither were specific projects mentioned in the
report. However, the report does reference a number of the principles associated with the
theories including: higher density development, green space and historic preservation (NJ
Transit, 1992).
The exact route of the HBLR was the subject of significant discussion among
state and local interests. In particular, alignment choices for three areas resulted in
extended consideration: City Center or City South Alignment; the West Side Spur; and,
the Hoboken East or West Alignment.
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7.2.1 Center City-City South

The route from Bayonne to Jersey City was easily envisioned. However, as the rail line
came closer to the Jersey City waterfront, a debate ensued over the most advantageous
route. The competing proposals were City Center and City South. City Center would
have the HBLR provide direct access to the Grove Street PATH station and then continue
through to Green Street. The City South option had the HBLR along Essex Street,
parallel to developable sites along the Morris Canal Little Basin (NJ Transit, 1995).
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Figure 7.5 City center and city south alignments.
Source: NJ Transit, 1995.
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Property owners viewed as both proposals generally desirable, as they would
increase commercial activity in their areas. From a technical perspective both projects
had some drawbacks. Central City would require some tunneling in the area, which
would add costs, while the City South route would result in a segment where the street
would be shared by HBLR and automobile traffic, causing a safety concern. The
estimated cost of the City Center alignment was higher than estimated for the City South
option (NJ Transit, 1995).
The public comment on the alignment showed significant support among
developers for the City South alignment. Environmentalists and Historic Preservationists
also expressed caution fearing that the tunneling that would occur for the City Center
alignment might disturb certain environmental and historical elements of the city (NJ
Transit, 1996). The City South option was chosen by NJ Transit as the preferred route
and constructed. The residential development that has occurred since the transit line
became operational in 2000 within one quarter mile of the alignment of City South has
been very significant. Over 4,000 units of housing have been developed in the area, and
an additional 6,000 units are in various stages of planning (Robins, Wells, 2008).
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Figure 7.6 Commercial and residential towers on Essex Street.

7 .2.2 West Side Spur

Providing light rail, as a way to support waterfront development, was the key factor in the
State's desire to build the HBLR. That view was also held by the city of Jersey City.
However, city government also wanted the light rail to stimulate development in other
areas of the city. Toward that end, the City successfully lobbied for NJ transit to plan and
construct a western spur of the HBLR system. The spur would begin at the Liberty State
Park station and continue westward toward Newark Bay with three stops: Garfield
Avenue , Martin Luther King Drive and Westside Avenue.
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Figure 7. 7 Hudson Bergen Light Rail westside spur.
Source: (NJ Transit, 2009).

According to Martin Robins (Robins, 2009), the Westside spur provoked some
unexpected discussions. The line was to be built along an existing rail bed. From the
perspective of a transportation planner this was a positive design feature as the light rail
would be segregated from other land uses and also less likely to disturb adjacent
landowners. However, Westside community leaders disagreed with the approach. Their
view was that placing the light rail in the existing rail bed, roughly 20 feet below grade,
would inhibit the ability of the community to monitor activity and thereby could make the
light rail more susceptible to unwanted behaviors. The Jane Jacobs "eyes on the street"
argument won out. The line was built on grade, albeit with added construction costs.
A second Westside spur issue raised by Robbins was the location of western
terminus. With the line ending at Westside station it is still one half mile from the
western border of Jersey City on Newark Bay. Martin believes that the elevated design of
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the Westside station would make the continuation of the line a costly proposition, saying
that it may indeed have been a "planning blunder". According to Vivian Baker, Assistant
Director ofNJ Transit's Office of Transit Friendly Land Use, there have been discussions
for the extensions ofthe Westside Spur to developments across Route 440, which include
the New Jersey City University Westside Campus (Baker, 2012).

Figure 7.8. Preferred alternative HBLR westside Route 440 extension.
Source: (NJ Transit, 2012).

Development in the Westside area has not been as dramatic as along the
waterfront. The tallest residential buildings are approximately six stories, which is
dictated by areas redevelopment plan, compared to the 40 stories on some waterfront
projects. Nevertheless, several projects have been built near the light rail stations
including the Westside Station Apartments (96 units) and Thomas Jackson Estates (35
townhomes) built between 2005and 2009.

According to Mary Ann Bucci Carter, a

planner for Jersey City, several of the developments in the Westside neighborhood have
received subsidies generated from developer fees charged to developers of properties
along the waterfront. These subsides have made some of the housing in the Westside
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neighborhood more affordable. However Carter remarked that development m the
neighborhood is very slow (Carter, 2009).

Figure 7.9 Apartments at westside station.

7.2.3 Hoboken East and West Alignments

A third major decision in the HBLR planning process which Robins referenced was
competing routes in Hoboken (Robins, 2009). The east alignment would have extended
along the waterfront area serving Stevens Institute of Technology and private residential
developments near Sinatra Drive and Washington Street. The west alignment turned
inland and ran along Ninth Avenue an area that included some industrial uses and less as
developed properties. Over a period of two years the City Council of Hoboken supported
the east alignment, then the west and then the east again. Activists claimed the east
alignment would result in undue congestion in an already burdened area. By 1992 the
Hoboken mayor Thomas Russo was supporting the west alignment. NJ Transit estimated
a $20 million higher cost for the east route based on certain requirements that the City
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Council attached to providing its approval. In the end, Governor Christine Todd
Whitman, supported the mayor's preference for the west alignment. The fact that Russo,
a Democrat, endorsed the Governor, a Republican, in her election bid shortly before the
Governor's announcement caused some speculation on how and why the Governor came
to her decision (Marks, 1999).
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Figure 7.10 Hoboken east and west alignments.
Source: NJ Transit 1996.

The argument that light rail would shift development to Hoboken' s west side
appears to have had merit. By 2007, the area within one quarter mile of the Ninth
A venue west alignment has seen an increase of 2,230 units of housing at an estimated
sales value of $892 million (Robins and Wells, 2008).
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7.2.4 NJ Transit Development

NJ Transit directly administers several programs to assist in development near NJ Transit
stations. These include the Joint Development Projects Program, which solicits transit
oriented development projects on NJ Transit owned properties. A second program, the
Transit Village Initiative, brings together state agencies to support a local vision.
According to Vivian Baker of NJ Transit, none of these programs have been used in any
projects near the HBLR (Baker, 2012). NJ Transit also participates in the state Urban
Transit HUB Tax Credit program that is administered by the NJ Economic Development
Authority. To be eligible, residential or commercial project must be located in one of nine
municipalities designated by the state not further than one half mile from a NJ Transit rail
or light rail station. The project cost must meet or exceed $50 million and must also meet
other criteria related to employment. The program provides tax credits to the developer
that may be used to offset certain state taxes over a 10 year period. Three projects in
Jersey City near light rail have been awarded incentives through this program.

7.3 City Planning and Development
Robert Cotter serves as the Director of Planning for the City of Jersey City and has been
in that position since the outset of planning began on the HBLR. In that capacity he has
played a key part in shaping the development of Jersey City, in particular its waterfront.
The City worked closely with NJ Transit in the preparation of the application for funding
to the Federal Transit Administration.
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Cotter pointed out that the city's efforts to revitalize the waterfront date back to
the 1980s when the area previously used as a rail yards became available for development
(Cotter, 2007). At that time, the city prepared a redevelopment plan for the area.
Businesses located in New York City were seeking alternative locations with lower rents.
Jersey City was viewed as a lower cost alternative that still provided easy access, via
mass transit, to New York City. Planning for the new development was relatively easy,
as the land was vacant. There were no relocation concerns and no neighborhoods that
were impacted (Cotter, 2009).
Jersey City saw its first major developments along the waterfront in the early
1990s. These were commercial buildings including: 101 Hudson, Merrill Lynch and
Goldman Sachs. According to Cotter, Jersey City government was so anxious to see the
new development, that it did not negotiate as aggressively as perhaps it should have.
Cotter's view is that the City should have required more by way of amenities, including
retail development on the lower floors, along with restaurants that opened to the
waterfront. Cotter also stated that the City also "missed the boat" when it came to
requiring an expanded riverwalk or other parks or greenspace associated with the early
projects. However, he noted that these shortcomings were addressed in future zoning and
redevelopment plans, so that projects that began in 2000 and later required these
amenities (Cotter, 2009).
Mary Ann Bucci Carter, a Senior Planner for Jersey City, was deeply involved in
the light rail planning and waterfront development projects. She noted that even with the
new standards for ground floor retail, the City government objective of creating an
inviting experience for pedestrians was not easily achieved. Some retailers, instead of
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creating interesting window displays to attract customers, covered windows obscuring
any view inside their businesses. In response, a new zoning ordinance was passed by the
City to require that window areas remain free of obstructions (Carter, 2009).

7.3.1 City Development Strategies

Cotter noted that the City government uses standard redevelopment tools such as tax
abatements to attract developers, including developers of projects along the Jersey City
waterfront. The City also provided developers with flexibility through floor area ratios
(FAR). Using the FAR the city allows for taller buildings. But in return, developers must
create a smaller footprint, thereby adding to open space at the street level. The current
FAR limits imposed by the City results in high rise residential development along the
waterfront. City redevelopment plans also allows for mixed uses within buildings, and
allows for retail, commercial and residential uses within a single development.

7.4 Liberty Harbor

Liberty Harbor is a a mixed use development on an 80 acre former brownfields site on
the north bank of the Morris Canal bed. The project is being marketed as 10,000
residential units, 2.5 million square feet of commercial space, and approximately 100,000
square feet of retail space (Liberty Harbor, 2009). These parameters can change
depending upon actual construction as they are estimates based on an approved Floor
Area Ratio (FAR) which allows the developer to create a combination of uses which
does not exceed this FAR.
Planning for Liberty Harbor North began in the mid 1990s, the same period that
the Hudson Bergen Light Rail was being planned. Developers Peter Maceo and Jeffrey
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Zak immediately saw the positive benefits that could be derived from the light rail and
made the line an integral element in their project plan. There are two light rail stops that
serve the project.
The developers also chose Andres Duany, a founder of the new urbanism
movement, as project architect, thereby assuring that the principles of new urbanism,
smart growth and transit oriented development would be incorporated into their project.
The projects received the 2001 award by the American Planning Association as "New
Jersey's Best New Development".
Duany describes Liberty Harbor as follows:
"The plan is organized as an open network of small city blocks, designed
to take optimal advantage of the beauty and convenience of the site. Its
structure most closely resembles that of the Upper West Side, where a few
wide avenues lined with tall buildings are connected by many narrow
streets lined with townhouses. Most of the smaller streets are oriented
southward toward the canal, with the central street directed at the Statue of
Liberty. Three larger-scale thoroughfares cross the site on an east-west
axis, the southernmost of which connects to a linear park along the canal.
Together with Liberty State Park on the other side of the canal, this park
provides public access to the waterfront and serves as a permanent
greenscape along the neighborhood's southern border."
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Figure 7.11 Liberty Harbor site plan.
Source: http://www.ironstate.net/properties-liberty-harbor.html, Accessed June 14, 2014.

According to Zak, planning the project was a "bottom up experience". Knowing
that the City of Jersey City was amenable to New Urbanist principles, the developer hired
an architect who was a leader in New Urbanism. The resulting plan reinstituted a city
street grid, and a mix of retail, commercial and high density residential uses. "The City
was wise enough to see that density would increase the quality of life and was necessary
for retail" (Zak, 2009).
"Duany was a genius with respect to the charrett", Zak commented. "We had 12
hours of meetings per day for a week. We met with DEP, DCA, DOT, Light Rail, Army
Corps of Engineers, the City, Paulus Hook Neighborhood Association, Van Vorst
Neighborhood Association .. .it was a very positive experience." In the end, the site that in
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the 1980s was zoned for 32 units per acre eventually won approval for 100 units per acre
with no major dissent.
According to Zak, their inclusive planning approach won the project a number of
allies, which helped in overcoming some regulatory hurdles. One example he cited was
how parties interested in historic preservation rallied behind the developer in addressing
issues related to NJ Department of Environmental Protection

(NJDEP) regulations

concerning docks and wharfs. When the canal was operational, canal boats would unload
along the basin because of the congestion on the banks of the Hudson River. According
to Zak the property was purchased with certain rights to renovate existing docks and
wharfs. Current NJDEP regulations view docks and wharfs in a negative light as these
man-made structures create shade and therefore have a harmful affect on water habitat.
Nevertheless, proponents of preservation saw the wharfs and docks as an important part
of history. After months of wrangling, the preservationists prevailed and the project was
allowed to keep, and where necessary, re-build the docks and wharfs. The developer was
ecstatic about this result as it would enable the project to include a small marina for
residents.
As of August 2009, approximately 600 residential units of the 700 units planned
for Phase 1 and 30,000 sq. ft. of retail space are completed or near completion. These
units include 400 rental units and 200 condominium units. Rental prices are about
$30/sq.ft. per year, resulting in prices ranging from $1,250 for a 550 square foot
efficiency to $3,000 per month for a 1,200 square foot two bedroom unit ( Zak, 2009).
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Figure 7.12 The Regent at Liberty Harbor.
Source: www .http ://libertyharbor .com/residences/residences-regent I.
(Accessed, June 14, 2014).

The for sale units included limestone condominiums and brownstone single
family townhome units. Sales for the units were approximately $500 per square foot.
And in addition to the cost of units, owners pay a monthly maintenance fee. Sales prices
for the condominiums range from $250,000 for a 500 sq. ft. studio to $375,000 for a one
bedroom and $600,000 for a two bedroom.
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Figure 7.13 Liberty Harbor brownstones.

All of the studio and one bedroom built in the first phase units are sold by the fall
of 2008. Unfortunately for the developer, there has been little interest in the four and five
bedroom units, priced at $1.7 million and $2 million respectively. Including larger units
in the project was encouraged by Jersey City officials. As of March 2009, only two of
twenty four of these larger units have been sold. Plans are underway, with the approval of
the City, to reconfigure these four and five bedroom units into smaller units.
As of August 2009, the conversion of four and five bedroom units into smaller
units is not the only issue facing the developers of Liberty Harbor. While the
development of 600 units in phase one is significant, it is only a small proportion of the
6,000 to 10,000 units approved for the site. The next phase of the development includes
commercial tenants, which according to Jeff Zak will be "upscale national chains",
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adding a cachet to the neighborhood. But without this retail component of the project in
place, Liberty Harbor is simply a conglomeration of low and mid rise structures, amid a
sea of new high rise development. To the east of Liberty Harbor is a 20 story 496 unit
building being completed by developer Trammel Crow, to the west is another high rise
with over 300 units. Zak admits that Liberty Harbor is designed to set itself apart from
these other projects, but admits that "what sells in Jersey City are high rises with river
views".
The future phases of Liberty Harbor move south, from Grand Street to the Morris
Harbor Basin. Development will progress closer to the basin, block by block,until the
final units in the project are located at the bulkhead at the basin with unobstructed views
of Lady Liberty and the New York Harbor. This progression, according to Zak, was the
most economically prudent way to proceed as the views will yield the highest prices. The
final phase units will also have in place the completed retail component and likely
upwards of 5,000 dwelling units, making this a vibrant residential community. But at the
projected build-out rate of 400-500 units per year, completing the projects will take until
2025 .

7.4.1 Liberty Harbor Scorecard

Liberty Harbor ranked high on the New Theories Scorecard. It scored 74 points out of a
possible 100. The categories in which Liberty Harbor scored 10 out of a possible 10
were: Walkable Neighborhoods; Encourage Community and Stakeholder Cooperation,
Distinctive and Attractive; and Compact Building Design. The project also ranked high in
the Strengthen and Development to Existing Communities category due to its location
contiguous to existing development, Historic Preservation by soliciting input from
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historic preservation groups during the planning stages of the development and by
actually performing rehabilitation on both residential structures and the docks and wharfs
that are part of the project site. The choice of building materials and the design of the
brownstone units, which are similar in design to existing brownstones in the
neighborhood, also contributed to the project score in this category. The project scored
7.5 out of 10 under the Foster Distinctive Communities/Sense of Place category as it has
a clearly marked boundaries, both natural and man-made and has several civic
institutions adjacent to the site including the new 15 acre campus of the Jersey City
Medical Center and two schools. There is also one site within the project planned as a
new school.
The project scored 6 of 10 in the category Range of Housing Opportunities and
choices. There are no subsidized or affordable housing as part of new downtown
developments along the light rail. Instead, the waterfront projects all contributed to an
affordable housing fund in amounts averaging $8,000 per unit. The fund subsidizes
housing in other areas of Jersey City including the West Side Spur of the light rail
system.

7.5 Hamilton Square
Hamilton Square is an adaptive re-use project with some new construction, which when
completed will result in 350 units and 50,000 square feet of retail space. It is located
immediately east of Hamilton Park, named in honor of the first US Secretary of the
Treasury Alexander Hamilton. The project converted the former Saint Francis Hospital,
which was originally established at the site in 1870 and re-built several times at the
current site.
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The neighborhood is well maintained with tree lined streets. The adjacent
Hamilton Park, is a 4.5 acre tract which provides both active and passive recreational
opportunities for residents of the neighborhood. The idea for the park was conceived as
early as 1827 but it was not constructed until 1868.

Figure 7.14 Hamilton Square location map.
Source: Hamilton Square, 2009.

The project is located approximately one quarter mile from the light rail stop at
Newport Mall adjacent to the Newport PATH Station. While the walk is only three to
four city blocks, the design of the Mall makes access to he light rail and PATH stations
challenging. When the Mall was created in the early 1980s the developer used the
parking deck as a means to separate the project from the neighborhood. This three-story
structure backed onto the neighborhood, which also blocked paths to the waterfront. As
residential development in the area has expanded, so has a desire to access mass transit,
including the HBLR light rail station and the PATH. This is causing the mall developer to
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work with the city and other developers to find attractive pedestrian access through the
mall area to the light rail stops.

Figure 7.15 View ofNewport Mall parking structure
approaching HBLR from Hamilton Square.

The developers of Hamilton Square are Paul and Eric Silverman, who have
successfully renovated properties in Jersey City. In 1990 they completed the renovation
of the Majestic Theatre on Grove Street, restoring the exterior fas;ade and lobby of the
theatre and constructing 48 new residential units plus 9,910 square feet of commercial
office space and 5,133 square feet of retail space.
In the early 1990s, the owners of St. Francis Hospital placed the buildings for
sale. The Silvermans were among several developers who bid on the project. The
successful bidder planned to demolish all the existing structures and to create a large
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tower. Resistance from neighborhood residents was fierce and that developer eventually
withdrew from the project. In 1998, the Silvermans were successful in reaching an
agreement with the owner and several years later, after obtaining the necessary
development approvals, they purchased the properties. Construction began in 2006 on
phase one of the former St. Francis Hospital, now renamed Hamilton Square. And in
August 2009, 125 residential units were completed. Of these, 28 rentals and 25
condominiums were occupied in August 2009. Phase two of the project began in 2010
and will include 200 additional units of which approximately twenty will be town homes,
similar to the existing residential neighborhood surrounding the park.

Figure 7.16. Hamilton Square.
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The sales prices of units at Hamilton Square ranged from $368,000 for a 595 sq.
ft. studio to $1.2 million for a 2,000 sq. ft. two bedroom unit. These prices equate to over

$600 per square foot. Rental prices ranged from $1,500 per month for a studio to $3,350
for a two bedroom unit.
In describing Hamilton Square, Paul Silverman was proud of the planning effort
by his development team. He estimated that over 40 meetings were held with public
officials, public bodies and resident groups, and that the consensus achieved added
greatly to how Hamilton Square has become an active member of the community. He
cited several examples of the willingness of the development team to look at
neighborhood impacts that benefit not only residents of Hamilton Square, but others in
the immediate area as well. One example is Hamilton Park itself. In the summer of 2009,
Hamilton Park was closed for a major renovation. Hamilton Square reached an agreement
with the City, whereby the area on which phase 2 of the project would be built, currently
an open space, could be transformed into a temporary park. New sod was laid some
playground equipment and benches installed and the neighborhood was the beneficiary of
a temporary park area for active and passive recreation for the summer and fall of2009.
Planning the project was not always smooth. The developers actually replaced
their architect during the project because, according to Silverman, the original architect
was unwilling to relinquish his vision of the project. Silverman was convinced that the
final proposal would need the support of residents to gain approval from public
regulators. As a testament to how responsive the developer tried to be in meeting
neighbors requests, Mr. Silverman stated that the proposed location of one building
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proposed as new construction was moved several feet so as not block the view of a
neighborhood resident.
Although Silverman was not familiar with the Final Environment Impact
Statement (FEIS) submitted by NJ Transit to the Federal Transit Administration for
project funding, he did have an appreciation for the planning process, having served as a
member of the Hudson Transportation Management Authority Board, a developer group
which provides advice to NJ Transit and Jersey City planners. In that role Mr. Silverman
stated that he saw the advantages of a light rail system for moving residents and
employees through a congested area such as Jersey City. Silverman stated that his
interaction with NJ Transit has been limited to discussion related to access from his
project to the Newport Mall HBLR station.
Silverman, through his interaction with city planning staff and participation in
professional associations, was very familiar with the elements of the planning theories
new urbanism, transit oriented development and smart growth. In reviewing the new
theories scorecard, he was particularly outspoken on issues related to recreation and
walkable neighborhoods. He stated that the project had re-created the urban grid pattern
disturbed by the hospital and its emergency entrance. In addition, he cited not only the
temporary park that the project created but private recreation spaces within the project for
residents including a rooftop terrace and interior courtyards, both to serve residents and
thereby to diminish the overall use that the new project could put on the existing park.
Another aspect of Hamilton Square highlighted by Mr. Silverman was the
approach used to attract commercial tenants, "Our prime goal is that businesses are
beneficial and attractive to the neighborhood." He stated that instead of setting a specific
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price for commercial space, Hamilton Square has instead rented space from a low of $1 0
per square foot to a high of $3 5 per square foot to attract a mix of tenants. "Revenue is a
secondary consideration."
The project relocated and expanded a neighborhood pharmacy to its site, has
attracted a pre-school and a Montessori school, a dance studio, a health club, an ATM
window and the office of a NJ Assemblywoman. Commercial uses, which the developer
is still trying to attract, include a pet supply store, a restaurant, a flower shop and a home
furnishings store (Silverman, 2009).

7.5.1 Hamilton Square Update

Hamilton Square was affected by the recession. Completed in 2008 the project was to be
sold as condominium units. However by 2009, twelve months after sales began, only 20
of the 144 condominium units were sold. In 2009, the developers began leasing units, a
process that continued over the next two years. By 2012 the developer returned to his
original plan of condominium sales and as of 2014, all 114 units in the project have been
sold (Silverstein, 2014).

7.5.2 Hamilton Square Scorecard

Hamilton Square ranked high on the New Theories scorecard. Of a possible 100 points
available, it garnered 76 points. The categories for which Hamilton Square scored 10 out
of a possible 10 were: Walkable Neighborhoods, Encourage Community and Stakeholder
Cooperation, Distinctive and Attractive and Compact Building Design. The project also
ranked high in the Strengthen and Direct Development to Existing Communities
category, due to its location contiguous to existing development, historic preservation, by
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soliciting input from historic preservation groups in the City during the planning stages of
the development, the reuse of existing buildings and other structures and the
rehabilitation on existing residential structures. The project scored 7.5 out of 10 under the
Foster Distinctive Communities/Sense of Place category as it has clearly marked
boundaries, both natural and man-made and has several civic institutions are proximate to
the site including the schools, firehouse and houses of worship.

7.6 Conclusions
The City government VISIOn for waterfront development that was the catalyst for
conceiving the Hudson Bergen Light Rail has been realized. Formerly vacant sites are
now high rise commercial and luxury residential buildings with breathtaking views of
New York City.
NJ Transit, the operator of the HBLR, has not offered any incentives to
developers. It appears that the market conditions in Jersey City, coupled with the support
from local government, have been sufficient for development to proceed at a quick pace
at the waterfront. An increase in development has also occurred in other areas served by
the HBLR, in particular the 9th Street corridor in Hoboken. However, development along
the western spur in Jersey City has been modest.
The interaction between NJ Transit and the developers interviewed was minimal.
In one case, the developer stated that NJ Transit allowed the firm responsible for the
design and construction of the project to be the main contact on issues related to rights of
way and station locations at their project.
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The City of Jersey City government has embraced a number of the principles of
the new planning theories. Incorporating these principles into land use regulations and
redevelopment plans has resulted in them being incorporated into projects. Also the use
of Floor Area Ratios by the City has had its intended result of high rise construction
along the waterfront, with a corresponding population increase in that area of the city.
However, population from 1990 to 2000 decreased in the areas adjacent to the Westside
spur.
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Figure 7.17 Population change in Jersey City 1990-2000.
Source: 2000 US Census.

By eliminating minimum parking requirements in the waterfront area, the City has
encouraged mass transit as an alternative to automobile use. Ridership on the HBLR has
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grown steadily since its inception, reaching over 40,000 weekday riders (APTA, 201 0).
The increase in HBLR customers has also enhanced other operators, in particular the
ferry services now offered from a half dozen of points along the NJ waterfront (NY
Waterway, 2011).
The developers of both the Liberty Harbor and Hamilton Square explained that
they were very engaged in the planning process they used to secure approvals for their
projects. Neighborhood activists helped shape those plans prior to the plans being
submitted to governmental agencies for approval. The previous owner of the Hamilton
Square site, chose to sell the project as his vision could not be realized in part due to the
opposition of the community. The developer of Liberty Harbor enlisted a nationally
renowned figure in the new urbanist movement to lead their project.
The economic downturn, which began in 2008, impacted the developers. One
trend has been a decrease in the sale of condominium units. To compensate, developers
have begun leasing properties that were originally expected to be sold as condominiums.
Attracting retail tenants has been difficult. One developer has significantly
discounted commercial lease rates to attract tenants. That strategy is clever as the loss in
revenue from short term leases with commercial tenants would be small. But having
those commercial tenants on site is a valued amenity that can contribute to leasing and
selling residential units.
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CHAPTERS
DISCUSSION

This study focused on four maJor research questions. (1) Were the three planning
theories, new urbanism, smart growth and transit oriented development and their
principles, incorporated into the land use and transit planning of light rail in San Diego,
Dallas and Jersey City when these systems were being planned in the 1980s and 1990s?
(2) Were those theories and their associated principles, in particular affordable housing,
incorporated into selected projects built near light rail stations in the case study cities in
the period from the early 1990s through 2009? (3) By 2009, what role did transit agencies
play in the light rail development projects, and in particular how did they interact with
private developers? (4) How did developers who built projects from the early 1990s to
2009 view light rail at their project sites?
Research methods for the study included a review of key planning documents
prepared in the 1980s and 1990s for the three case study cities. From 2007 through 2009,
the following methods of data collection were used: structured interviews with land use
and transportation planners in each city, structured interviews with developers in each
city, observations of each light rail system by riding all light rail lines in each city, site
visits to and an evaluation of selected projects using a New Theories Scorecard and a
review of secondary sources related to planning and development in the case study cities.
The plan for the dissertation was to focus on the initial segments of the light rail system,
where development had occurred prior to the site visits in 2007. The recession, which
began in 2007, changed certain aspects of the developments completed at or near that
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time, and follow up information was collected in 2014 on projects impacted by the
recession.

8.1. Evolution of Federal Transit Administration Criteria for Light Rail

The criteria used to evaluate light rail projects and to determine federal funding for
projects have changed significantly since the Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
initially funded light rail in the early 1990s. The initial criteria were developed to comply
with the Inter Modal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991. The Dallas
DART system and the initial extensions of the San Diego Trolley were evaluated by the
FTA using these criteria which relied heavily on transit metrics such as ridership, vehicle
miles, etc. and little on land use and economic development (FTA, 1992). At the time
there was little coordination between local land use planners and transit planners in
assembling plans for light rail transit systems (UMTA, 1987, Belzer and Autler, 2002).
Land use planners and local government representatives believed that those involved in
transportation planning for the FTA simply lacked the necessary training for
understanding land use and economic development issues (APTA, 2000). These critics
viewed transportation planners as insulated from land use or economic development
considerations because of their strict focus on transit metrics.
In 1997, the Transportation Equity Act replaced IS TEA for the 21st Century
(TEA-21) and a new system for evaluating projects was established. Under TEA-21,
Project Justification Criteria for obtain federal funding were changed to give greater
weight to land use and economic development planning. As documented in this study,
transit agencies in Dallas and San Diego needed to give additional attention to land use
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and economic development in their applications for extensions to their existing light rail
systems, in order to be successful in competing for federal funding (Larwin, 2008,
Weizbinski, 2008). The TEA 21 criteria were also used in the FTA evaluation of the light
rail project in Jersey City. As a result transit and planning agencies worked more closely
with local governments on issues such as zoning and local incentives to facilitate
development projects that could be included in the transit applications. In San Diego this
closer working relationship took the form of an employee of the transit agency being
"embedded" within the staff of the San Diego Planning Department (Bragado, 2008). In
Dallas this meant regular coordinated planning sessions between DART and local
government planners in Dallas and other municipalities served by DART (Wiezbinski,
2007).
The increased importance of presenting feasible economic development projects
in the transit applications coincided with the desire of transportation agencies in Dallas
and San Diego to seek out developers and in some instances to enter into joint venture
relationships with them. This proactive approach assured transit agencies of having a
pool of viable projects to include in their applications. For example by 2006, the San
Diego transit agency published a list of 23 prospective joint development projects along
various station areas of the San Diego Trolley (MTC, 2006). Joint development projects
between the transit agencies and private developers remain important to demonstrate the
feasibility of economic development projects in the federal funding applications for light
rail.
In 2004, the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, and Efficient Transportation Equity Act:
A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) replaced TEA-21. Project justification criteria were
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again amended. Of the project justification criteria Economic Development and Land Use
now each accounts for 20% of the project justification scoring.

This change only

increased the need for transit agencies to have feasible projects identified in their
applications for extensions of their transit systems. In Dallas for example the Green Line
extension includes the Baylor University Medical Center and Parkland Memorial
Hospital. Both institutions have plans for major expansions that already obtained local
government planning approval (O'Donnell, 2008).
In 2009, the White House announced the Partnership For Sustainable
Communities, which required three cabinet departments, Housing and Urban
Development, Environmental Protection and Transportation, to better coordinate their
planning activities (Sustainable Communities, 2014). These three federal departments are
closely associated with the three planning theories: the Department of Transportation
with Transit Oriented Development; The Department of Housing and Urban
Development with New Urbanism and The Department of Environmental Protection with
Smart Growth. In 2012, Moving Ahead For Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21)
replaced SAFE TEA-LU. In furthering the principles of the Partnership for Sustainable
Communities, environmental factors were added to the project justification criteria act at
an equal weight of 16.66% to each of other five project justification criteria -- Economic
Development, Land Use, Congestion Relief, Cost Efficiency and Mobility, -- that each
had a weight of20% under SAFE TEA-LU (FTA, 2012). This change in criteria comes
at a time when sustainable concerns are being incorporated into both building design and
in project design in terms of sustainability and resilience.
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The project justification criteria in MAP- 21 directly affects one of the areas
covered by this research -- affordable housing. Since 2012, affordable housing has made
up ten percent of the overall project score under the MAP-21 regulations. Five percent of
of the affordable housing score is based on state and local governments having plans and
policies in place that support affordable housing development. The remaining five
percent of the score relates to demonstrating that legally binding restricted affordable
housing will be in close proximity to the site (FT A, New Starts Criteria 20 12). The
legally binding, restricted affordable housing criteria can be met by locating the light rail
project near existing, legally restricted affordable housing such as public housing projects
or can be achieved by building new affordable housing near the light rail stations.
A recent study by the Enterprise Foundation showed that between 1995 sand
2009, 5,000 affordable units were either built or planned at or near transit oriented
development stations, including light rail (Kneich, 201 0). No studies have yet analyzed
the potential link between the new regulations, adopted in 20 12, and the amount of new
affordable housing near light rail. But it is reasonable to assume that the new criteria are
contributing to affordable housing being planned and built near light rail.

8.1.1

Historical Context of Light Rail

The role of the federal government in supporting light rail has been very different than
the role it played in the development of trolleys or the automobile. There was no federal
support for trolleys. In fact most support was provided by private entities seeking to
develop land outside central cities. While local governments were involved in providing
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rights of way for the trolley routes, and in some cases making decisions on those routes,
the capital to construct trolleys came overwhelmingly from private sources.
In contrast light rail has received federal support, through state and local transit
agencies, beginning in the mid 1990s. As of 2014 over $3 0 billion in federal support has
gone to build light rail systems. In the early 1990s, federal support could account for as
much as 80% of the total cost of construction. Over the years that percentage has changed
and more recent projects, such as those in Minneapolis and Charlotte, have received
federal support in the range of 50% of their construction costs.
There was no direct support for the automobile industry from federal or other
levels of government when the automobile was introduced to consumers and gained in
popularity in the early part of the 1900s. However, the federal government did have a
major role in the effort by providing more and better roads. Without that network of
roadways, the automobile would not have gained as much popularity. Federal support of
roadways is oftentimes referenced when funding for mass transit is debated in state or
federal legislative bodies. Supporters of mass transit equate governmental funding for
roadway construction and maintenance as a subsidy to automobile drivers and hence
believe that subsidies for mass transit are warranted.
However, unlike the process for federal support of light rail, which adheres to a
strict project justification criteria, funding for federal and state highway funds only
measures transit metrics. Criteria such as air quality benefits and affordable housing were
not part of the dialogue when it comes to funding roadways. This raises a question. What
if the regulations that governed the creation of the interstate road network built in the
1950s and 1960s had included the sort of criteria for funding that exists for light rail?
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Would we have avoided the massive sprawl associated with that era if consideration were
given to planning near existing transportation and minimizing impacts related to air
quality? It is curious that the federal government role has become more directive in the
development of light rail though successive new regulations over the past two decades
focused on non-transportation topics. While over the same period, the federal government
is not applying any similar regulations on new highway construction.
In addition to the contrast regarding funding of light rail, there is also a
substantially different relationship between the transit operator and the developer in the
light rail era. During the late nineteenth and early twentieth century both trolley operators
and developers were private companies, in many instances with overlapping individuals
or governing boards in control of both entities. The operators of the transit system
proposed routes on land they owned adjacent to developments they planned to develop.
As such, the needs of the development were the primary consideration in planning the
routes. Since local governments were not required to finance the capital expenditures or
operating costs, most acquiesced to the decisions on routes made by the transit operators,
in exchange for being given the land on which the trolleys would operate.
This model did not continue with the light rail systems established post 1980.
Government entities, not private companies, were the operators of light rail post 1980.
And the purpose of the government transit operators was to enhance transit opportunities
for potential riders and not development. Development patterns, which were central to
trolley routes, were not a primary issue for light rail.
At the onset of light rail, developers did not take significant advantage of this
transit investment. In part this was because the now commonplace model of higher
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density, mixed use development near transit was not proven in the marketplace. This new
type of development was difficult to finance because those entities that financed
developers were unwilling to take new risks. It took until the early 2000s for the mixed
use projects near mass transit to be financed as by traditional financial institutions.
Another factor that slowed the role of developers in working with transit agencies
was the inexperience of transit agencies in working with developers. It has taken several
decades for transit agencies to recognize the advantages of working with developers. This
issue is more fully described in the following section.

8.2

Role of Transit Agencies in Promoting Development

The involvement of transit agencies in development activities differed substantially
among the three case study cities. Of the three transit agencies, San Diego has the most
far reaching involvement in development, Dallas a moderate involvement and Jersey City
little direct involvement in development activities at or near their light rail stations.
The ownership of land near a station is the primary factor that enables a transit
agency to become involved in development. The light rail routes in San Diego and Dallas
include both built up central city locations and suburban locations, while the Jersey City
route extends entirely through built up areas from its northern border in Hoboken to the
waterfront downtown. From the Jersey City downtown waterfront to the southern border
in Bayonne; however, light rail traverses a state park and industrial sites. In planning
their light rail systems, transit agencies in Dallas and San Diego acquired the land for
both the light rail tracks and the stations as well as additional land near stations that was
suitable for future development. In addition to the land it acquired, the San Diego transit
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agency partnered with developers in efforts termed joint development. Jersey City could
not acquire any vacant land since there were no easily developable sites in the downtown
area where the light rail route was sited. Nor did the agency explore the acquisition of
any industrial properties near the southern Bayonne border.
The reluctance of NJ transit to acquire these older industrial properties is likely
due to two major factors. First is the soil contamination issues generally associated with
industrial properties in the area. For some properties, environmental histories would
likely be available. But for others, NJ Transit would have had to perform environmental
testing to determine any environmental problems and remediation activities for a site.
Both the cost of that testing and the timing would be major impediments. Secondly, NJ
Transit does not have a history of acquiring and remediating properties for development
purposes. This would have been a major policy shift for the agency.
The following table illustrates the methods used by transit agencies in the case
study cities to participate in development activities.

Table 8.1 Light Rail Transit Agency Participation in Development Activity by
City
Transit Agency Participation m
Development
Issues proposals for use of properties
Participates
as
an
active
development partner
Sells properties to developers
Leases properties to developers
Manages properties who owns them?

San Diego

Dallas

Jersey City

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

No
No

Yes
Yes
No

No
Yes
No

No
No
No

The participation of the transit operators in development activities served
two major purposes: increasing ridership and creating a new source of revenue although
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in some instances, these purposes conflicted. Representatives of the San Diego and Dallas
transit agencies stated that increasing ridership was a major reason for seeking
development partnerships because it increased fare box revenue and decreased roadway
congestion. With the control of land the transit agencies were able to shape development
around their stations with an eye toward increasing ridership. Those same representatives
also stated that the revenue generated by development activities was an important reason
for seeking joint development opportunities (Wierzinski, 2007, Allison 2008).
The goal of increasing ridership can be fostered in several ways. One is to create
centers of residential and commercial development served by light rail systems. In the
case of residential development, for example, the SmartCorner project in San Diego, the
proximity of new residents to mass transit would encourage their use of light rail. While
studies have found that the availability of mass transit positively correlates with its use,
the same studies question the significance of its impact, because it is noted that those
most likely to use mass transit are those who will "self select" moving to a residential
area being served (Mokhtarian and Cao, 2008; Cervero, 2008). While new residents will
become riders of mass transit proximate to their new residences, some of these riders may
have been users of mass transit at their previous residence, and therefore are not adding to
the ridership of the entire system.
In the case of office or retail development, including the joint development at the
American Station in San Diego, the location of the workplace is the major factor in
considering the use of mass transit. These workers reside in areas near light rail or may
decide to drive to a location served by light rail. All of the transit agencies in the case
study cities maintained park and ride facilities associated with their light rail lines. And
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for many of these park and ride facilities, the interest was very high. In the case of the
Parker Road in Dallas, the demand for parking exceeded the supply. Transit agencies
view the development of both residential centers and commercial centers at light rail
stations as important function to increase ridership.
Another reason transit agency representatives offered for participating m
development projects is to increase revenue for the transit agency from sources m
addition to the fare box. In both Dallas and San Diego the transit agencies employed two
strategies to seek partners for the development of land owned by the agencies: the sale of
the land to a developer or leasing the land to a developer. The sale provides a one-time
revenue source to the transit agency, and limits the agency's exposure to risk. If the
project fails financially, the agency would not be impacted as it had sold the property for
a fixed price. The lease transaction creates a revenue stream for the agency to assist in its
general operations. In an environment where government subsidies to mass transit are
decreasing, and pressures from riders regarding escalating fares are increasing, the
leasing alternative with its ongoing revenue source is attractive. However, risk is
associated with such a long-term commitment. Future lease payments are predicated on
there being sufficient ongoing operational revenue from the project to meet the obligation
(Allison, 2008).
A key issue facing transit agencies in pursuing a joint development project
is the ability of the transit agency to evaluate proposed projects to determine the risk
involved in the transaction. Generally, the expertise of transit agencies is in transit related
activities not the development of commercial and residential properties. In San Diego
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staff with development expenence have been hired specifically to work on joint
developments (Larson, 2008).
Both San Diego and Dallas transit agencies use a Request For Qualifications
(RFQ), followed by a Request for Proposals process to select joint developers. The RFQ
provides the transit agencies with an understanding of the capabilities of the potential
partner, including information about the financing of previous projects. Through this
process a short list of qualified developers is chosen and each of those is invited to
respond to a Request For Proposal (RFP). The RFP is specific to the proposed project and
includes information on how the agency intends to participate in the development, eg.
sale of land or lease of the land, a description of the project being proposed and the
corresponding costs. The RFQ/RFP process is standard in public sector procurement
activities as it provides a transparent process and a level playing field (ATP A, 2009).
Representatives of both the Dallas and San Diego transit agencies stated that the
agency' s preference was to enter into long-term leases with developers so as to create a
revenue stream for their agencies. In the case of San Diego the agency had entered into
several such agreements, which were viewed as successful and meeting the expectations
of the transit agency. Despite their preference for long-term leases, both agencies had
also participated in selling property to developers.
Recent literature on joint development reveals a new challenge faced by transit
agencies, where the increase in ridership goal is in conflict with the goal of creating a
long-term revenue stream through development (Wilson, 2005). Locating commercial
and residential development on property previously used for transit parking is a common
practice. In San Diego and Dallas this is a problem since some park and ride facilities
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were established at what was originally the terminus of a line. With new extensions to a
light system, the stations that are furthest out now attract auto commuters who had been
driving to the previous terminus. This creates an excess of parking at the old terminus. In
planning for development at a previous parking facility, transit planners will take into
consideration the number of commuter spots to support ridership plus the number of
parking spaces necessary for new commercial and or residential purposes. Some research
on the topic suggests that if parking at the new development is limited, the priority of
transit planners is to accommodate the new residential and commercial development as
they view that development will support increased ridership and commuters will choose
another transit stop at which to park (Wilson, 2005).
Based on interviews and a review of publications, the joint development
experience of NJ Transit, the operator of the light rail in Jersey City, is significantly
different from that of the transit agencies in Dallas and San Diego. NJ Transit has not
entered into any joint development projects along Jersey City light rail primarily because
when it acquired property for the light rail project, it did not acquire and adjacent
properties suitable for development, most likely because most properties were either
already built up or contained significant environmental problems.
It should be noted that NJ Transit does maintain an agency arm involved in joint

development projects. One effort in Morristown, New Jersey is widely recognized as an
exemplary partnership. The project involved an agreement with a private developer to
build on NJ Transit property previously used for parking. At completion the project
includes 320 residential units owned by the redeveloper, NJ Transit owns 423 of 700
parking spaces, and collects fees for parking, shares in the rent of commercial retail
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spaces at the property, and has increased fare-box revenue by $200,000 per year. In
addition NJ Transit is guaranteed a $230,000 per year payment from the developer
(TCRP, 2011, APTA, 2013). NJ Transit has also been cited for it best practices in
supporting joint development projects through publishing a handbook on Smart Growth
and providing technical assistance to municipalities and developers (CTOD, 2000).
Despite the lack of involvement of NJ Transit in development activities in Jersey
City, the amount of development of residential and commercial properties adjacent to the
light rail in Jersey City has outpaced development in Dallas or San Diego along their
light rail systems. According to a 2014 report by the Urban Land Institute, over 11,800
housing units in Jersey City were built proximate to light rail, an additional 3,800 were
under construction (Sheridan, 2014). This pace of redevelopment is the result of several
factors. The railroad yards at the edge of the Hudson River discontinued their operations
in the 1970s. This provided the city government with an opportunity in the 1980s to plan
for large scale new commercial and residential development in the areas which began in
the 1980s. And last, the location, so near and with great access to Manhattan, made
development a profitable endeavor (Robins and Wells, 2008).

8.3 Impact of Light Rail on Development Decisions

In interviews conducted for this study developers expressed differing opinions on the
importance of light rail to their projects. For four of the nine sites studied, developers
viewed their proximity to light rail as very important. At three of these sites, Addison and
Plano in Texas, and Rio Vista, San Diego local governments planned for locating
developments adjacent to light rail. Ironically, while the Addison, Texas site was selected
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because of the planned light rail light rail was never built in Addison. In the fourth
project, SmartCorner, the San Diego Redevelopment Agency acquired the site and sold it
to the developer with the express purpose of development at the transit site. However,
once the SmartCorner project was completed, the developer thought that the proximity to
light rail was actually a negative factor due to the number of young adults from the
nearby high school and college who frequented the business at the station and loitered.
Table 8.3 lists the sites studied and key site characteristics.

Table 8.2 Development Sites Characteristics

Site

Developer' s
View of
Proximity to
Light Rail

Mockingbird

Helpful

South Side

Helpful

Addison

Important

Plano

Important

SmartComer

Important

Market Creek

Former use
Vacant Underutilized
Industrial
Vacant Former/
Sears Warehouse

Acquisition

Score
Card
Rank

Private

6l.l

Private

63.9

Public/Private

74.6

Public/Private

80.6

Public

61.0

Not Considered

Greenfields
Underutilized
Commercial
Industrial
Underutilized
Commercial
Vacant
Industrial

Private

71.0

Rio Vista

Important

Greenfields

Private

61.6

Liberty Harbor

Helpful

Brownfield Site

Private

74.8

Former Hospital
Hamilton Park Helpful
Source: Joseph Buga, Developer Interviews

Private

76 .5

Developers of the four additional sites stated that location near light rail was
helpful. They considered light rail as an additional amenity to their projects, but not a
critical element in their decision to develop them. In both Jersey City projects, developers
thought that the neighborhoods were already rich in mass transit, including alternatives to
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the light rail, such as the Port Authority Trans Hudson (PATH) train and ferry services.
In the case of Mockingbird in Dallas, the developer was primarily interested in the
location because of its proximity to an affluent area, which would support both the
residential and the commercial components of the project. The fact that the project would
be served by light rail was a secondary consideration. However, the retail businesses at
the Mockingbird site in Dallas became a destination for those outside the immediate area
to visit for shopping, a cinema and restaurants. These businesses greatly benefit from the
access to light rail at the site (Hughes, 2009). Developers of all four of these projects,
Southside and Mockingbird in Dallas and Liberty Harbor and Hamilton Square in Jersey
City, embraced the benefits of light rail as their projects began operation and promote the
proximity of light rail in their leasing and sales materials.
The developer of Market Creek in San Diego stated that the light rail line was not
a factor in his selection of the site. He stated that the size of the site and its availability
were the determining factors. The commercial area of the Market Creek project is
designed with a significant amount of parking to accommodate automobile traffic. A light
rail and bus station are located in the center of the proposed master plan. However, since
not all of the elements of that plan are complete, the location of light rail is still at the
periphery of the completed commercial section of the project.
The importance that a developer attached to light rail did not correlate to how
well the project scored on the new theories scorecard. While developers of both the Smart
Comer and Promenade projects relied heavily on light rail in their decisions to pursue the
project, these two projects had among the lowest total scores on the new theories
scorecard. In contrast, the Jersey City projects, where light rail was not viewed as very
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important by the developers, scored relatively high on the new theories scorecard. That
the Jersey City projects are located in mature neighborhoods certainly affects their scores.
The neighborhoods that were built over a century ago possess many of the attributes
prescribed by the new theories planning principles such as: walkability, a sense of place
and compact building design. These attributes, coupled with current local planning
requirements set by the Jersey City government to provide for mixed use development
and green space, virtually assure that projects in older, urban areas fulfill the principles
associated with the new theories

8.4 Incorporation of Planning Theories in Light Rail Planning Documents

None of the theories of new urbanism, smart growth or transit oriented development were
mentioned by name in any of the land use and transportation planning documents
prepared to gain approvals to construct the initial segments of light rail systems in any of
the three cities. This is not surprising, since these theories appeared in the planning
literature after planning for the initial segments of the light rail projects in the three cities
had been completed by 1995. Figure 8-1 illustrates a timeline of when planning began
for the light rail systems in the three case study cities, and certain milestones related to
the planning theories as described in Chapter 3.
The primary documents reviewed as part of this study were the Final
Environmental Impact Statements (FEIS) submitted by transit agencies operating light
rail in Dallas and Jersey City for funding requests to the Federal Transit Administration.
The initial segment of the light rail project in San Diego was built in 1986, prior to the
availability of funding for light rail from the FTA under its New Starts Program, and no
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FEIS for that initial segment of the light rail was prepared. A review of both the Dallas
and Jersey City FEIS reports, prepared in 1991 and 1994 respectively, revealed no
references to the new planning theories by name. This is not surprising as the first
references to the theories in planning literature appeared in 1995. Even the first FEIS
prepared by the transit agency in San Diego for the Mission Valley extension, prepared in
1995 made no specific reference to any of the new planning theories.

light Rail Systems
San Diego
MTDB
created
to operate
SD system

SD System
begins
operation

DART
Created to
Operate Dallas
System

Dallas

DART
Submits
Plan to
FTA

DART
Begins
Operation

r · · · ..... r······ ······,,~A .A"r'~E;i::"j::::~:;,

Jersey City

I

1976

1981

Planning
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Transit Oriented Development

New Urbanism

1983

1991

I

1996
1992
1993
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Transit
Transit
Supportive
Oriented
Developm nt
Development Published
Guidelines (Cervera)
(Calthorpe)

1997

2000

Ahwanee Congress on
Principles New Urbanism
Formed

............ 1992. ···································· .............................. .
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Smart
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Guidebook
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Figure 8.1 Timeline of light rail development in case study cities and emergence of
planning theories.
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However, the FEIS reports reviewed do refer to many principles that are central to
the planning theories without naming them. Some of the principles are directly related to
the criteria used to evaluate FEIS. For example, extensive sections within the FEIS
concern transportation options. The FEIS reports evaluate how automobile traffic and the
use of existing mass transit will be affected by new light rail. Since transportation is a
central theme in all three planning theories, new urbanism, smart growth and transit
oriented development, it is an important consideration for transportation planners to
consider these theories as they design their light rail system. The proposed routes and
land uses that appear in their applications are evaluated using a project justification
criteria which includes principles of the planning theories. And as such, the principles of
the theories have a direct impact on the scoring of applications.
Sections of the FEIS reports reviewed also referred to planned development along
the new light rail lines. In these initial light rail documents, the references were general
and described planning and zoning requirements along the light rail routes. No references
were made to specific projects in these initial FEIS reports. However, by the early 2000s,
the FTA had changed its evaluation criteria to require specific information on individual
planned projects. By 2010, the FTA evaluation criteria had changed further to require
that projects referenced must have already undergone a feasibility analysis. In this way,
the link between planning for new commercial and residential development and
transportation, which is central to all three theories, was formally incorporated into the
federal planning process.
Even though some of what the FEIS reports describe is central to the planning
theories, the theories are not named. For example, in Jersey City during the evaluation
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process the FTA employed, the FEIS prepared by NJ Transit described the role that the
proposed light rail would play in serving a new state park. This example reveals a
problem with the earlier criteria used to evaluate applications for federal funding and, to
an extent, similar issue still burden the process. In this instance, a favorable score was
given to the application for what was an anticipated new use. However, whether or not a
park is actually built is not monitored by the FTA, once they make a decision to fund or
not to fund the project. While the FTA is attempting to consider criteria that are broader
than transit metrics, there is a systemic problem with using proposed projects to evaluate
applications. In the case of this application, Liberty State Park was indeed built and a
number of individual segments of a riverwalk were constructed.
In addition to the review of planning documents to determine how new planning
theories and principles were incorporated into light rail planning, interviews were
conducted with the land use and light rail planners in all three cities. During each
interview, a new theories scorecard was shared with the planners who were asked to
review the scorecard and describe how principles associated with the theories had been
included in the plans. In all of the interviews, planning professionals referenced
numerous principles that were associated with their plans. By far the largest number of
references by planners were to those principles associated with transportation and land
use regulations that were part of the formal FEIS evaluation criteria. However, their
comments also referred to principles not included in the FTA criteria used for the initial
light rail projects in each of the cities such as green space, parks and affordable housing.
As Robert Cotter, Director of Planning for Jersey City remarked: "There is little new in
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the new theories. These are principles that have been around for a long time and are just
being repackaged under new titles" (Cotter, 2007).
Use of the three planning theories has grown among land use planners and
transportation planners since the mid 1990s. While a specific professional group
promoted each theory originally, after 20 years distinctions among the theories are
blurring and professional groups originally associated with a single theory now embrace
principles once associated with other theories. The use of the same principles in two or all
three theories contributes to a lack of distinction among them.

8.5 Incorporation of Planning Principles into Actual Developments

Site visits and detailed reviews of projects revealed that all of them included many of the
new theory principles in their developments. Interviews with developers revealed that all
were aware of the theories and principles and that steps had been taken in the
development process to ensure the adoption of the principles including enhancing
connectivity among transit modes, increasing residential densities, and planning for
mixed use development. Some principles, however, were not widely adopted in the
developments studied, particularly the incorporation of mixed income housing and
encouraging community and stakeholder cooperation.
Mixed use developments near transit, including light rail, have become popular in
the marketplace. These developments often exhibit many of the principles associated with
the new theories. Recent research suggests that preferences for urban living, shorter
commutes, and mixed use neighborhoods for millenials and the housing downsizing of
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the baby boomer generation will only increase demand for projects that incorporate the
principles of the new planning theories (ULI, 2012).
Since adhering to mixed uses, including residential affordability, is necessary to
obtain hundreds of millions of dollars in federal support for light rail transit projects, and
since developments that incorporate principles such as mixed use and mixed income
housing are growing in success in the market place, it is likely that the principles
associated with transit oriented development, smart growth and new urbanism will
continue in the planning and development dialogue associated with light rail development
for years to come (Cevero, 2007, Becker, 2013).

8.5.1 New Planning Theories Scorecard Results by City

An inspection was made of each project site and the New Theories Scorecard was used to
determine which planning principles were incorporated into each of the development
projects studied. The average scores by case study city are : Jersey City 75 .6, Dallas
70.03 , and San Diego 65 . The fact that San Diego was lowest among the three projects is
surprising since San Diego is the oldest among the three transit systems, and therefore
had time to incorporate the principles of the progressive planning theories. In addition,
San Diego has the most comprehensive system for local land use planning, organized by
districts and utilizing neighborhood planning councils that are well informed and
professionally staffed. The city government also has an established set of planning
documents dating back to the 1990s that promotes transit oriented development, authored
by Peter Calthorpe, a founder of new urbanism. San Diego's transit agency was far more
involved in development activities, with professional staff whose single responsibility
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was to foster joint development projects, than agencies in the other two case study cities.
So why with experience, exemplary local and transit planning did San Diego fare poorer
in the overall ranking? The answer lies in the location of the projects.
Projects received higher rankings on the scorecard for being compact, transit rich,
with new urbanist designs. So older, more densely developed urban areas should
routinely score well because most are organized in a traditional grid pattern that mirrors
new urbanist principles, have over time incorporated civic institutions and commercial
businesses proximate to residential development, and are served by mass transit because
of their density. Suburban locations on the other hand are at a disadvantage. While they
can incorporate certain principles listed on the scorecard into their planning and building
design, they cannot make certain elements such as civic institutions and linking their
projects to adjacent development magically appear. These are elements that take time to
build and grow. Therefore the scores associated with suburban projects are likely be
lower than those of denser urban projects.
That explains why San Diego had the lowest average city wide score. It only
contained one dense urban core project, Smart Corner. A second project, Market Creek,
is located in an urban neighborhood but was designed to be auto-centric and the third
project, Rio Vista, is a suburban greenfields project. In contrast, the two Jersey City
projects, Liberty Harbor and Hamilton, are located in densely populated areas of an
existing city, that by their nature incorporate many of the principles of progressive
planning, including mixed use, higher densities and the inclusion of civic institutions.
The Dallas projects included a combination of two projects located in more densely
populated urban sites, Eastside in Plano and Southside on Lamar, one city project in the
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less densely populated area of Mockingbird, and one suburban location Addison Circle.
This mix of project site types resulted in the average score for Dallas projects falling
between the scores for San Diego and Jersey City.

8.5.2 Results from New Planning Theories Scorecard by Selected Categories

The nature and extent of how principles of the new planning theories are manifest in
projects are conveyed through the new theories scorecard. The re-use of structures is an
important criteria in the sustainable building movement promulgated by new urbanists.
Results from the scorecard show that, indeed, the Reuse of Existing Buildings for New
Uses, was evident in projects in Dallas and Jersey City Two projects in Dallas, Southside
and Mockingbird, and one in Jersey City, Hamilton Plaza, all involved the re-use of
existing structures through a full renovation of the structure. The decisions to reuse
existing buildings emerged from a recognition of the financial advantages and from the
previous experience of the developers. In the case of Southside, the large Sears
Warehouse property was a sturdy building suitable for rehabilitation. The same was true
for the industrial building that is the center of Mockingbird. In Jersey City the re-used
building was a former hospital. The cost of demolition and the difficulty of recreating
buildings of similar size due to planning regulations were reasons to rehabilitate the
existing buildings.
The reuse of the two Dallas buildings differs from the perceptions of some that
developers in Dallas are less interested in re-purposing buildings and more interested in
building new structures. Sometimes that is the case as Therese 0' Donnell, the Planning
Director for Dallas noted, remarking that Dallas, and local governments in Texas
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generally, are less likely to preserve older structures than many eastern cities. "We knock
down structures and then place a plaque on the new building announcing what had been
on the spot." Southside and Mockingbird are notable exceptions. The re-use of a hospital
in Jersey City was more commonplace. Many former industrial and warehouse properties
have been rehabilitated as residential buildings in that city, including the Sugar House, a
former Sugar warehouse built in the late 1800s located adjacent to the light rail line. In
contrast, all three projects in San Diego -- Smart Corner, Market Creek and Rio Vista -were all new construction, which contributed to San Diego's lower average score for the
re-use of structures.
Another possible reason for the re-use of the buildings in Dallas is the experience
of both developers with models of development outside the United States that preserve
older buildings. The Matthews Corporation, developers of Southside and Ken Hughes,
developer of Mockingbird had wide-ranging development experience beyond Texas. The
Mathews group, located in Ontario, had previous experience in developing near light rail
in Canada. And Hughes, during an interview for this study, stated that seeing residential
development near rail in Europe contributed to his interest in pursuing the Mockingbird
project. Both developers recognized that their projects would be novel to the Dallas
market. But both had experience with similar projects that had been very successful in
other locations. Of the eight developers interviewed, they were the only ones who offered
international examples.
Transportation choice, a key principle in each of the planning theories was
measured in the scorecard under the category Provide a Variety of Transportation
Choices. In this category, five projects tied for the highest score: Liberty Harbor and
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Hamilton Square in Jersey City, Mockingbird and Southside in Dallas and Market Creek
in San Diego. Each of these projects is served by light rail and by bus. Park and ride
facilities serve the Dallas and San Diego projects, and ferry access is available at the
Jersey City projects. None of the projects reviewed were co-located with heavy rail train
services. Two projects, the Promenade in San Diego and Addison Circle in Texas, scored
the lowest in this category with two and four points respectively. Each city has one
source of public transportation: light rail in the case of the Promenade and bus service in
the case of Addison. While both these projects scored low in the transportation category,
the Addison project scored high in overall project score (74.6) demonstrating that access
to transportation was not a disqualifying factor for scoring well on the new theories
scorecard.
The location of projects in suburban locations or on greenfields removes the
opportunity to link to existing communities or incorporate civic institutions within their
developments. This circumstance is evident in the low score the Promenade project
received for Strengthen and Direct Development To Existing Communities. As a
greenfield development Promenade was unable to re-use buildings, to follow a model of
infill development or to preserve historic buildings.
Scores for Mixed Land Use and Create Walkable Neighborhoods showed little
difference across projects. All the projects studied showed the incorporation of the
principles associated with these categories, such as zoning permits mixed use;
commercial and residential are proximate to retail and civic buildings; the existence of
sidewalks; and commercial amenities are available to residences.
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Creating parks and preserving greenspace is a key principle in the theories of new
urbanism and smart growth. These principles provide for a higher quality of life for
residents and are positive for the environment. Addison, Plano, Market Creek and
Promenade all received the highest possible scores for Preservation, a category reflecting
those principles. Each of these four projects is new construction. Two (Addison and
Promenade) are in greenfields, which makes it possible to fully incorporate parks into the
project design. In the case of Market Creek, the location of the project on an
environmentally sensitive ridge made it possible to incorporate a number of features of a
natural landscape and to offer green space in the development. In Plano, local planning
guidelines for the light rail line and adjacent residential and commercial development
made special provisions for the acquisition of adjacent land to be used for extending a
city park, The result of a new park adjacent to the mixed use project was a benefit to both
the project and the wider community of Plano.
While they did not score as high for Preservation, the two Jersey City projects do
include park and natural landscape elements worthy of note. The developer of Hamilton
Plaza chose the name so as to capitalize on the popular city green, Hamilton Park, across
the street from his property. The developer supported city government in improving the
physical condition of the park and increasing park programming to serve as an amenity to
his residents. He made special efforts to use his property for a staging area during the
park' s rehabilitation, The Liberty Harbor project preserved a seawall of the former
Morris Canal Basin and as a result built a marina as part of the project. These examples
demonstrate that while inner city sites had more constraints than greenfields sites,
developers were interested in capitalizing on the existing resources such as parks and
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waterfronts. Only one of the projects studied, SmartCorner in San Diego, did not have
any green space or park components due to its small project area.
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Table 8.3 New Planning Theories Scorecard - All Projects
Possible
Score
1 Create Range Of Housing Opportunities And Choices
A.
Ownership (Own, Rent, Lease to Purchase)
B
C.
D.
E

Size of Units (Studio, 1,2,3,4 br)
Styte (single lam. detached, townhomes, 2 fam., mid rise, hi-rise)
Sales Prices
market, affordable
Rental Prices

market, affordable

2 Create Walkable Neighborhoods
A.
Length of Street does not exceed 500 feet
N
.....
~

B.
C.

Special Pathways/Promenades
Sidewalks

D.
E

Segregated from Major Traffic Arteries
Residences are proximate to commercial needs

3 Encourage Community And Stakeholder Cooperation
Groups track development proposals
A
B.

Community provides updates to citizens

4 Foster Distinctive Attractive Communities/ Strong Sense Of Place
A
B'

Hamilton
Pl:v.a

10
2

2

Liberty

Market

Harbor

Creek

2

2
2
1

2

1

2
2
2
1
1

2
2
2

2
2
2

2
2

2

2

Promenade

Smart

Southside Mocking- Addison
Circle
on Lamar
bird

Comer

2

1

2
2
1
1

2
2

2
2
0

2
2
0
0
0

0
2
0
0

Eastside
Plano

2

2

2
0
0
0

2
0
0

2
2

2
2
2

0

2

2

2

0
2
2

2
2
2

2
2
2

0
0

2
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

0
2

0

2
2

2

2

5
5

5
5

5
5

2.5
2.5

5
5

2.5
2.5

0
0

2.5

25
25

1.25

2.5
1.25

2.5
1.25

0

0

10
2
2
2
2
2

2

0
2
2

2
2

10
5
5

2.5

10

Identifiable Center and Edges
Civic institutions embedded in Neighborhood

2.5
2.5

2.5
2.5

2.5
2.5

2.5
2.5

2.5
0

2.5
1.25

2.5
1.25

c

Civic instrtutions Reinforce Community Identity

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Archetypes linked

2.5

0

0

2.5

0
2.5

1.25
1.25

0

D

0

1.25
0

1.25
2.5

1.25
2.5

0
2.5
2.5
2.5

0
2.5
2.5
0

0
2.5
2.5
2.5

0
2.5
2.5
2.5

0

2.5
2.5
2.5

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

0
2.5
2.5

5 Make Development Decisions Predictable, Fair And Cost Effective
A
Graphic Urban Design Codes
B
Natural Methods of Cooling and Heating
c
Special Zoning for Mixed use
Shared Parking
D

2.5

10
2.5
2.5
2. 5
2.5

2.5

Table 8.3 (Continued) New Planning Theories Scorecard -All Projects
Possible
Score

Hamilton

Liberty

Market

Plaza

Harbor

Creek

Promenade

Smart

Southside Mocking- Addison

Comer

on Lamar

Eastside

Circle

bird

Plano

6 Mixed Land Use
A
B

Zoning Permits mixed use

3.3
3.3

2
3.3

2
3.3

3.3

3.3

3.3

Commercial and Residential are proximate to retail and civic

3.3

1.65

c

Affordable Housing Mixed with Market Housing

3.4

0

0

3.4

3.4

3.3
3.4

3.3
3.3

3.3
3.3

3.3
3.3

3.3

3.3

0

0

0

0

7 Preservation

N
N
0

A

Parks. Green acres and natural landscapes are in place

5

5

5

5

5

0

2.5

2.5

5

5

B

Zoning requires green space in developments

5

0

0

5

5

0

0

0

5

5

2

0
2
2
2
0

0

0
2
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2
2

2

0

2

2

0
0

0
2

0
2

2
2
0
2

0
1.25

0
1.25

2.5

2.5

0

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

8 Provide A Variety OfTransportation Choices
A
Train Station Exists
B

Trolley Service/Stations

2

c

Buses
River Ferries
Park and Ride

2
2
2

0
2
2
2
0

D
E

9 Strengthen And Direct Development To Existing Communities
A
Preservation of historic buildings and districts

2
2
0
2

2
2
0

2.5

2.5

2.5

0

B

New development contiguous to existing development

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

c-

OrNoncontiguous development organized as a town or village
lnfill development

2.5

25

2.5

2.5

0

0

2.5

2.5

2.5

0
0

2.5

2.5

0
0

2.5

Re-use of existing buildings for new uses

0
0

2.5

D

5
5

5
5

5
5

5
5

0
5

0
5

5
5

5
5

5
5

5
5

100

76.5

74.3

87

61.1

64

59.85

58.1

69.6

76.6

2.5

16 Compact Building Design
A
B

Density For Singe Family
Density Per Acre

TOTAL SCORE

8.5.3 Affordable Housing

The New Theories Scorecard includes several categories that refer to affordable housing.
The Create a Range of Affordable Housing Opportunities category includes two
subcategories focused on affordability: one about for sales units and one about leasing
units. Affordability was also a subcategory of the Mixed Land Uses category. A project
that offered affordable rental and homeownership units would score 7.4 points on the
scorecard. Of the nine projects studied, only one, Market Creek in San Diego, achieved
that 7.4 score. And only two other projects, Promenade and Smart Comer, also in San
Diego, included any affordable housing opportunities whatsoever in their projects. This
lack of affordable housing is a continuing criticism of projects conceived as new urbanist
and transit oriented development. However, since the market for more expensive housing
is available and since more expensive housing is more profitable to developers, it is not
surprising that little affordable housing is built. Governmental regulations to require
affordable housing and public subsidies to developers to make the creation of affordable
housing an attractive proposition are the two methods that will continue to be used to
address the need for affordable housing.
All three San Diego projects feature on- site affordable units because it was a
condition for project approval by local government. San Diego has a set of regulations
through the San Diego Housing Commission that requires 10% of new units within a
development to be affordable. This approach not only addresses the need for affordable
housing but also creates a mix of incomes within a project. This contrasts with both
Dallas and Jersey City. In Dallas there was no local requirement to include affordable
housing as part of any privately financed project in the City. And none of the Dallas
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projects studied included rental or for sale units that were income restricted. In Jersey
City, the local government did have a policy that required developers to provide for some
affordable housing units. However, Jersey City government does not require that these
affordable units be built on-site. In addition, developers in Jersey City had an alternative
to building off-site affordable housing. They could choose to make payment to an
affordable housing trust fund, instead of building off-site units. This was the method
chosen by the developers of both Hamilton Square and Liberty Harbor in Jersey City.
The local government directed contributions to the trust fund to developments in different
parts of the Jersey City to provide for affordable housing, also referred to as income
restricted units. As neither the Dallas nor Jersey City projects had affordable units on site,
none of the projects received any points on new theories scorecard for including
affordable units.
Whether or not to require affordable housing to be built as part of a housing
development is a public policy choice. In two of the case study cities, Jersey City and San
Diego, local governments determined that developers of housing should help to solve a
problem in their communities: the lack of housing to members of society at the lower end
of the economic spectrum. Dallas has not implemented a similar program, probably
because the cost of housing is much lower in Dallas than in San Diego and Jersey City,
Since the housing requirements in Jersey City and San Diego apply to all developers of
projects of a certain scale, no individual developer is at a competitive disadvantage. The
cost of providing affordable housing is simply another cost of doing business in a locale.
And since the residential markets in San Diego and Jersey City are robust, developers are
able to meet the requirement and still structure profitable developments.
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From the perspective of developers, making a contribution to the housing trust
fund rather than building affordable units has a number of advantages. First it frees
developers of an ongoing commitment to seek qualified leases or owners. The process of
targeted marketing and the verification of eligibility for affordable units is a cumbersome
administrative task. There is also uncertainty as governmental regulations change over
time, and developers are required to adapt to new regulations. Normally, developers are
required to make the units affordable for extended periods of time ranging from ten to
thirty years depending upon the source of subsidy funds to make the project affordable.
Developers also prefer to keep sales and lease prices similar for similar units within a
building to avoid problems in marketing them. Leasing one unit in a building at a certain
price, while having the identical unit offered at a significant discount to residents who
qualify for an affordable unit, requires a complex conversation with prospective marketrate residents. In addition, developers would prefer to maximize their revenue and if the
units on site can generate more income than the contributions they make for off-site
affordable housing, it is in their best economic interest to forego building affordable units
on site.
One way to help create affordable housing would be for the local government to
permit a higher density of units for a project than the existing land use requirement
allows, in exchange for some units becoming income restricted as affordable housing.
Referred to as a "density bonus", this approach enables the developer to offset the loss of
income from reduced sales or rental prices by additional sales or rentals of units that
would not have been built except for the "density bonus" provided by the municipality in
exchange for the affordable units.
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Generally, existing residents resist any increase in density in their neighborhoods.
Therefore, it is important that the project design be sensitive to that issue. Certain design
strategies related to building set-backs, community spaces, green spaces, first floor retail
that serves existing residents, integration of the project into existing roadways and
pathway, setting back the upper floors of a building to provide less mass at a building
frontage are all strategies that can make higher density project not appear to overwhelm
the neighborhood because of its size.
In Jersey City, the practice of allowing developers to forego building affordable
units on site is changing. Some believe that practice has contributed to the creation of two
Jersey Cities, the bright shining new development near the waterfront and the rest of the
city where urban problems such as crime, a poor educational system and unemployment
are pervasive. The two Jersey Cities narrative played a major role in the election of Jersey
City Mayor Stephen Fullop in 2013. Fullop was a member of the Jersey City Council for
eight years prior to his ascendency to the post of mayor. As a councilman he was a
frequent critic of the previous administration of Mayor Jeremiah Healey. Although he
was a ward councilman whose district included the waterfront development area, Fullop
maintained that all of Jersey the City was not sharing in the benefits generated by new
development along the waterfront. He campaigned on a platform of providing more focus
on Jersey City neighborhoods and steering both development and city resources to those
areas that had not seen significant development over the past 20 years. On May 15, 2013,
Steven Fullop was elected by a 53%-38% majority, defeating Healy, a twelve year
incumbent (Jersey Journal, 2013).
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These changes in Jersey City may lead to a more resident centered approach to
planning future light rail transportation. For example, in planning extension routes the
needs of residents to commute to their places of work may be studied more extensively.
One of the criticisms of the new light rail spur into the west side of Jersey City was that
once completed, certain bus routes were eliminated, because they were seen by NJ
Transit as duplicative. However, those routes served certain destinations that were not on
the light rail line and as such disrupted the commuter patterns of residents (Cotter, 2007).
Examining the workplace destinations of residents in planning light rail extensions, and
linking those extensions to other mass transit that serves workplaces, would provide an
added dimension of equitable planning beyond the topic of affordable housing. In
addition to the local efforts at supporting affordable housing in Jersey City and San
Diego, the federal government is also involved in promoting affordable housing near
transit opportunities. As part of their Partnership for Sustainable Communities adopted in
2009, the federal departments of Housing and Urban Development, Transportation, and
Environmental Protection pledged to support a number of "livability principles,"
including to "provide more transportation choices" and " promote equitable, affordable
housing" (Sustainable Partnerships, 20 13). Criteria related to these principles are
included in applications for funding in federal housing programs.

8.6 Limitations of the Study
The key limitation of the study is the small number of transit agencies and transit projects
studied. The objective of the study, to determine the extent that the three planning
theories were considered in the planning and construction of the transit lines and
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development near those lines in three case study cities was accomplished. Although it
was determined that the planning principles of the three theories were followed in the
planning and development in the three case study cities, it would be speculative to draw
broad conclusions that the same is true in all other light rail cities.
The same limitation of studying only three cities pertains to the extent that transit
agencies have participated in the development of projects. The extent that agencies
participated actively in development was significantly different in all three cities with San
Diego having the most active role, Dallas a moderate role, and Jersey City a very limited
role. No conclusion could be drawn about the extent of transit agency involvement in
development in other jurisdictions based on the study results.
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CHAPTER9
IMPLICATIONS

This dissertation provides an account of the emergence of the planning theories of new
urbanism, smart growth and transit oriented development in the planning literature in the
late 1980s and early 1990s in the US, and demonstrates how those theories and their
principles were incorporated into the land use and transportation planning of light rail in
San Diego, Dallas and Jersey City. The dissertation also provides an historical review of
the surface transportation in the United States with a specific focus on post 1976 light
rail.
The research documents the land use and transit agency planning that occurred in
three case study cities and examines selected projects to evaluate the application of the
principles of the planning theories and to analyze the relationships among developers,
land use planners and transit agency planners in the case study cities. The research also
traces the participation of the federal government, through the Federal Transit
Administration, in setting criteria for federal funding of light rail projects and the impacts
that those criteria have had on planning and development in the case study cities.

9.1 Significance of the Research

When the new generation of light rail was introduced into the United States beginning in
the early 1980s, the three planning theories examined as part of this research were not yet
in existence. Nor was there any federal funding for light rail. Over the subsequent two
decades scores of light rail projects were planned and built in the US. Concurrently, the
planning theories of new urbanism, smart growth and transit oriented development were
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used by local governments and transportation agencies as they developed land use
regulations and planned light rail systems.
The federal government, through the Federal Transit Administration, provided
funding for light rail projects in 19 cities between 1985 and 2014. The total cost of those
systems was over $30 billion. Many of them, including the systems in the three case
study cities, have built extensions since their initial systems were completed. The federal
government continues to fund the extension of systems, and federal resources to those
planned extensions are anticipated to be in the hundreds of millions of dollars (FTA,
2013). The planning theories, which were only being introduced during the construction
of the light rail in the 1990s and early 2000s, are now commonplace and well known in a
variety of fields including: land use planning, transit planning, law, finance,
environmental planning and architecture (Handy, 2012).
In the early years of light rail planning in the US, transit planners focused their
analysis on transit metrics. Over the 1990s and early 2000s, the federal government,
through the Federal Transit Administration, established and continually expanded the
criteria for awarding grants for light rail projects. These new criteria gave greater and
greater emphasis to land use planning. During the same time period a body of research
grew regarding the connection between land use and transportation. Most of that research
consists of individual case studies and descriptions of specific developments at a light
rail, or other transit oriented, development site (Cervero, 1994, Ditmars & Olhand, 2004,
Robins &Wells, 2008).
This dissertation takes a more comprehensive approach than the previOus
research on single projects. It examines the roles of local government land use planners,
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transit agency representatives and commercial and residential property developers in the
planning and development of properties near light rail and the interaction among those
three groups of participants in the development of projects near light rail. The
examination focuses on how the planning principles associated with the post 1990
planning theories were included into planning efforts and actual development in San
Diego, Dallas and Jersey City. This study contributes to the research conducted on each
of the planning theories and on research on development near mass transit. The approach
of this study differs from other similar studies as it uses a combined "scorecard" to
review principles associated with all three planning theories. Another difference, between
this study and much of the literature, is that it is not based on a single transit agency or
project, but several, and reviews the local land use and transit planning in three different
cities and 10 different projects.
The interviews with developers are also a departure from most of the existing
research. This study sought developers opinions of the planning processes employed by
local land use and transit planners, and also explored how their projects fared in the real
estate markets of the case study cities.

9.2 Future Research

Four topics are recommended for future research as a result of this study: the relationship
between light rail and sprawl; differences between development at initial routes and at
extension routes; transit agency participation in public private partnerships; and the
relationship between affordable housing and light rail
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9.2.1 Light Rail and Sprawl
Since the mid 1990s the terms transit oriented development, new urbanism and smart
growth have permeated the planning and development literature. At the onset of their use,
certain professional groups were more likely to use certain terms based on their
professional affiliations. New urbanists were largely architects and planners; transit
oriented development was more closely associated with transit agencies and the
development community; and smart growth had its beginning in the environmental
movement. But by the second decade of the 21 51 century, most of the principles associated
with all three terms have been widely accepted by all the constituencies in their planning
and development work.
A common principle among all three theories is to create higher density housing
near mass transit, thereby addressing the pattern of suburban sprawl so prevalent in the
development in the United States during the second half of the 201h century. The
migration from cities to suburbs, to exurbs in the post World War II era resulted in
myriad problems including the loss of open space, significant infrastructure costs for new
roads and utilities, air pollution caused by carbon emissions from automobiles, economic
segregation, and a decrease in quality of life caused by long commuting times and the
isolation associated with residences devoid of community and cultural amenities (Downs,
1995, TCRP, 1998)
A logical next step to the research conducted in this study, about the use of the
planning principles in the development of various projects, would be an investigation of
how development associated with new light rail systems has contributed to alleviating
some of the problems associated with sprawl. For example, researchers could project the
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benefits associated with reduced automobile use, such as less capital expended on road
construction and the decrease in carbon emissions associated with fewer automobile trips
due to the use of mass transit at a new development (Handy, 2005). And while this type
of work is being done on a case by case basis by those who study transit and air pollution
(Cevero, 2007, APTA, 2008), there are as yet no research efforts that specifically
examine these benefits for an entire light rail system in a particular jurisdiction. This type
of research would inform policy makers at the local, regional, state and national levels as
they consider allocating resources for extending their mass transit systems.

9.2.2 Differences Between Development at Initial Routes and Extension Routes

The initial segments of light rail systems in Dallas, San Diego and Jersey City had a
common starting point. All three used existing rail lines for parts of their system. In San
Diego it was the San Diego and Arizona Eastern Railway, in Dallas the Southern Pacific
Transportation Company and in Jersey City the Central Railroad of New Jersey and the
Lackawanna Railroad. The choice of routes was driven by the availability of unused or
underused rail lines, the physical ease of converting them to light rail by locating on the
track beds and catenaries lines along the former rail lines. In addition, in all three these
case study cities, the cost of purchasing the rail lines was low compared with the cost of
acquiring more built up sites and the ensuing relocation and demolition expenses that
would be incurred.
Unanswered questions include: have uses along the initial lines changed with the
building of light rail? Were previous uses replaced by new higher and best uses? Or have
the uses that did not benefit from light rail continued? Change in uses cannot be
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measured over just a few years, since the tasks associated with pursuing a new project
such as acquisition, financing, and land use approvals can take many years or even a
decade to accomplish.
Related to this question is the selection of routes for the extensions of light rail
and for new light rail systems. In the case study cities, the extension of routes relied less
on the use of existing railways and focused more on the areas to be served by light rail. It
may be that the transit planners saw that relying on existing rail rights of way, as they did
with their initial routes, precluded new development and new riders. In some instances
those areas were already poised for future development such as the waterfront in Jersey
City. In others locations, significant development had already occurred, such as the
Fashion Valley Mall and the Qualcomm Stadium in San Diego and providing light rail
was viewed as an attractive transportation alternative to these venues. In these
circumstances, the existing development varied from residential densities of four units
per acre to 60 units per acre, commercial centers including both office and retail projects,
and entertainment and institutions such as arenas, stadiums, hospitals and universities.
The link between light rail sites and universities appeared in the case study cities
and also in other cities served by light rail. The extensions to the initial light rail systems
in Jersey City (New Jersey City University), Dallas (University of Dallas and Baylor
University Medical Center), and San Diego (San Diego State University) all included
stops at universities. The link between colleges and universities and light rail should be
explored in greater detail. Most students fit the profile of mass transit riders in that they
do not have automobiles. In fact, many colleges and universities actually prohibit
students from having cars on campus.
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In addition to the case study cities, light rail systems in several other cities include
stations at or near institutions of higher education. They are: Baltimore (Johns Hopkins
and the University of Baltimore); San Jose (San Jose State); Minneapolis (University of
Minnesota); Charlotte (University of North Carolina); Seattle (Washington State
University); Denver (University of Colorado); and, Phoenix (Arizona State University).
While the linkages to colleges and universities were part of extensions in the case study
cities, the three newest light rails system developed in the United States -- Phoenix,
Charlotte and Minneapolis -- all include university stops in their initial light rail routes.
Given the frequency of light rail being located proximate to colleges and
universities, an examination of how light rail is contributing to quality of life on
campuses is warranted. For example is light rail simply meeting the transit needs of
students, faculty and staff or is the new access to campus going beyond basic
transportation needs and fostering new construction and economic development with
ancillary uses such as hotels, conference spaces or business incubators?

9.2.3

Transit Agency Participation in Public Private Partnerships

Understanding the motivations and the parameters for structuring a successful public
private partnership for residential and commercial development along light rail is an
important topic for future research. Collecting and analyzing information on public
private partnerships between transit agencies operating light rail and developers could
provide guidance to transit agencies and developers who have not engaged in such
partnerships and, as importantly, can provide transit agencies that are involved in such
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arrangements, or wish to pursue them, with information about the benefits and drawbacks
of such arrangements.
Of the nine project sites examined in this study, only Grossmount in San Diego
was a substantive, in financial terms, as a public private partnership between a transit
agency and a developer. The partnership will result in annual lease payments from the
developer to the transit agency totaling over $15 million over the term of the lease. A
second San Diego project, SmartComer, involved a partnership between a local
redevelopment agency and the developer where the agency sold the property to the
developer. None of the projects examined in Dallas or Jersey City reviewed in this study
had any significant public private partnership component between the developer and the
transit agency. In Dallas and San Diego the Mockingbird and Market Creek projects
respectively involved the transit agencies making certain infrastructure improvements at
the developer's sites in exchange for payments from the developer. The transit agencies
in Dallas and Jersey City do have operational staff charged with advancing public private
partnerships with developers and each has had some experience in creating and
maintaining such partnerships (Weirzbinski, 2008; Baker, 2012).
At Grossmount, the transit agency owned land suitable for development. The
transit agency sought to link its existing bus service to the new light rail at the site, and
wanted to establish a new revenue source by leasing the property to a developer. The
developer determined that the project was financially feasible under the terms of the
proposed lease and entered into a long-term agreement to lease the property. The transit
agency met its transit related objectives and the new revenue source, not restricted to any
specific agency use, was now available as discretionary income to the transit agency.
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A recent report from the Transit Cooperative Research Board, a research
organization supported by the Federal Transit Administration, provides some information
on public private partnerships. The report encompasses all federally funded mass transit,
not only light rail. And while the report includes a section on Transit Oriented
Development projects, the level of detail on specific projects is minimal (TCRB, 2013).
Two topics regarding how light rail transit agencies can participate in public private
partnerships which would benefit from further research are: What capabilities does a
transit agency need to participate in a public private partnerships? And, what results have
been achieved by transit agencies that have participated in public private partnerships?
Research that addresses these two questions could provide a basis for evaluating the
economic rationale for structuring public private partnerships between transit agencies
and developers.

9.2.4 Affordable Housing and Light Rail

This study revealed variations in whether and how much local governments and land use
planners considered including affordable housing in the development of the projects in
the three case study cities. In addition, the planners of the three transit agencies did not
consider affordable housing. That circumstance is likely to change in the future since,
following the establishment of the light rail lines in the three cities studied, the federal
project justification criteria have changed several times to include affordable housing as a
category considered in evaluating projects for funding. As of 2012, transit agencies, both
new systems and extensions, must provide specific information on the planned and
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existing affordable housing, referred to as legally income restricted housing to compete
for federal funding of their light rail projects,
Even though the Federal Transit Administration application process reqmres
applicants both to inventory existing income restricted housing and to provide projections
of new housing, there is no mechanism in place for the FTA to determine if the proposed
affordable housing has been built. Nor is there any mechanism in place to determine if
the existing affordable housing remains income restricted. Without this monitoring it is
unclear that the affordable housing at light rail will be available. There are no
enforcement provisions related to new development. Should new affordable housing
development not occur, transit agencies are not required to develop alternative plans for
affordable housing in the area.
The lack of any monitoring and enforcement provisions for affordable housing
IS

no different than for other project justification criteria. Once a project is funded,

projections included in the FEIS for ridership and fare box revenue, along with estimates
of net energy reduction due to less auto vehicle use, are not monitored by the FTA. Once
the capital investment is made, the operation of the line by the transit agency is
independent of federal oversight. Other organizations do monitor some of these items.
For example, annually the American Public Transportation Association compiles
statistics regarding ridership and fare revenue on light rail projects supported by the FTA.
While some organizations compile information on affordable housing near transit
oriented development, there is no central source that compares housing as proposed in
FEIS applications and the housing that is actually built. Several nonprofit housing
organizations have begun to monitor the development of housing along mass transit
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including the Enterprise Foundation that works nationally, Housing Works in Austin and
FRESC in Denver. To date their work has only reported a few projects, totaling 1,100
units, completed near mass transit (Enterprise, 2014).
One of the critiques of new urbanist communities is that they only serve affluent
populations (Talen, 2009, Day, 2003). This was the case in the first new urbanist
communities of Seaside and Kentlands. A lack of economic diversity is also true of the
two projects in this study planned by new urbanist architects: Rio Vista in San Diego by
Peter Calthorpe and Liberty Harbor in Jersey City by Andres Duany.
There is little research on new urbanist communities that do incorporate
affordable housing, particularly in urban areas (Kenny & Zimmerman, 2004, Hirt, 2009).
The mix of income types in new urbanist communities remains an area for future
research. In particular, the Liberty Harbor case should be revisited once it is completed.
As of 2014, approximately one third of the project as envisioned had been built. Some of
the parameters of the project have been changed from the original design: four and five
bedroom condominium units have been changed to fewer bedrooms, suggesting that
families are not moving to Liberty Harbor. This is because housing in the area attracts
more young professionals than families with several children. In addition, the poor
performance of the school system in Jersey City is seen as a deterrent to young families .

9.3 Policy Recommendations
While the new planning theories have to a great extent blended, many of the
principles remain in the forefront in planning and development projects. In addition
some principles, such as those associated with environmental issues, are being more
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widely discussed under the rubric of sustainable development. Three principles from the
various theories will have major impact for policy implications for future development
near light rail: (1) increasing residential densities outside central cities (2) promoting
development in existing urban areas; and (3) promoting sustainable development.
Transit agencies will need to consider how best to implement partnerships with
developers, and the federal government will continue to refine its role in selecting
projects to fund based on project justification criteria. Local governments will need to
take into account the federal project justification criteria in setting their land use policies,
if they want to successfully compete for federal funding for light rail.

9.3.1 Light Rail and Densities Outside Central Cities

A future consideration regarding the development near light rail depends upon the
acceptance by local governments, existing residents and potential renters and owners of
higher density housing in areas where low-density housing currently exists. Transit
agencies currently consider the density of residential units proximate to possible locations
in the selection of routes. Local government planners also currently consider increasing
residential densities at areas near mass transit. And density regulations are essential for
developers to assess the feasibility of their projects.
To obtain federal funding for a light rail project, the transit sponsor must
demonstrate the demand for mass transit. Nearly all of the post-1980 US light rail
systems were built in major cities, thereby providing a large pool of users and potential
users for mass transit. The demand projections assembled by transit agencies for the
application for federal funding rely on both current statistics regarding transit use and on
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projections of future mass transit use. These future projections are in part tied to whether
local governments will allow for development along the proposed transit route and in
particular the need for residential densities associated with mid rise and high rise new
development.
While cities served by light rail in the US generally have large populations, they
differ significantly in population density. And these densities in turn can impact the
future use of mass transit. In the three case study cities, Jersey City had the highest
population density with 16,980 residents per square mile while San Diego and Dallas
were far less dense with 4,022 and 3,522 persons per square mile respectively in 2010.
Correspondingly in 2013, the use of mass transit in the three cites was highest in the most
densely populated city with Jersey City at 31.46 %, San Diego at 4.1% and Dallas at
3.46%.
Two of the developers interviewed in Dallas commented extensively on the issue
of density. They were very concerned as they planned their projects about whether a
market existed for higher density residential development in Dallas. With a land area of
340 square miles, the City of Dallas has low and mid- rise housing spread throughout the
city and few high-rise residential structures. Given the lack of an existing market for
their type of product, the Mockingbird and Southside project developers were relying on
past experience and the experience of similar projects outside Dallas, but near transit as
models for their projects. In both instances, the Dallas projects were located at sites with
a previous industrial or warehousing use. This fact was likely helpful to the developers as
they did not meet with resistance from any existing residents, and there were few
residential uses near their properties. The City of Dallas, through its Department of
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Planning, was supportive of both projects, as a new residential use was far preferable to
the existing vacancies at both locations.
Once completed, both projects were fully leased and viewed by both the
developers and local government as successful. The Matthews Group, the developer of
the Southside project, has continued development in the same neighborhood adding more
multi-family projects.

Since their developments were completed, more high-rise

residential structures have been built in Dallas. In both Jersey City and San Diego higher
density residential buildings were already part of the city's housing stock. And so
developers did not express the concerns expressed in Dallas because in both Jersey City
and San Diego the local land use regulations permitted high-rise residential buildings.
The issue of residential density will be an ongoing part of the conversation
regarding development near light rail because of the location of future US light rail
projects. According to a report issued by the Federal Transit Administration, most light
rail development planned in the US are extensions to existing systems, providing mass
transit service to areas further from the central cities where the light rail systems began
(FTA, 2014). Residential densities generally decrease the further one travels outside
central cities. And as light rail extends to these communities, local government planners
and developers will be faced with decisions about increasing densities.
Local government planners can use planning and zoning codes to shape how a
community wants to accommodate higher density uses. The new theories reviewed in this
study advocate for higher residential densities along mass transit routes, and this view is
widely accepted in the planning field. However, land use changes that current residents
believe will have a negative impact on their quality of life and property values are often
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met with resistance by current residents. The Mockingbird and Southside projects in
Dallas did not face any local opposition from residents because both projects were not in
existing residential areas. But it is likely that locating higher density housing in existing
low density residential areas will result in some disagreements between residents, local
government and developers.
The extension of the San Diego Trolley through the La Jolla neighborhood of San
Diego is one such example. Although downtown San Diego has many higher density
buildings, the same is not true of the areas outside the central business district. A route
through La Jolla has been proposed by the SANDAG, the operator of the San Diego
Trolley, and environmental approvals for the route have been obtained from the Federal
Transit Administration (FTA). Current local requirements in La Jolla limit building
heights in this ocean front community to 30 feet. The height limit effectively limits
density, which in tum affects the size of the pool of potential mass transit riders that will
use the new light rail. It is unknown whether local governments will approve projects that
exceed the current restriction. Advocates for denser development cite the attributes of the
new urbanist, smart growth and transit oriented development planning theories, while
current residents cite the potential negative effects on their quality of life including traffic
congestion, the loss of scenic views, and the overall change in the scale of a
neighborhood, to which they have been accustomed (Kealts, 2014).
La Jolla is just one of scores of communities where light rail will be expanding.
Each new expansion site likely has residential densities that are lower than in the center
cities that their light rail systems serve. And few of those communities have likely come
to any decisions on how to address the question of higher densities in their
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neighborhoods. Assembling information about how smaller communities served by light
rail have taken steps to change their land use regulations to allow for higher density uses
and case studies of residential projects in those communities could provide valuable
information to decision makers in local government, transit agencies and the development
community in cities where light rail is only in the planning phase.
To promote new light rail and the extension of existing systems local
governments and transit agencies should be required by the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) to engage in joint land use planning for those areas being
considered as routes, as a condition for FTA funding. These planning efforts would
engage the public early in the process to provide meaningful opportunities to present ides
and offer constructive and critical comments.
It is likely that most communities support investment of several hundred million

dollars in. transit. That investment will provide greater access to transit for residents,
increase property values, decrease automobile congestion, and provide opportunities for
retail businesses by enhancing access to their businesses. Consequently, the goal of
improving transit investment will likely be supported. The devil will be in the details of
how a plan is crafted. A joint planning effort, that provides an opportunity for meaningful
input at the start of a process, instead of a public comment opportunity at the end of a
process, is likely to result in a plan that is acceptable to a wider range of stakeholders.
This planning effort should be led by the transit agencies, with the support of both the
developers and local government,
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9.3.2 Light Rail and Redevelopment in Economically Distressed Areas

In 2014, the US Department of Transportation (USDOT) announced the Pilot Program
for TOD Planning to assist transit agencies in planning transit oriented development. The
program provides grants of up to two million dollars to plan for development near DOT
capital improvement projects such as light rail. The program requires that the transit
agency applying for the grant partner with the agency responsible for local land use
authority, to enhance the feasibility of any proposed transit oriented development plan.
The program focuses on areas with low levels of existing development (USDOT, 2014).
The establishment of this pilot program acknowledges that light rail alone is not a
significant catalyst for development. The fact that light rail sites remained undeveloped
was evident during visits conducted in this study to southern Dallas and western Jersey
City, where economically challenged neighborhoods did not experience any significant
investment with the establishment of light rail. The Pilot Program for TOD is the latest in
a progression of actions taken by USDOT to encourage transit agencies to become more
engaged in land use and economic development activities. Those efforts include changes
in the project justification criteria used to award federal funds to light rail projects, which
have occurred over the past 20 years, and a 2010 federal Executive Order creating the
Partnership For Sustainable Communities (PSC) among the federal departments of
Transportation, Housing and Urban Development and Environmental Protection to
support initiatives related to smart growth.
The initial funding allocation for the Pilot Program for TOD funds only four
planning efforts nationally. The program should be expanded and federal support
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provided so that all distressed areas that will be served by federally funded light rail have
an opportunity to receive funding.
While the coordination of planning at the federal level through the PSC, and
closer working relationships at the local level between transit agencies and land use
planners are positive steps, the commitment of capital to fund projects in low-income
neighborhoods remains a looming issue. The likelihood of a plan assuaging perceptions
of risk and convincing private entities of sufficient rewards to take those risks is doubtful.
Success in these disadvantaged neighborhoods will require a comprehensive package of
financial incentives, made available by federal, state and local governments.
The federal government should set aside funding in existing federal initiatives
such as the HOME program at HUD for affordable housing or the Small Business
Administration for establishing new businesses, specifically for distressed areas where
federally funded light rail is being built. These federal funds will spur developer interest
and provide an incentive for developers to take on the risk of projects in communities that
are distressed. Similar set asides and public investments at the state level should be
encouraged. This additional layer of capital can contribute toward a critical mass of
resources would be available to serve as a catalyst for programs and development in
distressed areas served by light rail.

9.3.3 Smart Growth and Sustainability

In 2008, the Congress of New Urbanism introduced the Cannons of Sustainable
Architecture and Urbanism as a companion to the Charter on New Urbanism (CNU,
2008). The Cannons reference linkages between the new urbanist principles and a new set
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of principles on the regional, block and street level associated with sustainability.
Examples of these additional principles are: the use of non-toxic substances in building
materials; the use or renewable energy sources; and, the capture and reuse of rainwater.
This new set of principles by CNU is consistent with the results of a study that shows that
the principles of smart growth and new urbanism are becoming essential equivalents of
sustainable development by the planning profession (Jepson and Edwards, 2014).
The Federal Transit Administration should amend its project justification criteria
for federal funding to encourage more sustainable elements in light rail projects. This
recommendation consists of two parts. The first is the sustainability of the light rail
systems, in particular the choices of materials, equipment and power sources used. For
example a light rail system in an area such as Phoenix could possibly to be powered by a
solar array located near the light rail line. The second category for sustainability would
relate to development. These could include both those built solely the transit agency such
as transit stations and those developments in which the transit agency plays some role
through a public private partnership. Transit agencies could adopt some level of national
standards such as the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) promoted
by the Green Building Council.

9.3.4 Public Private Partnerships

Since 2010, the issue of public private partnerships has been widely discussed among
transit planners and decisions made at federal, state and local levels by stakeholders are
shaping the role partnerships will play in future development adjacent to light rail in the
United States (Papajohn et al., 2011). A 2014 publication by the Transportation Research
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Board, the research arm of the US Department of Transportation (USDOT), provides
guidance to local transit agencies on a wide array of topics related to the development of
partnerships, from their legal status to issues related to financing and the management of
partnerships once established. The report describes why 3P's, the abbreviation for Public
Private Partnerships, are desirable, "because of rising costs and ever scarcer funding for
public transit, there is increasing interest in PPP" (TRB, 2014, p.27).
As described in the case studies, all three transit agencies were seeking to work in
partnership with private entities on development near transit. The practices were viewed
favorably by the federal government but prior to 2012 were not prominently mentioned in
federal legislation or regulations. In the MAP 21 transportation bill, passed in 2012, more
focus was given public private partnerships as a means of assisting the country in meeting
its transportation needs. But the regulations that have been adopted to implement that
objective may, in some instances, be working to stifle public private partnerships.
One issue is a restriction on the use of transit agencies assets derived from federal
sources in public private partnerships. For light rail this constraint may not allow transit
agencies to utilize property acquired with federal funding to be part of a partnership. For
example, if the site for Grossmount project in San Diego, had been acquired with federal
funding, the transit agency may have been prohibited from using the property in a
partnership for developing that site. As it happened, the Grossmount site was acquired
decades before the light rail project, and its acquisition cost was not included in the
federal share of project costs for the light rail system .
So at a time when local transit agencies are seeking to create recurring revenue
sources through public private partnerships, and at a time when the federal government is
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charging those same state transit agencies to "leverage" resources, this particular
regulation impedes that goal. Transit agencies may still be able to pursue public private
partnerships by utilizing non-federal funding for the acquisition of future development
sites. This approach should be manageable, as a non-federal match in the range of 40% to
50% of project costs is normally required from the transit agency. These matching funds
generally come from state and local government sources. Presumably they could be
directed toward the acquisition of property, which is an eligible cost within the federal
application. And since the acquisition was accomplished with non-federal funds, the
property could be included in a partnership with a private entity.
To provide greater clarity, the US Department of Transportation should review its
regulations regarding public private partnerships, and eliminate those regulations that
hamper transit agencies from entering into public private partnerships associated with
development near light rail.
At the same time that the USDOT has been making these recommendations
regarding the three P' s, similar regulations have been issued by US Department of
Housing and Urban Development. Also driven by the scarcity of resources for affordable
housing, HUD regulations continue to refine the appropriate role for private sector
partners in joint venture relationships. These partnerships have become commonplace in
the HUD CHOICE program, where federally funded public housing authorities enter into
agreements with private developers to construct housing developments, normally on a
site owned by the public housing authority.
Another issue, raised in the same 2014 TRB report, concerns the resources
necessary for transit agencies to participate in a public private partnership. The report
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also describes the administration and management of a PPP as "very demanding". It
describes the potential need for an experienced management team and quite possibly a
full-time project manager or director or the appointment of specialists to monitor
compliance with the contract and with land use, environmental, or other requirements.
This issue of professional staffing is related to another fundamental policy question,
namely what amount of risk is acceptable for a public agency to accept in entering into a
partnership. Several decades ago, transit planners paid little attention to land use and
economic development concerns in their work at planning a light rail system. Now it
would appear that staff, or consultants at these transit agencies will need a skill set similar
to real estate developers to assess the project risks and rewards that may result from
partnerships.
The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (PANYNJ) has recently been
considering these very issues. This bi-state agency has been very involved in public
private partnerships related to real estate, most notably the World Trade Center project
what was built in the 1970s. In 2014, a report entitled Keeping the Region Moving was
prepared by a special panel formed by the governors of New York and New Jersey to
make recommendations on improving the operation of the PANYNJ. That report
proposed, "prudently divesting real estate holdings and restricting future real estate
investments to those integral to the Authority's core transportation mission" (page 6).
That report included a financial analysis of the operations of the non-transportation real
estate assets that concluded that the total annual income less expenses resulted in a
minimal amount of revenue to the agency (PANYNJ, 2014).
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Graduate

level planning departments that provide a concentration m

transportation planning need to augment their curriculum to provide courses related to
land use development and transit oriented development. Such courses could include legal
aspects of public private partnerships and a focus on project financing, so that transit
planners will be better prepared to structure and understand public private partnerships,
including the financial implications of such arrangements. In addition, professional
organizations such as the American Public Transportation Association and the American
Institute of Certified Planners need to provide continuing education courses about the
most recent federal regulations governing public private partnerships, thereby allowing
transportation planners make informed decisions.

9.4 The Future of Light Rail

This study has raised a wide range of issues and described their impact on the light rail
systems in San Diego, Dallas and Jersey City and beyond. Several of these issues will
undoubtedly have significant bearing on future light rail development and as such deserve
a final remark.
Federal regulations regarding establishing and funding light rail have evolved
over the past 30 years. Future changes will likely increase the complexity of applications.
This is likely since the federal government has expanded the goals of light rail projects to
include providing affordable housing and enhancing environmental protection. These
added objectives will require a greater understanding of these issues by transit agencies
and a greater coordination with other levels and departments of government.
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The increased focus on environmental matters in awarding funding for light rail
complements the sustainable building approaches promoted by the Green Building
Council through their Leadership in Environmental Efficiency and Design (LEED)
program. The clean-up and reuse of environmentally contaminated sites is a major
requirement for gaining LEED certification. The use by transit agencies and developers
of contaminated sites for development near light rail will require a closer working
relationship between the federal Department of Transportation and the Environmental
Protection Agency. While both of these federal departments participate in joint planning
activities through the Sustainable Communities Initiatives, funding for environmental
cleanup is substantially greater than the planning funds made available for joint planning
among the DOT, HUD and EPA. If light rail and developments associated with light rail
are to be built on formerly contaminated sites, EPA will need to provide some funding for
clean-up to make development at these sites feasible.
A similar logic applies to applications from transit agencies and their commitment
to build or retain affordable housing near light rail. While funding for affordable housing
will likely take less of a financial commitment than an environmental cleanup on a
brownfield site, there will nevertheless be a need for funding to defray the cost of
acquisition and construction to a developer to make a housing project affordable and
financially feasible. Federal funding in the form of Low Income Housing Tax Credits and
grants through the federal HOME program can meet that need. However, developers of
projects near light rail are competing with other developers of affordable housing in their
respective states or local jurisdictions for those funds. And since the demand for these
funds far exceed their supply, funding for these projects near light rail is not assured.
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In both these instances -- the utilization of formerly contaminated sites and
increasing the supply of affordable housing-- the creation of a specific set aside program
within HUD and EPA that reserves some funds for projects involved in light rail
applications may be a solution. Or at least it would appear so in theory. Introducing some
regulations that reserve a portion of federal funding for several dozen jurisdictions that
have light rail or are planning it would decrease resources available to non-light rail cites.
Those jurisdictions, through their federal representatives, would likely try to block a setaside program.
In a lagging national economy, public resources for mass transit at all levels of
government will continue to decrease. Instead of relying on existing sources of capital
from the federal government, both light rail systems and the projects built near light rail
will need to seek capital that is not part of the existing federal budget. Public private
partnerships, between government transit agencies and private developers, provide one
source for that capital. Transit agencies will need to clearly articulate the public benefit to
be derived from such partnerships and compare those benefits to the risks associated with
partnerships. Transit agency executives and boards will be responsible for making
decisions about entering into public private partnerships. And they will need to rely on
expert advice to make those decisions, as most of these transit professionals will likely
lack experience in real estate transactions.
While the public private partnerships examined as part of this study were
exclusively related to real estate development projects, public private partnerships could
engage in the operation of light rail transit systems in the US. In the late 191h century with
the introduction of the trolley, private companies took the lead it establishing trolley
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systems. And while it has been the public sector, primarily through the federal
government financing, that has established light rail since the 1980s, private operators
could play a role in establishing future systems. Currently private companies are planning
the nation's first high speed trains in two US markets, Dallas-Houston and WashingtonBaltimore. Those two efforts rely exclusively on private capital. Whether or not they will
be built and succeed economically is not known. However, if they are successful, this
may open the door for other such efforts including private operation of light rail lines.
Another source of funding for future light rail projects, which is not available
today, is a proposed National Infrastructure Bank. This initiative, which has been
proposed several times by the Obama administration has not gained support in Congress.
The National Infrastructure Bank, as proposed by the administration, would be formed as
a government sponsored enterprise, governed by an independent board of directors and
attract capital from the private markets. It would work with existing federal infrastructure
financing programs such as the Transportation Infrastructure Financing Credit Program,
which provide loans and credit enhancements for transportation projects, including light
rail.
The differences between the initial routes chosen for light rail systems in the case
study cities and routes chosen for their extensions may shed some light on how future
light rail routes are chosen. A study comparing new mass transit routes in Atlanta,
Houston and Los Angeles concluded that the new routes were nearly identical to those
proposed early 40 years earlier. The researchers state that an inability to gain the
necessary political support 40 years ago to build those routes exacerbated transit between
that time and the present and that the new projects should have been built decades ago.
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Two of the three, Houston and Los Angeles, include large sections of new light rail
routes which were built in the last ten years (Shelton, 2014).
Research by Alan Altshuller and Robert Luberoff about making political
decisions on infrastructure projects over the past half century has provided several
findings. Since the 1970s and the success of smaller environmental and community
groups in stopping infrastructure projects has made proposing large infrastructure
projects less popular. Instead of proposing large projects, government agencies are
choosing a framework of "doing no harm" as opposed the mantra used by Robert Moses
about not being able to make an omelet without breaking a few eggs (Caro, 1975).
Altshuler and Luberoff cite several examples of projects such as Boston's Big Dig and
the Denver International Airport as mega projects that withstood public outcry and have
been completed and are successful, but they view these as exceptions to the norm of what
government agencies are willing to propose (Altshuler, A. & Luberoff, D, 2003). Indeed,
the initial routes for light rail chosen in the case study cities followed the do no harm
approach. It remains to be seen if future light rail infrastructure projects may choose to
break some eggs so as not to leave issues unresolved only resurface decades later as
happened with the transit routes in Atlanta, Houston and Los Angeles . .
Market forces will remain paramount in investment decisions in development near
light rail. In each of the case study cities, the most depressed areas along the light rail
routes did not attract the anticipated investment and development. Even supportive land
use policies in the form of more permissive zoning codes and redevelopment plans
prepared by local governments were not sufficient to ignite development. Slowly local
governments and federal departments are understanding that public investment either
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exclusively for public purposes or in partnership with private developers is necessary to
create viable neighborhoods in depressed areas along light rail routes.
While the challenges of an expanded mission, dwindling resources, a lack of
development experience among transit professionals and weak real estate markets along
light rail are formidable, light rail investment in a project is very significant. The
hundreds of millions of dollars that are the norm for establishing a system can attract
many partners and supporters, and if managed carefully, can allow the aforementioned
challenges to be addressed and successful light rail systems and development projects to
be built.
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APPENDIX A

Interview Questionnaire for Light Rail Transit Planners, Local Land Use
Planners and Government Administrators
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Interview Questionnaire
For Light Rail Transit and Government Administrators and Planners
Project Title:
Late 20th and Early 21st Century Light Rail Projects
and Changing Development Patterns in the United States

Interviewee Name:
Interviewee Title:
Date of Interview:
Location of Interview: ---------------------------------------Address

City

State

Interviewer:
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Zip Code

Introduction
This interview is being conducted to obtain information regarding the planning of
light rail system in (
) and the major planned and actual residential
and commercial development that has occurred since the light rail system has
been in operation. A review of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS)
submitted by (system operator name) to the Federal Transit Administration has
been reviewed and references were noted to regarding the planning theories of
Smart Growth, Transportation Oriented Development, and New Urbanism, which
are hereinafter referred to as the "New Theories".
In addition a physical inspection of development sites has been conducted.
Questions are based on the data gathered by these two methods. The questionnaire
is organized into two sections Planning and Development. The Development
section is further divided into two parts, developments included in the FEIS and
developments that were built but not included in the FEIS.
PLANNING

A review of the Final Environmental Impact Statement revealed that the planning
process used (name of case) had the following explicit references to "the new
theories" transportation oriented development, new urbanism and smart growth .
A.
B.

C.
1.

Could you tell me why these theories were incorporated into the plan?

2.
Were there specific individuals, organizations, coalitions, etc. that
championed these theories being incorporated into the plan?

3.
Could you identity the specific theories or principles that each of these
entities championed?

4.
Were there other planning documents for jurisdictions served by the
project that incorporated these new theories?

5.

If so, what were those planning documents?
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DEVELOPMENT
Note: For the purposes of this study "major development" is being defined as
residential developments of 100+ units and/or developments of 50 +units of
"affordable housing" Retail and/ or Commercial Development of 1 million or
more square feet.

Developments Referenced In The Federal Environmental Impact Statement

The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) described the following major
residential and commercial/retail projects
A.
B.

c.
1.

For each of these projects, would you describe it as consistent with the

planning theories of smart growth, transit oriented development or new urbanism.
2.

If so, why?

3.

If not, why not?

4.

Was the project built?

5.

If so, who was the developer?

6.

If not, why was it not built?

7.

With regard to these projects that were described in the FEIS and built, do

you have any further comment on these developments and their relationship to
light rail and/or to the planning theories of smart growth, transit oriented
development or new urbanism.
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DEVELOPMENT (Continued)
Developments Not Referenced In The Federal Environmental Impact
Statement
The following are projects both residential and commercial, which were built but
not described in the FEIS.
A.
B.

c.
1. Are you aware of other major projects in addition to these that have been built
and not included in the FEIS?
2. If yes, what are those projects?
D.
E.
F.

3. For each of these projects, would you describe it as consistent with the planning
theories of smart growth, transit oriented development or new urbanism.
4. If so, why?
5. If not, why?
6. Who was the developer?
7. With regard to these projects that were not described in the FEIS and built, do
you have any further comment on these developments and their relationship to
light rail and/or to the planning theories of smart growth, transit oriented
development or new urbanism.
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APPENDIXB

Interview Questionnaire for Residential and Commercial Developers
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Interview Questionnaire
For
Residential and Commercial Developers
Project Title:
Late 20th and Early 21st Century Light Rail Projects
and Changing Development Patterns in the United States

Interviewee Name:
Interviewee Title:
Date of Interview:
Location of Interview: --------------------------------------Address

City

State

Interviewer:
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Zip Code

Introduction
This interview is being conducted to obtain information regarding the planning of light
) and the major planned and actual residential and
rail system in (
commercial development that has occurred since the light rail system has been in
operation. A review of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) submitted by
(system operator name) to the Federal Transit Administration has been reviewed and
references were noted to regarding the planning theories of Smart Growth, Transportation
Oriented Development, and New Urbanism, which are hereinafter referred to as the "New
Theories". A physical inspection of development sites has been conducted. And
interviews with planning and transit officials have been conducted. Your project has been
identified through one or more of these three methods.

DEVELOPMENT
Note: For the purposes of this study "major development" is being defined as residential
developments of 100+ units and/or developments of 50 +units of "affordable housing"
Retail and/ or Commercial Development of 1 million or more square feet.

1. Please describe the nature of the project
a. Number of residential units
b. Number of residential units described as affordable housing
c. Amount of commercial space in square feet
d. Amount of retail space in square feet
e. Amount of parking for residential spaces
f. Amount of parking for commercial
g. Amount of parking for retail spaces
h. Year construction commenced
1.
Year construction completed
2. Was your project included in the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS),
that is the application submitted for funding the Federal Transit Administration
for the
light rail project.
a. Yes
b. No
c. Don't know

3. Are you familiar with the concepts of Smart Growth, New Urbanism and Transit
Oriented Development?
a. Yes
b. No
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4. Please refer to the enclosed exhibit. What principles of Smart Growth, New
Urbanism or Transit Oriented Development are incorporated in your project?

5. How are they incorporated?

6. For each principle identified in response# 4, please state the most important
reason for incorporating the principle (e.g. Required by planning board, required
by building code, recommended by architect, market driven, subsidies were
available which made them economically feasible, etc.). If more than one answer
applies, please only list the most important one.

7. What are the rental or sales prices associated with your property?
a. Residential
i. Sales
11. Rental
b. Commercial
1. Sales
11. Rental
c. Retail
1. Sales
11. Rental
8. What vacancy rates do you experience
a. Residential
b. Commercial
c. Retail

9. How do these prices compare with those in the region, not adjacent to the light
rail development, (at least Y2 mile away from light rail)?
a. About the same
b. Greater by 1-10%
c. Greater by 11-20%
d. Greater by 21-30%
e. Greater by 31% or more
f. Less by 1-10%
g. Less by 11 to 20%
h. Less by 21 to 30%
1. Less by 31% o more
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